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The Urban Consumer Education Project'
received funding for two years from the

U.'S. Office of ConsUmers' EduCatidn to
develop a model for utilizing community
resources in a school-based consumer
education program. The only school program

in the nation designed to work in

cooperation with a, state - attorney general,::
the'Urbffn ConsumerEducation Project --has

attracted consideraiale-natiOnal attention

Project staff have been invited'to,.speak

at meetings of'the National Attorney-
General'sAssociatidn, NdtionaredmmUnity
Education Association,' 'the AperiCan' .

Education ReSearch Associationrcoinitiee'
to Support National Conuffier Educatib'n

Week, The project has,been featured
fbc fulloiiing publications: Missouri

Consumer Educator, University of Missourf=
Columbia;Com6unis Scriptura, Missouri Bar
Association;,MiSsouri School Missouri

Department o'f Elementar/ and Secondary \.

'Education;ind Ainefican Education, U. S.

Department of 'EducatiOn.

This guide was produced in whole'or -.

r''
in part with a grant from the Office pf
Consumers' Eaucation,,U. S. Department .

of Education; however, opinions expressed
herein do not necessarily reflect the ,0 . '4
position of the Office_ of Consumers'
Education and no official endoriement . 4 ',

should be inferred. n . t .
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I. INTRODUCTION
,

i
This guide is a product of the Urban Consumer Education Project, a .

f.

cooperative-program between the Stouis PUblic Schools and Missouri's 4

.

% . , . .

. ;

Attorny,'0eneral. The program offers to all the system's fifth - grade'

41.

teachers training in consumer education skills-teaching strategies, and

ways to use community resources to supplement and enhance the school LS,,

con sumer-educationcurf'iculum. The program offers training also to

resource persons in over 40 governmental a§enciesibusinesses,educational

institutions, and civic organizations to provide them with skills for
-

bringing their consumer expeftise into fifth-grade classrooms.

This consists of 22 lerns Which supplemgnt the St. Louis .

4, .

Puklic Schools; consumer education program usually taught at:the.fifth-,

grade level, The lessons-have been developed by fifth-grade teacherS

Working closely with community resource persons over a to-yearperiod.
k

Resource-people, all of whom are experts working in their owp specialized

areas of consumer education and consumer protection, have\,donated many

-
hours of their time to work with teachersqo construct these lessons. All

of the lessons have been pilot-tested by teachers infifth-grade classrooms

in, public schools across the city. It hasteen a cooperative effort

resulting in valuable learning experiences'for all who' participated:
i

k,

. Teachers increased their knowledge of 'consumer topi s and

became more proficient in teachingconsumer ducat n

.

. Resource people became more proficient in commun.' atingtheir topic
to wider audiences , ...'

. Students ?earned important consumer skills and competencies anii -*-'
.

also became more eroficient in reading and math.
.

.

.
. ;.

,

, -.
,..



In constructing the lessons teacheri were careful to choose activities
0

that teach' important consumer education objectives. In addition, lessons

are designed to give-students real-world opportunities to practice basic

skills learned in language arts, math, reading, and using reference materials.

Each lesson includes consumer education objectives and identifies the basic

skills whicli are 'reinforced in that lesson, as measured in the California

Achievemenit.Test and the Missouri Basic Essential Skills'Test.

The eyaluations conducted during the pilot-testing conclude that:

. Students do learn from experts who visit their classroom

. Students do learn the basic skills through the consumer education
-program

Students do learn to become better informed, more responsible
consumers. -

- The use of community resources in the classroom will provide an
O

"exciting dimension to any consumer education program and we hope this

guide *j1.1 ,prOyide yTumith many useful idea's.

4

f
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HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE
O

The most important factor in the use of community.resources is

TEACHERS AND RESOURCE PERSONS

WORKING TOGETHER
41.

The lessons in this guide'emphasize a team approach to using the

community resources in the classroom. For this reason, eacheson'in the

guide includes:

activities that must be done by the teacher, and

. activities that must be done by the resource person.

Each lesson has three segments:

1. Pre-Visit--activities to be taught' the teacher

2. The Visit--an.outline Ofwhat the resou e person will present in

the clasroom

3. Follow-UN-activities to reinforce the concep ,introduced-in the
.

visit.

It is important for the Teicher to do the, pee -visit activifter-d-ar fined

in the lesson.

It is iDgprtant for thL Resource Person to present.his/hertaterial4s

outlined in the lesson.
4

t)A
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THE LESSONS

The guide Contains 22 lessons designed.to supplement the text, Young

Consumers, usually tau'ght at the fifth-grade level. Each lesson includes

. 40 .-

a visit from a resource person--an expert whose daily work is related to
-0

k

serving the St. Louis consumer. Each lesson.contains:

Consumer Objectives

Basic and. Competency Skill Objectives .(as measured by CAT and BEST)

Text- a listing of related lessdns in.Young Consumers

presentation Needs - a listing ottmaterials needed by the teacher
and resource pentson

Words to"Know - a listing of words the resource person will probably use
in his/her presentation

Pre-Visit - actiyities,for the teaCber.to'do with students iRadvanceof
the-visit

.

The Visit - an outline of the resource person's claisroom presentation
A,

Foliow-Up - suggestions for ways the teacher can reinforce consumer and
basic skills objectives.

-Some lessons include ideas for bulletin boards and field trips. In

addition, the supplement to this guide contains materials fpr each lessoh

2

which, can be reproduced to use in the classroom as worksheets, ,discussion

aids, bulletin boards, overhead transparencies, and homework.

.01

1
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HOW TO GET RESOURCE- PERSONS FOR YOUR CLASSROOM

Representatives froM eaci organization in this book have'agreed to make

specified-number of presentations in fifth-grade classrooms throughout the

411!''

.school 4ear.

To requdst a visitor to your classroom; obtain a request form from the
k

Urban Consumer Education Project.Offlpe, 4130 LeOngton,Telephone: 531 -2000.

-

Cite Aur 1st, 2nd; and 3rd choice. If you want one resource person, send

one form, if ,you want two, send two; if you want three, send three. Be sure

to list your 1st, 2nd, 3rd choice on each request form. It is a good idea,

tp,send in the forms early in the. school year. Resource people general)y

book their calendars months in advance.

Do not call the resource person directly. -.All visits will be scheduled

through the' Urban consumer Education Project' Office., 4130 Lexington, 63115,

Telephate: 231,-5000.

°rice the visit has been scheduled ?keep in mind that you have just

, .
.

entered into a team arrangement with the resource person. The key to a
4

.succes9ful learning experience is working together. The individual lessons

include many.strategies which reinforce the team approach. Inradditioh,

there are some generaT.guidelines for,teachers and resource'per'sons which
.

per4tt tain to all the lesions in this guide.

1



A-NOT.E TO THE%.TEACHER:

The,leacher's involvement in the lesson .iS of utmost importance 'to the
.

successful ,use of resource persons in the cJairoom--parficularly at the

elementary grade, levels. The teaREr who prepares students fora visit from

a resource person will feel,that the visit iseducationally worthwhile. The

teacher who-does no preparation will find that the vocabulary is over the

students' heads and that they may have difficulty relating to the- visitor

and becoming involved in the presentation.

,- The following list of suggestions weredeveloped by teachers who pilot-
.

tested the lessir in this guide.

. .

Befoi-e the Visit
,..

. ,

.

- 1. Do 'the pre-visit a iv ies outlined in the lesson',
.

. .

, 40. . 2. Be sure students u derstand the vocabulary words iffcludea

.

for each

. w lesson. Some idea .for vocab y activities are included, on

pages .12 -13.
-

2-13.
4. ,.. ,

. c- .

3. Haie students Make naWtags oi. desk plates. to use.when a resource

persbn_viSits'the cYassroom. Dort let students "over=decOrate.1!
--).

The name ,tagssho ula e readable from a. diitanc4..
.e

4. (Optional) Invite parents'to the )''ss,room for the ftsaurce person's
.

. .

.
, presentation. -

.

During the Visit - .

.1. Resource persons experts in their pwn fields. They, are not

experts in teaching or yin classroom management. They may need a lot

of hello from-the teacher. The teacher should NOTleave them in ',

charge of the class by leaving theroim.
4

:2. Have one or two students meet the resource person at the entrance
to the school. This makes him or her feel especially welcome.

I
4 .

3. If there is 'a bulletin board in the room pertainihg to 'subject

. of the visit, be sure to point it out to the resource.person.when

he/Stre arrives . (\
4. Have a few dUestiont ready to stimulate discussion, if.necessaey.

A

-6-



During ty 'Visit ,(con inu0d) - ..
-:,

5. A resource person may need help iri ending_ the Visit., Somelmay
stay aslong as even ork stLident continues to ask questions.It is up to the teacher to help the resource person departs
gracefully. Resource persons should be told to restrict their
presentations to 30 minutes. In most cases, 45 minutes ,would
be the optimum limit for a visit.

After the Visit
- 4

1. Conduct the follow-up activities outl-tned in the lesson.

Have students write thank you letters to the resource person.

3.. (Optional) Have students keep a consumer education journal which
includes information about visits fro; resource persons.

-7-
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A'NOTE TO THE RESOURCE PERSON:

Working with younger students is a new and_different experience

for most resource persons. Even those who have a great deal of school

experience generally visit secondary classrooms and rely on a straight

lecture format. Younger students respond best to a format that is more

interactive and to topits that are within their realm of experience.

0 e

The lessons in this guide have been designed to involve stqdents in

your presentation and to provide them with information and skills which

relgte to their eve'yday lives. The resource persons who pilot-tested

the lessons in this guide reported a great deal of satisfaction from

working with young people. The students' creativity and fresh approach'

often gave a new perspective to the topic and a sense of gratification

to the presentor.

The following list of suggestions were developed by resource persons

who pilot-tested the lessons in this guide.

Before the Visit

1. Call the school 2 or 3 days in advancd to re-confirm your Visit.

During the Visit

1. Keep your presentation to 30-40 minutes.

2. Stkicture your presentation so that you involve students right away.
You may want to begin by asking them what they already know about

you and your organization.

3. Comment about bulletin boards or other displays in the room which

4.

relate to your topic.

Call on several students. Don't let;ito=6,r:two monopolize the

discussion.

-8-



5: Be mobile. Cirgucate around. the. ciassrooth. Walk up and down the

rows.

.

. 6. Involve the-teacher, For examp le, ask the teacher to write important
points on the board. Or, have the teacher choose students to
participate in activities with you.

.7. Make sure the entire class hears a student's quest4Ons and responses.
.

' Either repeat the comment to the total group or 'ask the student to,
repeat it louder so thateveryone can hear.

8. If you plan to exhibit brochui.es, forms, or other printed material,
bring 35 copies with you to pass around. Tell students you will be

collecting them at the end of the class. Tell. students not to write

on materials.

9. If you bring material-for students to kee), give out only those
material,s needed for your presentation. Leave the rest with the

teacher for distribution after tyour visit.
,

1 5
-9-
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SOME NOTES ABOUT'CANCELLANG).POSTPONIG, 'RESONEDULFIG

. 1. Teacher's who must cancel-or postpone the visit should call the

resource person directly or send a-not tohis/her address
/

2. .Resource persons who must cancel or pOstpone should notify the

teacher by phone or letter. ,

:
.

3. there are two ways to reschedule:

a. direct contact between teac er and resource person, 4

W. call Urban Consumer Educat on Project Office, 531-2000.

Finally, it does happen. Occas onally, a resource person misses an

ointment. So

.7

-10-
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WHAT TO DO WHEN THE RESOURCE PERSON DOESN1T SHOW?

TRY TO REMEMBER'.

that resource people are human and something could nave happened . .

1. flat tire on the way to work,

2. mother -in -law's Mother-in-law suddenly tool(j11,

3'. roof caved in at the office,

4. sudden illness.

e."

Try to remember also that your visitor may havA tried to can your

.
school . . . and this was the day the school bus was late and 42
parents called. -

.<,

KEEP YOUR COOL

NOW

1. 'You are the instructional leader of the classroom.

2.' Your students have.already had a positive educational experience
simply by preparing for the visit.

You become the resource person . .

r

Let stuants know that they have prepared.% r'SOMETHING SPECIAL and
that they are still going to do SOMETHING PECIAL:

1. Move on to some other activities in the lesson plan. See,the

section on foll6w-up activities for ideas.

2. Have students make pesters or brochures about the resource person's
organization or about consumer problems the resource person can help

. with. Send these to the resource person.

3. Have students make cartoon drawings illustrating consumer problems
they or their parents may have which tie in to the resource person's

0 area of expertise. Send these to the resource person. (See Young

Consumers for an .example of a.consumer problem that is depic4*

cartoon format. Lesson 16, 1st edition; Lesson 27, 2nd ed' ion.)

4. Have students write to the resource person outlining how then have
prepared for the visit and expressing their desire to have the visit

rescheduled.

0



LEARNING THE VOCABULARY: ACTIVITIES TO HELP THE STUDENT

.t .

Each lesson includes' vocabulary words to help students better understand
information presented by the resource persons. In addition, thereare long2range
benefits tdilearning the vocabulary. It will broaden students' understanding of
their rights andsrespohsibilities a9d will help them make consumer decisiont, now
and in the future. The teacher, therefore,' may find it useful to consider
teaching consumer-related vocabulary as.an ongoing activity.

Below are some idea's fo'r developing and reinforcing an understandin6 of
consumer-related.terms and their meanings:

0
1. `Fry to,use the vocabulary words in everyday class situations, when possible.

For example, the word "consequences" can be used frequently-while discussing
the results of positive or negative situations.' The word also appears on
students' report cards.

2. Hang a chart of words and meanings in-the classroom several days before the
resource person's visit. Accumulate these charts in the back of the room for
students to use during independent activity time. Students can team up in
pairs or "play teacher" with aigroup of 3 or 4.

3. As a class project, make a consumer educationjocabulary notebook. For each
lesson, have.a student add to the notebook the name of the resource person,
his or her organization, and'the words and definitions students leaTned.'

4. Have each child keep his or her own consumer education vocabularyonotebook
made with qplored paper, lined paper, and tied together with yarn through
punched

5. Make a matching game by writing each.word and each meaning on a separate card
Plate in a pocket chart-for independent activity, small group, or class work.

. Add new cards for each visit.

06. Give the definition orally; ha,:?. the student give the word.

7. Write sentences with blank words to fill in. Students should provide the
vocabulary word 'that makes sense.

1k. 8. Make up Tr'tre and False sentences using consumer education words.

9. Devise a s imple code, such as A = 1; B = 2; C = 3, etc. Write numbers on the
board to correspond to letters that make up consumer education words. Have
students decode the words and write them on paper. For example, 1, 4 =,AD*7

10. Make al"seek and find" for one lesson. Teach students how to make "seek and
find", and use the best one for each new lesson.

-12-
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11. Teach the class to play Consumer Hangman. Choose a word, keel) yourself,

and draW one line for each letter. Choose a partner to gueSs one letter at a.

time until he or she cars guess the word correctly. If a letter is repeated,

you must write it on the line as many times as it is used. For each wrong

guess, draw part of a body. On the eighth incorrect guess, your partner is

hanged. See figure for'correct order of drawing.

4,

1. head

2. neck

3,4. arms

5. body

6,7. legs

-4
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IV, THE LESSONS
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ADVERTISING FEDERATION OF ST.4, LOUIS ADARI1SING CLUB-OF GREATER ST. LOUIS
s., ...,

' s. .. . ,
, _

52 Maryland Plaza- -
. .::-, 410* Mansion Houie Center

St. Louis, Missouri 631'08 '''''.4.,'Isruis, Mfssouri 63102
.

10 .

. ~~

The Advertising Club of Greater St. Louis a*the Aplygrtising Federation
of St. Louis are organizations made up of professippal .men and women working
.in advertising in the St. Louis Metropolitan Area. 430th'organilations promote..

high standards (truth and accuracy) of practice by those in the advertising
industry. These two organizations offer programs, for those in the advertising
industry'and consumers, as well, which stress the importanbel dradvertising' in .

. the economy.
. 2

AdvertiSing serves the consumer as well as servi,ng buS4-ness. For instance,

(I) Whelps lower thecost of consumer products the prqs,
TOWn'so-...the average individual can afford the' produts.

EXAMPLE:. Suppose your mother wants to make $2 ,O9,. s-!N decides.

to bake cakes. _She estimates her cdst of th ingredi-
ents, gas for cooking and her time..~ this all comes
to $3.00. If she bakes one cake, §he fliust. sell that

cake for $5.00 in order to make her $2.00
^
lfft ...

the $2.00 she wanted to.earn (that is, the $3.D0 for \
the costs iriolved 6nd tht $2.00, for.her),

A

However, if she bakes 4 cakes (her costs would be
$12.00), she can sell each cake for' $3,5 and Still ~^ .

make her $2.80 (43,50 times 4 equals; .00 which is

the cost of her four cakes plus her 2'.00). She can

do this IF she advertises ... that lqis : 4' people

-.know that she is making cakes And selli each.of those'
A people a cake. By making 4' cakes rather. than,

1 cake (mass producing), she can )ower the cost per
take from $5.00 .each to $3.50 each ... but she has
to get 4 buyers in order to do thtfe She can ad-
vertise to get 4 buyers... (by mouth.' at', through a

medium).-

(2) it encourages. the development' _of new and improved' products ..

you..get a better product.

Suppose ,someone else's mother is making c'd'ices , also,

'Your mother is competing. Your niother might come

up with a new recipe, a new cake decoration 0 some-
thig else that the Other lady iq not doing. She

can advertise this difference to make,a Sale.'
. J1

(3) 4 t helps assure new product availability at the 'retail level .

EXAMPLE: Your mother, is selling her cakes through some grocery
store. Someone has heard how good'hei- cakes are blit- ,

-16- .
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he/she trades at. another store. That person ..i41

' c tell his/her grocer about the cake advertis and ask

them to try and carry that'item. 0r, the other

,grocer may see the ad and think it might be a good

item to carry. This keeps new prodUct§ coming into

stores which giyes the consumer new choices from

which to buy.

(4) it also helps insure consistent product quality..

EXAMPLE: Your mother has built up a following for her cakes.
No one has ever received-a bad cake that your mother

has made. When yogimother advertises her cakes,
she is going to make certain that they all have that
good taste th6t has made her so. famous.

(5) arki advertising supports our free press, magazines, radio, television,
etc. . Without advertising .income, these.communications media would

not have reached their.present.Jevel of development or be able to

offer their services at suaha low cost to the consumer.

EXAMPLE: Yod _enjoy reading-the-funnn-the daily paper; you.
enjoy watching your favorite program over television. It

would not be possible for you to do, this withOut the ad-.

vertising carried by these media.

About 70% of your local newspaper costs (the costs' of.'
putting the paper out each day) are paid by advertising.
The biggest bargain you get every day is when you pay

20 cents for your newspaper. Look %Aft you get. YQU

get news from allover the word, the funny papers,
the sports news, the stock news ....and you get adver-
tising which shows you where you can buy products you
want or need and the prices you will pay. You do not

have td spend time running all over towto find an
item. You will-have a pretty g6od fdea from your news-
paper where to go and find it.

Even though there are many godd things about advertising, there'are also

some not-so-good things. Advertisements are prepared by professional and non-

professional people, alike. And, there are unscrupulous people who get into

the advertising busineslujust as there are unscrupulous people in other pro-

fessioni. Therefore, you will find advertisements which are untrue, mis-
leading, deceptive, fraudulent.... some'containing untruthfully dispaiaging

remarks toward competitors some with insincery offers to sell and some with

misinformation. .

You as a.consumer,.hRwever, will not know whether an ad misrepresents;

is fraudulent or insincere until after you have had some dealings With the com-
pany or have purchased the.koduct mentioned In the advertisemenl, If you find

an ad.d6-es not live up to what it claims, you may report your findings to the

advertising clubs, the Better Blisiness-Bureau and/or the Office'of the Attorney

' General. All of these organizations are as interested as you are-in keeping
the advertising industry free.ofsuch advertising. 'One of the main purposes of

advertising is to advise consumers of honest facts and qualities of a product,
thereby allowt9g the consumers to make an intelligent choice.

-17-



CONSUMER. BJECTIVES.*

1,q

1. Students will 1i t three positive reasons for advertising. 1

2. Students.will Apply critical thinking skills to recognize negative aspects
of advertising.

4

3°. Studentt will identify and label various advertising appeals.

4. Students will learn how professional advertisements arbreated and judged.,

e5. _Itylents will prepare and present their own advertisements.

BASIC AND COMPETENCY
SKILLS OBJECTIVES

. .

CAT - Reading Vocabula(y and-Comprehension
BEST - Reading/Language Objectives 6, 7, 8, 10, 13, 16

. CAT - Spelling
' 4

CAT. - Language,Mechanics and Language Expression
CAT - Mathematics ComOutition a Cohtepts and Applications
BEST - Mathematics Objectives 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
CAT .- Reference Skills . , .

BEST - Government/Economics Objectives 2; 3; 4, 7, 8, 9, 11, (2, 13

TEXT .

'Young Consumers, lstedition, lesson 4

Young Consumer's, 2nd edition, lesson 9

-18-
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PRESENTATION NEEDS
By the Teacher:

name.tags
chalk and chalkboard
film projector .

pointer - ,
.

. :

magazines and newspapers (see #3 in'pre-visit and #3 in follow-up for their use.)

By the Resource Person:

film and samples of advertisements
handouts (giveaways) for the students

_op

WORDS TO KNOW
1. adjectiye - a word that describes a noun .

.

2. advertisement - to call attention to desirable qualities in order to arouse ,
,

'a desire to buy or use --

.

.

3. audience - a group of listeners, watchers, or readers
4. competition - a contest to win; in advertising, to vign the public busis by

offering the most favor.able product
5. deception - misleading
6. ego - self esteem .

. .

I

.
7. evaluate - to determine the worth of something by stuay .' . .

8. influence - the act or power of producing an effect without using force or command
9. jingle - i short verse or song using attention-getting (catchy) words over and oveh

10. media - ways to bring news, advertising; or other messages to the public
.

(examples: newspapers, magazines, radio, television) -..,

. .g .

11. merchandise - articles whiCh can be-bought or sold 0 'x.

_12. persuade - convincing sotheone to agree with you or do what you want him /her. do

13. product - something that is made-for use. -

14. regulation - a governmental order having the:force of law , -

15.' slogan - a brief group of attention-getting words used to advertise,
16. superlative - to the utmost degree of something (the best, biggest, largest: moit`-

1

.delicious, etc.)
17.: _technique - a way oT accomplishing a desired aim

i

.:,

)

*****Teacher: The subject ofadvertisiu is of great interest to students, ,More
pre-visit and follow-up activities ;fie presented this lesson to take
advantage of students enthusiasm. Allow extra cps intyour schedule to

adequately cover the material.

!Ramis
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PRE -VISIT

. 4 ?lb `.
1. Have a vocabulary lesson with "WORDS TO KNOW." See front .of. this bpok for ideas.

. . ,, .. , ,) - ,.., .. t: -0 _ ,..
2. Think and Talk. (Questions to stimulate discussion.)

t.

When you buy tennis shoes is there a certain brand you usualiget? Why?
Why not?. If you need to buy a new pair of jeans, what brand would you buy? f ,

_ . 'Why? Did you ever try a new kind of candy bar, or a new kind of anything because
you saw or' heard it advertised? I haie. Have you every Been disapppinted when
you've tried something new f shaV . Have you 'been pleased about something ,

you bought because Itstas'advef-tis d? I have. Tell about some of your
experiences. HEM are winfluence to buy ihingt that are advertised? Is the '
Pr.-ice important? (Studentstwi,11 kno pme, types of adveftising appeals and

.- '

4

tell you. Aside from appeals, mention in- the text, you can help them communicate -,-,

reasom they-recognize but can't lithe% -4..tich.,,as economy, status, brand loyalty,.
convenience, and health.)'`

),. . ,'' .
3. Have students decide what types of magazine,s havethe,bett ads,lbhe ones for

news? homes? families? Why wouldn't ,1 newsilltna'gazine' have many acts of ,
interest to themlCall several studerkts" at,. time to cbooseJa :magazine' of their
choice from your selection. The are 1-6 ctir aitt ads' and past them en pne_large

, potter)* or individual p4.eces of, construction paper: Tiiestudents should study.
their ads, find the most important word describing file. prdikt,argl prit that:

, word in large letters above the picture --;. Next, they decide. what type.'of ,

appeal ihe at' is using and print that word in large letters below4-1*".picture: ..

, (Examples: barigwagon, sex appeal, tes -,riia}) For e.ample: a C6ke ad inigh,t 0

el,

_7! havere res-tyiii for the descriptive ord, a d the appeal could be bandwagon. .

,(Save this pk-for display .in th- classroom arid when the resource person vis.its,
.oA for comments to be given "so etime during% the-,Preseritation.

.
4. Usin

_,..- , .
he finish d poster proje t, the clas could vote on which. rid used the

most word,,and if th- right appeal was indentified.- Appoift a
student to be the recorder at the lkboard.;' Have other students help cal*
out the va ous identified appeals. The redoirder- should tally the ads in
each categor Whic'h appear was used.inore tharf any Other? Do-students think

,. that-this appeal is used more often by ad6rtisers? Which appea1 Shad the
fewest number of tallies ? Can they decide why this would be? '

. C.
.

.,
. .,.y

7
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5. Become better decisiOn makers. Pass out a piece of lined paper to each child.

Ask the students to pretend they are two people. Fpld the paper once the long

way. At, the top of one column put their own name. At the top of the °the,'

column put the word "Mother". Now on their side of the paper have them write
five things they Wbuldlike to have which they've seed advertised in an

0e/interesting or funny way. On the other side of the paper'have.them give a
reason whytheir mothers would not want them to have these things. Give a
reason for each item. Have some of the students read their papers to the class-.
Are therd any similarities in student wants and why mothers say "no' to them?
Lead students into a discussion where they realize that some advertising makes
them want things which may not be obtainable or may not be good for them. ,

Examples: expensive products, unsafe toys, sugared cereals, soda, candy, etc.
Since parentsand children recognize there is a great deal of advertising aimed
at c4ILIdren, this is a good time to ask stude* who should be responsible for
evaluating worth and benefits of a produtt. Help them to understand that the

consumer has A responsibility to choose wisely.
,

6. Invite parents to the resource persem's visit. Have the class design the
'invitation in the form of an ad that would createa desire to attend. Before

the class makes the final decilixr on the wording, the students should ask
themselves, "Would this make mk want to attend ?" Would this persuade,my
parents to attende

BULLETIN

. BOARD

IDEAS

1 )
1 Have class decide on one produce. almost every student would buy, such as gum,.

potato chip's, or candy. Make up a new brand name for At and decorate the
bulletin-bobrd like an outside billboard. Keep it simple-with a large piecture

and feW, but large, words. An example would be: "BUY SUPER POTATO CHIPS, 71 .

MADE THE ST. LOUIS WAY - JUST RIGHT.- AND YOU GET MORE FOR YOUR.MONEY, TOO-.!
Students can exaggerate their claims by using superlatives, but they can't
make'false claims, even if this is not a real product.

2. Make "WHAT'S CON YOUR MIND?"yee supplemtnt) and edisplay on_a large hall
bulletin board.' .

%.

x
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THE VISIT

7

Grectile,soure'krsPo Artwork: Leon Smith
intrutou to rr ocipM

I. Ihtroduce self and give brief summary of where you work, what you do, and what
an ad agency does.

2. .Interact with students and ask for raised hands of any students who would like
to tell why we need advertising. Try to call o different students. Some
of the concepts they may need help with are: plte lower prices,Igives
ebnsumers more choices, influences quality of products when in competition,
helps consumers make wiser decisions when they have the information; and provides
consumers with knowledge of new products on the market. 7'4

3. .Recognize student efforts by making comments and asking questions about their
.

poster display. Here are some suggestions. Do you believe what this ad says?
Why or why not? I see this person could recognize the type of appeal on, this ad.
Wotad you buy what's advertised here?.. Why or why not? This person recognized

, the best descriptive word for this ad." Get across that ads have the power to
influence our decisions to buy, but ,that the choice and responsibility-are ours.

4.q.Ask if someone knows the most expensive kind of advertising. Explain the. different
\media used, the length of time, costs, and preparation involved in creating ads.

5. Show awards filmsaskinv the. students to be ready after the film to tell
which ad they liked best and why. Ekplain why these ads were chosen to be.
winners.,

6. Finish presentation by commenting-that there are some deceptive ads. Explain that
there are government regulations (FTC) to control mis-information and lack of
information, but the consumer could'suffer before these ads are taken out of

Therefore the- -consumer must learn to question and-think before
malting the decision to buy. They should also question themselves whether they
need,_wantor_can_alf0H-the-product.

7.,,. Show the giveaway item as n example of a forth of advertising. Have the
teacher supervise thei istribution, if you wish.

.8. OPTIONAL. If e clags shows'promise, and if you would be available, you
could offer o return and help be a judgebf ads_for.an advertising
campaign th class would like to create to promote a neighborhood endeavor
or school parent club project.

-22-
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FOLLOW UP
-IN THE CLASSROOM

1. See supplement for copy of the TV Commercial Evaluation Form, make a

thermofax master and ryn off on ditto machine. What did evaluate mean? Are

we learning how to evaluate advertising? Tell class that tonight they will

evaluate TV commercials. Pass oUt two forms per child and make sure they

understand the -words on the form, and what they are supposed to do. Have
t.

them returned the next day, and assign a student to sort them according

to the project, or bra4d, or time. Another tally project can be done on

gr the board using time-slots, or food ads evaluated, or toy ads evaluated,
td' decide which time, food, toy, or appeal is the most popular and the least

popular. Or have students read their evaluations to find how many watched

the same ad and gave. it the same or different evaluation% The importance,

of this activity is that students are using critical thinking skills. Tire
are no "rightil'answers. Did the students enjoy being evaluators?

2. Students could develop an imaginary product, draw a picture of it, make up a

slogan, make up ads using different appeals,' and ;put on display. Here is

what one class did: Product: A Penguin Pencil. Slogan: It Skates Through
Homework. Students drew-a picture of a penguin with the pencil lead coming
out of its bill and an eraser between its iceskates. Identification of

product: Look for the Bird on Skates. .TestiMonial Appeal: "I sign all, my

autographs with a Penguin'Pencil." Bandwagon Appeal: "Everyone at school

uses Penguin Pencils." Sex Appeal: "Oh, I love using Penguin Pencils,

darling."

3. Use the Newspaper:

a. Have each student cut out three ads and tell the class the following facts

about each ad: What-4.s the ad. selling? At what audience is it' aimed?

What descriptive wordsis it using? Why would the student buy the product?

Why would the student not buy'the product?

b. To make a collage, have students cut out superlative words such as biggest,
best, gigantic, etc., and special attention - getting words such as free, just
arrived, rebate, etc., and arrange them in a pattern on a big piece of
colored paper. :41hen the pattern looks interesting, glue down with a gbit
stick, or pasteollage can be displayed in room or hall with the title: %

Advertising4Alluences Us.

c

.7/
Find the food ads: Label two large pieces of newsprint, FOODS WE NEED and

FOODS WE WANT. Have groups of students cut out ads of foods they really-.

like. Have class decide on which paper each ad should go.o The differences
between food_necessities and food luxuries are not.always clearly defined

in minds of students. Hglp the class come to a consensus, but don't tell

your opinion. ,Do the ads use words that make the food sound more

interesting? Examples: vitamin enriched, freSh, personally selected, fresh,

frozen, juicy, Grade A, first of the season. Do any of the ads use words

that make the product seem reasonable in price? Would this appeal to

almo'st everyTonsumer?

-23-
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d. Using fdod, clothing, apeiance.,-sfereo, automotive or toy ads, find the

same items advertised at different stores. Compare prices. Is one store
selling the item cheaper than other-stores? Is that store also reasonable
'on other items? How faraway is the store? Would the savings on
price be worth the cost of transportation? ByottAying-tfie newspaper ads,

r could we save time and money?

-IN THE COMMUNITY: ..
... .

1. Have a poster contest even if the resource person is unable to return. Your
students. have knowledge'aboutechniques of advertising that other students

-don't: have. Choose a school-related project, such as fTA membership drive,

food sales,,or picture-day. Or choose a neighborhood ende'avor such as a

beautification project, a community center happening, or a neighborhood

fair. Decide on how, the posters should be judged before they Ore begun--

size'
, neatness,-catchy slogans, clever.designs, whatever: the class decides., .

Then the students should work'withinthese guidelines to create a-product
. that will vilre people a desire to do whatever as being advertised. Ask a

'panel of impartial judges, two or three adults, to decide the three best
ads:following the original guidelines. Have prizes and/or ribbons ready
for presentation,. Display winners in hall. If the resource person is able
to return to judge,make-tps into,an awards .ceremony and invite parents.

. Investigate the
.

feasibility.ofcreating.a catchy slogan about your school
that could be printed on T- shirts or book bags as a money-making project
for the school or a parent "group. Coutd your slogan create a desire to
buy the.T-shirt Or.look'bag?,

3. Take a public opinion poll. ,(See supplementofor a suggested sample.) Have
the class answer the statements about-,advertising. Stress that they ale giving
their opinion, there are noright or wrong answers. Remind them, not to
put their names on them. Then send-a copy of the same form home, telling
the students to4ask a paredittcrgive their opinions on the.same statements. Keep
the sets of answers separated. Into .'student', pile and 'parent', pile. Have
students tally the answers tolcompare Crow the two groups feel abou the same
statement, and give a report to the'class: Are there any different ? Do
Some statements have the same answers? Have students volunteer to t 11 how
they feel 'about an item. Send a report of the results home to the p rents.

. . .

.

O

4.

,
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CONSUMERS PAY FOR'VANDALISM

AND

SAVE MONEY RIDING THE BUS

4
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BI-STATE DEVELOPMENT AGENCY
4

)818 Olive 'Street .

4
-

St. Louis, Missouri 63101

I

c

%

Bi-State Development Agency is perhaps best known to St. Louisians as the
operator of the bus system which serves the metro 'area. The potential for
Bi-State far exceeds its transit interests, however, since it is empowered to
plan, construct, mainpain, own-and operate specific properties. These include
bridges, wharves, docks, grain elevators, and air, water, rail, and other,
terminal and community storage facilities. Bi.-Stdte is a "development" agency,
serving the people of the Bi-State area as the regional port coordinator and
owner/operator of the Gateway Arch transportation system and Bi-State Parks
Airport. In addition, it is the promoter of an innovative trash-to-energy
program.

.
.., .

By providing an alternative to the use of private automobiles-, Bi-State
offers consumers a way to reduce expenditures for local transportation. It is
not only the bus rider who has a consumer interest in Bi-State. Because the
transit system is supported by sales ;tax revenue, all local residents--whether
they are users or not--have an interest in keeping operating costs to a minimum.
Vandalism on buses is a cost of doing business that is passed along to the
consumer and tax payer 'fn the form of higher taxes.

4r--"-
1

4 't

i
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CONSUMER OBJECTIVES

1. Students will learn that vandalism of a Bi-State bus is a crime for which

they paycosts as taxpayers.

2. Students will apply map-reading skills and reading timetables to plan

trips on the bus.

3. Students will apply math skills to compare the cost of public and private

transportation:

BASIC AND COMPETENCY
SKILLS OBJECTIVES

CAT - Reading Vocabulary and Comprehension
CAT - Language Mechanics and Expression
BEST - Reading/Language Objectives 4, 6, 16, 17,

4 CAT -,Spelling
CAT - Mathematics Computation, Concepts and Application
BESTS-Mathematics Objectives 1, 2, 5, 8. A

CAT - Reference Skills
BEST - Government/Economics Objectives 4, 11, 12

TEXT
Young Consumers, lst.edition, lesson 23

Young Consumers,12nd edition, lesson 34

-27-
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PRESENTATION NEEDS

By the Teacher:

name tags
chalk and chalkboard

By'the Resource Person:

pamphlets, "How to Ride the Bus"
large route map
souvenir giveaways

WORDS TO KNOW

1. 'courteous - respect for and consideration of others
2. crime - an act forbidden by law
3. deliberate - done as 0 result of careful thought
4. impulsive - acting on thoughts of the moment
5. nuisance - annoying or unpleasant
6, passenger - a 'traveler in public or private transportation
7. prank - an annoying act
8. public transportation - a service supplying a means of travel for all

members of a community.
9. route---an-es-tabl is hed-1 Ile. of- tra ve1

10. timetable - a printed list of times 'showing arrivals-and departures.
(schedule)

11. vandal - one who deliberately destroys or mars property

o

34
. -28-
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. ii'Think and Talk (some questions to stimulate introductim of subject-about
which A(he-guest will speak):-. ,...--

What are the various ways to get from one place to another? In the city
What types of transportation are available? If you do not have.acar, or
if it breaks down, how can you get somewhere? How many of you go places.
on BilState buses? Why? How'many don't use the bus? Why? (some reasons

- givervcoUld be unfamiliarity with routes, schedules
, fiat allowed to travel

without adults who don't use the,bus, etc.) e
. .,

2. Haye a vocabut ry lesson with "WORDS TO KNO'." -See front of this book for
ideas.'

. .

3. MakeCartoons. Have each student mak a stick-figure cartoon on large .

paper about a positive or negative dsp ct of riding on Bi-Stat.e. ,Enclose
the words in balloon shapes. Display f answers or commentsty the 'resource4
person. ,

%
OR

.

Have students do some research in the daily newspaper, and ask thekto'bring
in-ads and/or stories about BI-State. Make a poster or collage for the room
With them. ,

, .

4. Use the student-made catoonsor newspaper posters:or see supplement for
work sheet, "Wise Consumers Use Public Transportation."

(

BULLETIN

BOARD

IDEA
.

Use the student -made. cartoons or newspaper posters, orosee supplement
-for worksheet, "Wise Consumers Use Public Transportatibn.".

4
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1. The resource person should write name and title ori the board and describe
briefly his/her job.

..4

4b' ,

. .

2. Ask students to tell you what they know about Bi-State. Comment on posters
or other displays in the room. After students have shared what, they know
about 81-State, tell them about some of 81-State's operations they might

. .

not have mentioned (e.g. that Bi-State runs.the elevator system in the arch,
and/or the- rash-to-energy progra'

....

,
., *

a
, t ,

3. Explain to students that Bi-State is supported by tax do-liars in addition
to fares. Ask students whether they buy potato chi ps, :soda, ice cream. cones.

Inform them that when they tux-Mete tteros, tbeys must -pay sal es tax. Part of
the sales tax goes to Bi-State. HaVe studedts understand that hey are
taxpayers who support Bi-State.

.

-
.

- .
'..

, -

4. Develop the ideathat vandalism costs money and they,. as taxpayers, must
pay the bill. Have a student come to the board to Compute the, cost of
replacing a vandalized' seat. Give the stuOnt:

.

* ,
- . i'

.

a°. cost. of new seat' ,

a

b. cost of labor for replacing seat
° r

Ask all students to add the costs to find out hoW much. they as taxpayip
must pay for a =new seat. Help students to understand that front a con umec
standpoint, they save money if people do not vandalize the.buses. (Students
should also know that vandalism is a crime and if caught,.the011 be
prosecuted.)

I
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THE VISIT (Continued)

..

5. Xekelop the idea that student's can save money.by riding the bus. Have a

student come to the 'board to work a problem comparing the cost of a family
riding the tan to a specified location, as compared to taking a cab. Give.

studen s the How-tblRide hisnOut and have them look on page 1 to fi-ure

out the are for elderly grandmother, mother, father, sister (age 44) and

himself, r..1401..self.' Have students work the problem at their seats to check

the work of the student at the bdard. The resource person should write on

the boiard the fare for a siitilar trip by cab. Ask students.to teal you

which costs less money.

6. At this point, ask-students to'share some personal experiences about
riding the bus. If problems or suggestions are mentioned, refer students
to page 9 of the handout regarding complaints and compliments.

7. Leave route map And any souvenirs with the teacher.

411

0
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FOLLOW UP

I

-IN THE CLASSROOM

1, To help students recognize that vandalism is a crime, whether deliberate
or impulsive; help them make wise decisions in. the face of losing friends;
and to realize that vandalism has financial ramifications, ask students to
-identify types of ,vandalism in the school, neighborhood, or public places.
(A good example of the latter is that visitors are scratching their
initials in the Gateway Arch.) Have them describe their feelings about
seeing something marred or destroyed. After identification, have an open-

ended discussion using questions requiring them to think about themselves.

.1
Some exampl : .Why do you think students don't want to tell on others who
have committ d vandalism? What do you think students ould do to prevent
vandalism? 'hat happens when people get' caught destroying property? Have
you known an one who got caught?' What happened? What do you,think should
happen? Are here juvenile laws about vandalism? (yes) Whoisrespqnsible
for student vandalism andermit pay for it if the student is guilty?
(parents) Do you think ridiOg the bus might be less expensive if there was,
less vandalis ? Can you think of anything else that might cost lest if
there were le' vandalism?

1

Conduct a map- eadtng lesson, using the lar e route map. Divide the class
into two- group. -Have-each group decide wh re it would like to goon the_ _
bus., HaVe eac group plan the route from s hoot. When the class regroups,
have a spokesp rspn fr9m each group describ tO:the class the route the
group,must tak including transfers. The t acher may want to have students'
compute the fa e for the group.'

'3. Conduct a lesson to help students 1 am to read a timetable. See supplement
for a simple timetable and worKshee . Refer to page 7 of'the How to Ride
handout and secure some timetables rom 114-State. You may want these to
correspond to the trips planned during the map4eaOng lesson. If so, -

-have students determine the departure -and arrival tomes for.their trips.

a

a 1

it
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O

THE .COMMUNITY 4

1. Design and produce ads or posters for display in the school .which encourage,

passengers to observeNbus-riding courtesies. See page 9 of the How=to,Ride

handout for ideas.

FIELD
TRIP

4

Visit the Bi-Stde,facilities at 39th and Park to tour the main shops. To

-make an appointment, call Fred Douglas, 98Z-1440.

.1*
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STOLEN GOODS ARE .-NOT A GOOD BUY,

CRUSADE AGAINST CRIME

e

a
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CRUSADE AGAINST CRIJOV

4158 Lindell Boulevard
St. Louis, Missoui 63108-.

0

. Crusade Against Crithe is-a,not-for-profit volunteer organization which
identifies problems'and works,towar4 solutions in four major areas of the
criminal justice system: police, coUrts, corrections, and youth. 'Crusade
volunteers work with over 30 key cooperating' civic organization in the city
and state, ranging from.bar, associations to specialized crime agencies.--

4 - b.
Sdme of the Crusade's accomplis ents incl e introducing WhistleSTOP,

a distress signal system; stimulatin interest in ecruitment of female-
police officers; helping achieve bet er police trea ment of rape victims,
initiating the "SEND HELP" program ich provides signs to display in
automobiles when in distress., dition; Crusade volunteers are on duty
everyday at the Municipal Cou'rts to provide informatiop services.

Crusade has a-special interest in information programs which addresi
shoplifting and purchasing stolen goods. Both of these crimes contribute to
increasecitosts which are passed along to the consumer i'n the form of higher
prices for goods and services.

s
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*CONSUMER OBJECTIVES
4

1. Students will learn that buying stolen goods causes problems for the consumer.

2. Students will learn that a consumer has a respauibility to &mid purchasing
stolen goods.

t

3. Students hill recognize that buying stolen goods is a form of stealing,

4. Students will describe conflicting feelings of having a personal possession
stolen vs. opportunity to buy a stolen item at low cost.

5. Students will apply, math skills of estimation, to worth of stolen goods.

BASIC AND COMPETENCY
SKILLS oBJEcTivgs
CAT - Reading Vocabulary and Comprehension
CAT - Language Mechanics andExpression
BEST = Reading/Language Objectives-6, 7, 15, 16, 17, 19
CAT - Mathematics Computatirin, Concepts and Application
BEST - Maihematics Objectives 1, 2, 5, 15
CAT - Reference Skills
BEST - Government/Economics Objectives 2,, 3, 4, 5, 8, 11, 12

TEXT
,^

/

Young Consumers, lst*edition, lesson 17', 21.

Young Consumers, 2nd edition, lesson 24, 30.

S
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PRESENTATION NEEDS

By the Teacher:

name tags. q. -, .

chalk and Chalkboard

(optional) Skit, "For Eight Pucks, How Can You Go Wrong." See supplement
(optional). Filmstrip, Street Vendor, .FS 672-105 (1

By the Resource Person:

brochure on fencing stolen goods

I

WORDS TO KNOW

1. consumer - someone who uses something
2. goods - merchandise products that are sold
3. fence -.one who receives and sells stolen goods
4. fenced goods - stolen merchandise that is offered for sale by a-fence
5. responsibility 7 obligation, trust, duty
6. warranty - a statement, usually written, made by,the seller or manufacturer,

which promises certain things about the quality of the product
or how long it will last.. A warranty may also promise what will
be done if the produbt breaks or fails to do what,it was bought
to do.

-37-



PRE:VISIT,

1. Have a vocabulary lesson with "WORDS TO KNOW." See front of this book for
ideas.

.

0...
0

2. A few clays before the visit, explain that the class will have a visitor
from Crusade Against Crime, an oi.ganizatian of citizens who-se purpos-e iS
to stop crime. Ask students to share any experiences they or family _members
have 'had with possessions being,stol en. from them. Ask students to ilentify
the items stolen and make alist on the board. Have.studefits estimate the
dollar value of each item, write the amount next to each item, and total
the list.' Leave the list on the board for the resource person's visit

3. (optional) Have students learn the skit, "For Eight Bucks, How Can You Go
Wrong?" (see supplement) and perform it when the resource,-person visit the
class. If you decide to have students perform the skit, be sure to' let
the resource person know when she or he arrives.

s

t
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THE VISIT

1.rnaKe name t4 5
3.0ritt 04eloof
lk goon. r

.GrectVoume?trson
vi introduce t4 rrincipal

1.. The resource person should write his or.her name on the board and explain
that he or she is a,volunteer in the Crusade Against Grime.

2. -Refer to the list of stolen items written on:the board. Ask students to
describe how they felt when these items were stolen from them. Call on
several students.to write their feelings ontthe board.

3. If students have learned the skit, have them perform it for you. Conduct ,
a discussionuking-as a guide the questions included at the end of this
section.

4. If students do not perform the skit, choose one item from the list of
stolen goods written onthe board. Ask students whether they would be
willing to purchase that item for half the dollar amount listed on the hnar1.
After they have given their answers, ask students to clap their hands
every time you count to three. Then count to three 4 or 5 times! Explain
that every time they, Clap their hands, a crime against property has
occurred--some item has been,:ltolen. Some people try to sell. these, st4len
goods to'others. Set up a role play with a student. Try to sell there
student one of the stolen items listed on the board. Offer to sell it at
a fraction of the dollar amount listed. A4 students to tell _you the word
we use to describe a person who sells stolen goods, (fence) In the

rol'eplay situation,- you were playing the role of the fence. Ask the class
to identify the rightful owner of the item you used in the roleplay. Ask
that student how he or she feels about a fence sell ing hiosor her possession
to a stranger at a low cost. Ask students to give some of their ideas
about what should happen to someone who sells stolen goods. What should
happen to people who buy stolen goodi?

35
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THE VISIT (continued)

A

5 If brochures are available, give themto students and explain the fencing
law. Note: The law is reprinted from the brochure at the end of'this
section.

6'. Explain to students that you know they ate learning to be good consumers
and that you know they try to shop wisely. Ask them what.problems,buying
something stolen causes them as individuals. For example, hopefully a

student would answer that there is no warranty and the item would not be
repaired or replaced, if broken.

7. Explain to students that buying stolen goods makes problems for the con-
sumer. It encourages people,to steal and it helps to raise prices.
Using the brochure,. conduct discussion on how consumers can protect
their property from being stolen.

t

O
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_FOLLOW UP
-IN THE CLASSROOM

<-

1. Using 'ttle brochure, ,chave students make a bulletin board about fencing and

Crusade's fencing hotline.

2. Students can make posters which encourage people not to buy stolen goods.'

3. Ditto and distribute to students copies of "Buying Stolen Goods SkillbuiJder
.°.(see supplement). Use a reading and study skill activity..

4. If students performed the skit for the resource person,.they could give",,A
additional performances in other classrooms.

k

IN THE 'COMMUNITY.-
01,

o.

1111111V

1. Students could prepare a newsbulletin about what they have learned from fie

Crusale volunteer and offer copies at a parent or community gathering. .

2. With the Crusade's brochure as an example, students could create their'oWn-
brochure with a symbol and slogan for: Dot Buy Hdt Goods. This could be
sent to the resource person after his/her visit, taken home to parent's and
distributed at adult meetings.

3. Send copies of student-made materials to the Crusade volunteer who visited
the classroom. (Also send pies to the Urban Consumer Education Project
Office.. We may be able to duplicate the materials.)

4. InfOrp your principal that a representative from Crusade Against Criffie may
be available for a parent or community'meeting, at which time he/she can -give a
presentition about fencing or other topics: Students could perform their
it as part of the program.

47
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FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS FOR SKIT

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
1. W hat do you think Charlie was starting to say before his mother made a motion for

him to be quiet?

_2. Why do you think his mother didn't want him 'to finish speaking?

3. How do you think he is feeling at the end of the skit toward his father? His mother?
His radio?

4. Has your home or apartment ever been broken into? How did you and your parents
feel?

5. What do you think Mr. Milgrom means when he says, "For eight bucks - how can you
go wrong?" Is it true? If not, why not?

6., If people didn't buy hot televisions and radio?, as well as other items that have been
stolen, would there be as many break-ins to homes and apartments?

7. What do you think Charlie should do?

°- 8. How many liomes and apartniepts would you guess were broken into and burglarized
this state last year? In the U.S.? How can you find out?

9. Can you think of any ways you can help in your neighborhood to prevent homes or
apartments from being broken into?

,

10. If you see a bike that you recognize as one that was stolen, what should,you do?

0

a

THE FENCE.
AND
THE LAW
Effective January. 1, 1979 the Criminal Code states that

a person commits the crime of receiving stolen property,

if he receives, retains or disposes of property which he

knows or beliqves to be stolen with the purpose of

w depriving the ow, of his lawful interest in, the

property.

The crime is either a misdemeanor or a felony if the

property involved has a value of $150 or greater or if

the person receiving the property is a dealer in goods of 0

the type in question.

The following evidence is admissible on the issue of

defendant's knowledge or belief

a) he has been f9und in possession of stolen

property (stolen from more than one person and

on separate occasions);

o
b) he has received stolen property in another

transaction during the proceeding year; and

c) he received the stolen property in question for

consideration which he knew was far belovi its

reasonable3ralu'e

,$\
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LEARNING TO WEIGH AND MEASURE

DIVISION' OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES

-43-
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DIVISION OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES

120 Carr Lane
St. Louis, Missouri 63104 ;

The Division of Weights and Measures was established in the 1840'i,and is.

a part of the Department of Public 'Safety of the Stv Louis City GovernAnts Its

functions, are to assure that equity aid fairness prevail'in all commercial trans-

actions involving quantity. Supervision by weights and measures officials pro-.

vides protection equally to buyers and sellers and serve to establish measure-'

ment accuracy and uniformity in the nation's commerce, As part of its progr6p,

the, Division of Weights and Meas"ures regularly tests and inspects the scale

the marketplace, the neighborhood gasoline ump, thb farm milk tank; the fup

oil meter, and many other types of weighing and measuring devices used in com-

merce. The Division also enforces a umber of regulations regarding how mer-

chandise is labeled. It regularly cb cks packages -to be sure that the quantity

in the package agrees 'with the quanti y stated on the label,

6
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CONSUMER OBJECTIVES

1. Students will explain that the Division of Weights and Measures.regulates weighing
and measuring devices used in commerce.

2. StLents will identify, various measurements and measuring devices used in
commerce.

3. Students will learn the procedure of Making a- complaint when he/she believes
the measurement of a purchase is not accurate. ..r,

4. Students will'apply mathematical skills an4 concepts to various units of
measurement, including m tric.

BASIC AND COMPETENCY
SKILLS OBJECTIVES

CAT -(Reading Vocabulary and Comprehension .

BEST -,Reading /Language Objectives 3, 10, 15, 16
CAT - Spelling
CAT - Mathematics Computation, Concepts and Application
BEST - Mathematics Objectives 1, 3, 5, 6 14, 15
BEST - Government/Economics 'ectives 3, 4, 6, g, 11, 12

TEXT
.Young Consumers, 1st editionj lesson 2p

Young_Contumers, 2nd edition, lesso,n 33
4
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PRESENTA 10i4 NEEDS
As,

By the teacher:

name tags
chalk and chalkboard

:cleared flat surface at suitable height for student viewing

By the resource person:

scales
weights

simulated.package of "hamburger" or other product
that would require allowanceilior weightiof packaging

WORDS TO KNOW
1. accuracy - correctness
2. area - the measure of a surface
3. capacity - (liquid or dry) the measured ability to contain4. commerce - the buying and sellingAOT goods, especially-with regard to

profit, as on a commercial basis}
5. 'equity - sorething'that is just, impartial and .fair
5. length - longer or longe4t measure of an item
7i" measure - unit specified by a scale, as in inch
8. quantity - a number or amount of anything
9. 'scale - an instrument or machine for weighing

10,. uniformity - always the same.
11. Volume - a measure, in cubic units, of occupied space
12. weight - a measure of thedleaviness, or mass, of an object

BULLETLN 1.

HOARD

IDEAS

r.

$

Title: Le4ningqo Weigh and Measure. Have students record .

pictorially.:thekr measuring expeilments by drawiftg and cuEting
out pictures of objects they-used in the pre-visit activities.
Mount on bulletin board, and label as to what was measured-
length, size,capacity; etc., and its actual measure in English
and/or metric'measure.

'2. Title: Units-of Me4sure, Have students collect labels from
products, the.larger the label the better. Circle the measures
given on the label with,a black marker and then-attach to
bulletin board. Although it is riot required by law, many
manufacturers, print both Englistand.metrIt measures on labels.
Scatter among the labels signs that define the measurement
abbreviations seen on the labels. Examples: lb. .= pound,
ozs. = ounces, qt. = quart, m. = mOter,' in. = inch, kg =
etc.



ARE -VISIT

ft.

Note. to teacher: W,ebster's New Collegiate Dictionary contains a Metric System

Table. A weight equivalent table is-under Weights and Medgures. You should have

metric rulers and measuring containers in the classroom. If yo don't, request

your principal to order them for you. The fifth-grade book, Adti ties Go Metric,

Sc tt, Foresman and Co., contains a -metriC unit table on the insid back cover. r-

Have a vocabulary lesson with "WORDS' TO KNOW." See front of th book'for ideas,

2. Divide class into several small groups. 4Have each group experiment with one
of the following measuring activities. Appoint a student in each group to -

record the group's conclusions. At the end of the-period have a representative
from each groO explain its activity and results to the class.

(a) Measure the length of the,foot of everyone in the group. Do they all

measure the same? Do we need a standard measure for a foot? The measuring

can be done by inches and centimeters. .

(b) Using a bucket of water, standard. and metric measuring cups, and varigus
small empty containers, have students guess and record the capacity of each

'Container., Then. fill the containers with water and record the actual capa-
city.

(c) Weigh common classroom objects on-a balance or bathroom scale to discover
which objects have the greatest weight, also called mass. The difference

in weight of textbooks is usually of great interest to students-1 Which
subject has the lightest.boOk, the' heaviest

(d) Use string, not yarn,' to measure the circuMference ofyaridus parts
of each Oner's bodies.- Lay the string beside'metric and/or inch
ruler and determine the measurement. Record. Draw a large outline of

a body (In kraft paper. Label body with Measuriments of different students--

in the group: Bill's head. Mary's ankles-, J 's neck, Susan's waist,

etc. Display in-room.

(e) With metric or inch ruler, measure student textbooks for area (length
times .,width). Multiply that number by the number of pages coveredin

, class so far, and the students will have determined the'total,area of -

pages they have accomplished so'far..

0
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1

. Introduce self, giving* title and brief background of the bureau..

2. Ask for hands of students who can tell you why such an agency is. importan
Stress the concept of equal protection for buyers,and sellers.

3. Give examples of type's of measuring devices involvedin your work stich as
-.scales, gasoline pumps, taxi and fuel oil meters, etc., and the kinds of-

places you visit-regularly, such as grocery stores. Give the examples that
if.a National Food Store scales were off even 1/2 oz. in the meat department,
consumers would lose hundreds of dollars% year if the scales were 1/2 oz.
too hi6h. If the scalet were 1/2 oz. too low, the store would lose hundreds
of dollars per year.

4. Ask a student to telleybu something he/she has noticed when opening a box of
dry cereal of crackers and to explain this Observation. All thelstudents'
about the law against deceptive packaging: Also mention that some containers
are not filled for safety reasons, using the allowance for expansion of anti --
freeze as an example.

. s. Briefly give the procedure for inspecting various measuring devices--how,
how often. What is done ifdeVice is accurate? Inaccurate?

6. Produce the oackage of "hamburger" and demonstrate emighing'it oft the balance.

scaleaking sure the students understand that the inspectoritust know the
weight of the container and any other packaging, and must take this into
account when recording the total weight. Use the chalkboard to illustrate in
a very simplistic'way, such as:
16 oz. = printed weight of product on package
41 oz. = weight of packaging materials
17 oz. = total weight of package

7. Tell students what they' can do if he/she pelieves the measurement of a purchase ,

is not accurate. Students often reporeonat their parents believe the scales
6 at 'Mom and Pop" stores cheat the buyer. Have one of the students pretend
he/she is making a compla-int.of this kind to your office: Explain how you will
handle it.

8. If you see a bulletin oard`in the room abbut weights and measures,4Ak students
some questions about t e many different units of measurement. Otherwfie, ask
students to give you amples, including concepts of l'quid and dry measures;' :

length, area, and vol me measures; and metric measures. Give examples of
gasoline pumps that.are now using metric measure of the 1 and encourage

. studehts to learn metrics so they will understand the costs for these purchases.

9.' If there is time, al for student questions .

\
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FOLLOW UP-
;IN THE CLAS SR66M

41.

1. Go tbrough newspapers. to find ads *ere comparisons can be made by different

--units of measure. For example, 3/991 cans of corn, 9 oz,-ea., are not as good

a buy as 2/$1 cans of corn 20 oz. ea. Some soft drink companies are now

selling their large bottles by tha liter. Is the consumer paying more, less,

`or about the same price than if sold by the oz.? Bath towels and bed sheets,

Vary a'great deal in price due to.size; find examples/for problems in the

White Sale ads. '

2. Hand out ditto copies of the gasoline pump (see supplement) and assign the

accompaPying problems for desk work. This picture could alAbe made into a

transparency for makittg.a ball bulletin board. .

Use the fifth grade woObobk activities from Activities Go-Metric,-Scott,

Foresman., ,The California AChi6ement Tests will contain some metric problems.

Hand out ditto copies of the worksheet Measuring Quiz (see supplement).

,Allow.students to find answers in any source available in the room. Give a

prize, to the student with the highest score.

THE COM M UNITY

Investigate school resources-to see if.there is a math teacher who would

volunteer to give a metric workshop for your parent or community group.

Contact your principal for approval and suitable date. Before the workshop

begins, students could role -play buyirig an'article whose unit of measurement
seems to be inaccurate,. and the procedure the studentabuyer) would follow to
correct the problem. Another role-play.situation is that of a confused motorist
wanting to fill the gas tank from a plimp which measures in liters. Another 4

motorist,.or gas station attendant, would help the motorist understand
and estimate the conversion::

"Itt. ,
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KMOX "CALL FOR ACTION"

One Memorial Drive -

St.l.ouis, Missouri .63102- .,a

Inaugurated by KMOX Radio in March of 1975 as a gift to the community in
observance of the station's 50th anniversary, this non-"profit service was
established for consumers with all kinds of problems. This is not a radio

.program therefore .problems will not be aired on the radio. Each call will

handled by a_trained-volunteer who makes sure that the merchant or appropriate
agency is aware of the caller's request or complaint.

will
no action is taken

within a reasonable period of time, "Call for Action" will intervene as an
ombudsman on the caller's behalf. If this produces no xesults, the station

may use its resources through new stories, documentaries or editorials to call

public attention to merchants whokdefratd the consumer or public agencies
which fail to meet the needs of the community. The service is not always
successful in resolving complaints.

If---"Call for Action" feels that another agency has jurisdiction with' the
complaint, they will refer the consumer to that organization for assistance.
Volunteers at this service are provided with a long 1 t of community resources,
and helpful information for bypassing the red tape th t individual's often run,.

into.

The "!Call for Action" service receives thousands of phone calls a year

from citizens. The service cannot act as an individual's legal representative.
What the, service can offer is sound advice and a trainRd volunteer to help the

consumer.

"Call for Action" programs are found in major cities throughout the United
States. Often complaints are referred from one service in one city to a -"Call

for Action" program in4enother. If the complaint involves a business in another
city, phone "Call for Action" and they will attempt to contact the business

through the "Call for Actio'n" system.,

-51-
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CONSUMER OBJECTIVES

1. Students .will become knowledgeable about the services of KMOXCALL FOR ACTION.

2. Students will learn some of the resources avail4ble in the St. Louis-
Metiopolitan Community for handling consumer complaints.

3. Students will develop skills in effectively dealing with consumer problems.,

4. Students will, apply communication skills when using a telephone.

a

BASIC AND COMPETENCY
SKILLS OBJECTIVES

CAT. - Language Mechanics and Expression a

BEST.- Reading/Language Objectives 14, 15, 16, 17, 19.
CAT - Reference,Skills
BEST - Government/Economics Objectives 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 11, 12

d

TEXT
YoUtg-Con'sumers, Tit editionE6 lessons 11, 12, 20, 21, 22

Young Consumers, 2nd edition, lessons 18, 19, 25, 30, 31
.
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PRESENTATION NEEDS

By the Teacher:

name tags,
chalk and chalkboard
2 play telephones, if possible

WORDS TO KNOW

A

-1. complaint - an expression of iissatisfaction

2. hot line a direct.telephone line to call for help when an emergency arises.

3. mediator - one who acts to bring about,a settlement or agreement

4. referral - to direct (tell) a person where he/she can go for help or

information

5c volunteer - one who gives his/her service, of own free will

I

t
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0 0,

PRE-VISIT

HaveIa vocabulary lesson with "WORDS TO KNOW." See front of thig book for
ideas.

Involve students in discussion of any bonsumer problems they may have had
and where or if they received help to solve them. Ask about any they may
be having now. The class could choose one of the problems and.elect a
student to telephone CALL FOR ACTION and then report to class. The number
is 421-1975 and is open Monday through Friday between 11:00 a.m.and1:00 p.m.

3. Students could make-a list of what skills are needed to properly use a
telephone. Things such as:

a) know the correct number before dialing

b) plan ahead what you are going to say

c)°give the person you're calling plenty of time to answer

d) speak in a normal voice sloWly and clearly;. saying words carefully

e) use good manners and thank someone who is helping,you.

BULLETIN.

BOARD

IDEA.

ti

a,

Make a transparency of the Call FOR ACTION page in the supplement. Project onto
bulletin board and trace. Either use colored paper or markers, crayons, temperas,
etc.
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ti farad= to erincipal

1. The resource person should write name oy the-board and explain that sh e

is'a volunteer working atCALL FOR ACTION.

2. The resource. erson shld describe CALL FOR ACTION to the class, using the

chalkboard txplain its operations.

3. Using toy telephones, have students do roleplays where they'phone in several

problems that are similar to the ones received by CALL FOR ACTION.

it 0 1!
k

1. a woman calls in to CALL FOR ACTION because she has Tiot been able to get

her used car repaired properly.

2. a man calls in. to CALL FOR ACTION because his landlord refuses to fix

the roof.

3. a young girl calls in to CALL FOR ACTION because she found a piece of

glass in her soda.

. a young boy calls CALL FCR ACTION because his dog is ill and the pet

shop says that -even though he bought the dog three days ago there is
nothing they can do.

If oy telephones are not\available, have students use imaginary ones. The CALL

FO ACTION resource. person could take several dlls from students on the play

At
phone and show how she/he would deal with the situation. After the

roleplays the resource person could call on the students.to see if they had any
consumer problets and use those problems as examples of how he/she would deal

with a problem efCgctively. 114 skills in handling a consumer problem
including patience, resourcefulness, tact; assertiveness and others should be

emphasized.
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FOLLOW UP
-IN. THE CLASSROOM

1. Make ditto copies of the CALL' FOR ACTION page in tfie supplement. Distribute
to class for discussion and review the operations of the organization.

Students could take the handout and information home.

2. Request the "Telezonia" audio-visual program kit from the Education
Representative of Southwestern Bell Telephone Company. In this kit there is
a teletrainer which consists of two activated telephones with a loud speaker
control unit. This teletrainer can be used to simulate additional CALL FOR
ACTION situations in a realistic manner. Also in the kit are many other
activities to help students learn to use the telephone, such as using the
telephone directory, alphabetizing, cl,assifying, and dealing with emergencies.

3. If your class has formed a Consumer Club it can add CALL FOR ACTION as
another resource to get advice for consumers problems.

-IN THE COM MUNOY

1. Students could develop pastel's, flyers, or pamphlets describing KMOX CALLFOR
ACTIONS to.be sent to the resource person as well as given to parent meetings
and otlher classes.

2,, If t class receives a "Telezonia" kit it could be used to demonstrate CALL
FOR- ION' roleplays as part. of a program for other classes, parents or
comm ityf meetings.
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LACLEDE GAS

720 Olive Street
St. Louis, Missouri 63101

e.

Laclede Gas, an investor -owned utility, is the major supplier of gas service

for Missouri. The company provides to its customers information' about billing
.practices, service complaints, how to read the meter, and how to cut costs
through conservation.

The gompany is regulated by the Missouri Public Service Commission.
Customers Who feel they are not fairly treated by the company may take their
complaint to the Missouri Public Service Commission.

A
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CONSUMER OBJECTIVES
4

1. Students will list three non-renewable natural resources.

2. Students will identify at least five ways to conserve energy.
No

3. Students will leal'hth* they are paying for a service when using,natural
gas.

5
4,

BASIC. AND COMPETENCY
SKILLS OBJECTIVES

.

CAT .- Reading Vocabulary and Comprehension,
BEST Reading/Language Objectives 6, 9, 15,.16, 17 .

CAT - Spelling
CAT - Language Mechanics and Expression; .

CAT - Mathematics,Computation, Concepts and Application
BEST - Mathematics Objectives 1, 2, 6, 8
CAT - Reference Skills
BEST - Government/Economics Objectives 7,

4

TEXT
/dung Consumers, 1st edition, lesson 1-

..

Young Consumers, 2nd edition, lesson 2



PRESENTATION NEEDS
By .the Teacher:

name tags
chalk and chalkhdard
pencils for students

hy the Resource Pers'on:

demonstPaton meter
sample bill"
worksheet containing meter dials
recipe
Customer InforMation Guide booklet

Fuel Conservation
tips pamphlet
give-away items for the students

WORDS TO KNOW

or,

T. bill - an itemized list Of fees or charges
2. bill payment - the act of paying a bill
'3. conserve - to save or reduce the use of something
4. delinquent bill - a.bill that has not been paid on time
5. diaphragm - in the body: muscles and tissues separating the chest and

the abdomen; in a gas meter: a thin device separating the chambers
6. disconnect - to interrupt or cut off (in the context of this lesson-

meaning the availability'of the use or natural gas)
7. 'energy - able to do work
8. fieter - an instrument that automatically measures-the amount of something

being used
'9., quality - the degree of excellence
10: therm- a measurement of heat
11. 'utility - a public service such as gas, electricity, dater or trans-

.,portatign subject to governmental regulation (control) /

BULLETIN

BOARD

IDEAS

Title; Energy Resource Symbols (See supplement) Make a

transparency. Using. either colored construction paper,

dr white paperfa students to color, project the

individual symbols,lpace, cut out, and_arrange on

bulletin board. Lalleteach symbol And arrange cut -out

letters for the title.

;Or the three non`-renewably' resource syMbols could be made,

and mounted, with cut-out letters saying( "Non-Renewable .!

Energy Symbols, How Can We Save These Rekources?"
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PRE-VISIT

°

1. Ditto and handout copies of "Energy Resource Symbols", see ,s pplement.
Using the concept that energy means "able to do work", as to ntsto
express themselvevabout what each symbols stands for, 40Pin hat way
does it do work for us. (See suggestions accompanying works eet.)

2. Focus on the oil, coal, and natural gas symbols and tell students these
are called non-renewable natutal energy resources. Have class determine

\what this means, using dittionaries, if necessary, and what they have
in' common. (Found under the ground, must be brought above ground, go
through some sort of cleaning or refining process, transported to
storage facilities, and delivered to consumers.) Since these are non-
renewable resources, ask class for ideas about what we should do.so we
don't waste them? (Try to help students conclude answers of con-
servation and development of new ways to use available energy, such as
that mentioned on the worksheet about,large ocean vessels experimenting
with sails.) Have students take a"poll among themselves as to what
energy resources they use in their homes. If any.student does not know

a how his/her home is heated, or what types of energy are used in his hood,
that could be a good homework assignment. Include even.the bar- b'e -que

grill. Does it operate on charcoal or gas?

°

3. Have a illogabulary lesson with "WdRDS'TO KNOW." See front of this book
for ideas! Ask what the 'students haVe learned abour the meaning of
the word "utility" in WORDS TO KNOW. Tell the class a representative'
of a utility, Laclede Gas,-will be visiting. Ask how the company knows
what to ch4rge a customer each month for the use of the gas. Bring out

in the discussion that the company reads a meter in each'customer's home
to determine the amount of gas used and compute the cost. Before the- .

visitor comes to class, students'should know the location of their as

meters.

4. Since gas meters use the volume measurement of cubic feete,-*:try to borrow

. colored inch blocks from some ary rooms to have students build a
shape 12 blocks long, 12 blocks de, and 12 blocks high so they can get
the concept of the'amoupt of space occupied by a cubic foot. You could
ask them why they are using.12 blocks instead of 10. Or, have student?'

help find a box in the school, or at a store, that is 12 inches by

inches by 12 inches. Tell students the empty box cdntains 1 cubic foot
of air.. (This is a good opportunity to teach them the formula for find.
ing the volume of a rectangle -- length x. width x height = volume, no
matter what type of measurement is used, English or, metric) .

5. 'Ditto and handout copies of theEnergy Seek and Find, (See supplement).

A
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V '-1. Introtch self, giving job title and responsibilities.

2., Ask students if they know what a gas meter looks.like, and where ,theirs are

located in their homes. Display demonstratitn meter and po t out the dials

as the specific part consumers should learn how to understan

. Compare the basic workings of a.gas meter in relation to the diaphnagm in
the body as it breathes in and out. When turning on a gasappliance, the
gas,is pushed out of a chamber in the meter into the line to the applianCe
withthe aid of a diaphragm in the meter.

4. Distribute pamphlet, "How Your Gas Meter Works", asking the teacher .to A
appoint a student to help. Using the pictu4es on the pamphlet as a visual

aid, explain how a gas meter has two parts, with 2 chambers in each part.
-When one chamber empties, another one Sills. Have the students locate5the
picture of the dials and point out that they were what you showed on the

, demonatration meter.

5. Refer to back'of pamphlet to explain how.to read the dials.

6. Have another stUdent help give out the practice sheet for dial readirigs. Do',-

one or two.samples. Explain they were computing. the number of, cubic feet of

natural gas that had passed through the meter. However, since the gas is not

man-made, itodoes not always give the sameamount of energy. Arrefore, the
energy must be measured bY what is call "British Thermal Units".-

This way people will pay for the quality of the gas. The amount charged
per thermal unit varies; the resource person.should provide the current cost.

s

ti
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7. .Display the blank gas bill and Customer Information Guide. Tell the class that
,, their teacher will discuss the bill with them and,that they are to take the,
Auide-hoMe:to their parents.

8. .Ask the.teacher to help, distribute "Fuel Conservation Tips". Read aloud, And
ask students to read along with their eyes, numbers 2, 4, 10, 12, 13, and 14.
stopping at each one for questions or.discussion. If the lesson is getting too
long, just do as many as time permits.

9. Allow a few. minutes for student questions about the presentation.

10. Show students the give-away items you've brought for the teacher to distribute
at the proper time. .

:11. Tell students you knout they are becomingdveryinterestd in cooking, and so

you've also brought a simple recipe for them to try at home, under their
parent's supervision, or with their permission. Their teacher will hand them
out later.

-63;
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FOLLOWIJP
-IN THE CLASSROOM

1. Distribute' blank gas bills. Have students read and discuss the

'explanations of codes and rates and how they would apply to bills sent

to students' homes. On the reverse side, refer to the bottom of the

- bill wherp these words "DEGREE DAYS".are 'printed. Explain that one

box will,show'the average outdoor temperature for each month, and the
other box will show how much Laclede Gas paid per therm to buy the gas .

each month. The numbers usually change. Divideclass into small
groups to discover where the following information can be found on the

bills: (Make ditto sheets or write on board.)

a. service from and to (What does this mean ?)

b. payment due by
c. payment delinquent after °

d. preserit meter reading

e., preyious meter reading
f. cubic feet x BTU factor = THERMS-

g. where payment should be sent if paying by mail

h. what portion, of the bill must.be returned with the, payment

i. charge for gas used
j. what kinds of taxes consumers must,pay on a gas bill

2. Have a*reading lesson with the remaining "Fuel Conservation Tips" not
covered by the resource.person. Students could decide which ones they

could take responsibility for, which ones would be the most applicable
to their liming situations, and which ones they should alert their

parents about because,it can save them money on their utility bills.

3. If-you have not used the Energy Conservation Checklist in the supplement,
---appoint alcommittee to investigate and report their findings, using the .

Checklist)as a guide.

4. Finish thegas meter dial reading worksheet that was begun by the resource

person. Ask for student volunteers to help check the answers. Have a

subtraction lesson using different regdings to discover howmany cubic
f t of gas would have been used from one meter reading to another.

`5. This islan excellent opportunity to have a science lesson, using student
research and reporting; about natural gas. The class could be divided

into groups with each group in charge of reporting the following segments.

a. What is na ural gas and how was it formed?
b. How it was iscovered. (This is especially .interesting.)

c. Where it is roduced today inde United States.,
d: Howit isbr Gight from the wells to homes and factories.
e. Where it is stored in the St. Louis area.
f. Estjmates ofpotentially available sources and supply-for future

use.
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-IN TH.E COMMUNITY

ti

1. Students could take a survey of the kinds of energy ,used' in residenttal,,
commercial, and industrial buildings in the community., For example:.

Contact Person .:/Type of Investigation Energy Source

Custodian at school heating building coal

Mrs. A. (across the drying laundry sun

street)
Butcher at stork cooling large refrigerator electricity

Baker at the corner large ovens gas

Afterwards the class could determine which energy sources are used
frequently. in the community and display their findings on a chart
hall bulletin board.

--

2.° Work up a short program about ways to save energy, with accompanying
posters-,and ask your prtocipal toPinvite the class to present this,
inforMation-at the next Arent-or community medieing,

FIELD
TRIP,

1. Laclede Gas offers a one-hour t6ur at each of their service centers: The

north service center, is on Graham Road, and the south service center is

On Shrewsbury Avenue. Both are in the county. The students,will see the

storerooms, pipes, a truck that operates on natural gas, and will-receive
career information on the types Of jobs available wi th the compani. They

will also receive a snack. ,

2. If your class is having a unit on food nutrition, you 'Could make an
appointment for a food demonstration at either of the two service centers.
Included is a demonstration on how to take care of.a gas range.

-65-
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. HANDLING AND PREVENTING CQNSUMER PROBLEMS
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LAWYERS-AND LAW STUDENTS
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Bar Association of
Metropolitan St. Louis

One Mercantile Center
St. Louis, Missouri 63101

Young Lawyers' Section
Bar Association of

Mgtropolitan St. Louis
St. Louis, Missouri 63101

4r-

LAWYERS AND LAW STUDENTS

Washington University
School of Law

St. Louis University
School of Law

There is a general agreement among professionals in the St. Louis legal

community that prevention is the best way to handle many consumer problems. This
entails educating the consumer at an early age to develop habits of consumer

, responsibility. For example, students should develop the habit of reading and

understanding all contracts before signing, reading warranties at the time'of
purchase and storing them in a safe place, and never signing'dcontract with
spaces. In developing habits or responsibility, students must also learn'their
rights as consumers and the avenues of redress available to them in case of

fraud and deception.

Lawyers and law students from the, local bar association and law schoolsare
available to visit consumer education, classrooms to respond to general consumer

problems. students (or their parents) may face. The lawyer or law.student will

,
illqp students learn how to handle some of these problems and how to prevent them

4, ,fin the future.

I
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CONSUMER OBJECTIVES
n4.

1. Students will be able to critically analyze consumer problems.

-

4

2. Students will learn successful ways to handle themselves when confronted
.by a consumer problem. ,

°

--,
,

3., Students will learn differelit ways of preventjng.consUMer problems.

BASIC ANDY COMPETENCY
'SKILLS OBJECTIVES

104

CAT - Reading Vocatulary and Comprehension

BEST - Reading/Language Objectives 5, 13, 15, 17
CAT - Spelling
CAT Language Mechanics and Exprions
BEST - Government/Economics Objectives 3, 4, 11, 12, 13

TEXT

Young. Consumers, lst,edition, lessons 11, 12, i3, 16

YoungConsumers, 2nd edition, lessons 1$, 19,:20, 25, 26;27

7
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PRESENTATION NEEDS

By the Teacher:

name tags

cartoon story, "Bill and His Sneakers"

By the Resource Person:.

student-made cartoons

5.-

WORDS TO KNOW

ss.

1. warrapt of merchantability - a law that states that all items sold should
be fit .for use

2. contract - a written agreement between the buyer and the seller honored
bylaw. (A contract may also be anloral agreemeht ) ,

ro

3. respohsibility - obligation, trust, duty
4. fraud - something done or .said, or something that is not said, that

deceives or cheats the buyer ,
5. lawyer - a person legally empowered to act on someone else's behalf.

(attorney)

69
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PRE-VISIT

A

T
/,

NOTE TO TEACHER: This lesson is taken directly from Young Consumers, Law

in Action Series, West Publishing Company. See Lesson 16, 1st edition;

Lesson 27, 2nd edition.

1. Have a vocabulary lesson with "WORDS.TO.KNOW." See front of this book for

ideas.

2: Have students read the cartoon in their Young Consumers' text (p. 60, 1st

edition; p. 92, 2nd edition): If the text is unavailable,' the teacher

may reproduce the'cartoon included in the supplement. You may want tOhave

students roleplay the cartoon.

3. After reading the cartoon and/or roleplaying the story about Bill's

!sneakers, ask students to discuss/what they would do in Bill's situation.

Emphasize the point that Bill must have a receipt in order to return his

sneakers. Explain that if there is not a date on the receipt, the seller

Can say the shoes were bought several years ago. Remind students that

Billis protected by-the "warrant of merchantability" and that he is

entitled. to,a refund because the gneakersvere not fit for use.,

4. Ask studentSto draw their own story in cartoon style about some
situation they br,their family or friends have run into. Use a full

sheet'of paper (approximately 8 1/2 x 11) and'divide it into four
cartoon frames, as shown in the example below.

l 2 3 4

V

I

s '
-..,

'5.- Mail,the student cartoons to the lawyer who w011 visit your class:
PLEASE SEND CARTOONS. TO THE LAWYER AT LEASTANE WEEK IN ADVANCE. Make

sure students write their name's on their,r,espectiV&stories.

4111146,
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THE VISIT

A

44.4,404, 4.;

1.incixe name td

.Grit et 1Z4oua e ikr390
lotroduce to Pribcipal

3, C3r1te ndmed
toor<frealt

NOTE TO THE LAWYER: In advance of the visit, read over *the students'
cartoons and select those that4are most helpful in getting across points
of law or ways of handling complaints. You may want to group cartoon
stories that.are similar. Keep in mind that the more stude stories
you refer to in the classroom, the more interested the st ents will be.

.1. In the Classroom ntroduce yourself and expalin how you got to be a
lawyer or if you re attending law school, what is involved in becoming a
lawyer.

2 Begin by holding up one of the cartoon stories and describing the story.
Ask students to tell you their opinions about the best way of handling
the consumer situation. Then suggest some other ways of handling the
situation. In going over the istudents' cartoon stories, it-is very
important to refer to students by name and to discuss the positive points
about their presentation.

4. If time permits, you might want to have students roleplay one of the
situations with the student playing the consumer and you the seller.
When you discuss ithe roleplu, you will be able to bring out many points
dealing with.being a wise and responsible-buyer.

e
77
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FOLLOW UP

-IN THE CLA:SSROOM

1. Using one of the cartoon stories, make a bulletin board about the pr blem

and then a paragraph on the best way to handle the problems.

2. Write an article about the lawyer'sisit and submit it to the school
newspaper.

4

4
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HELP WITH CONTRACTS AND OTHE ONSUMER PROBLEMS

LEGAL SERVICES -OF EASTER MISSOURI, INC.

***, . ,./.
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CONSUMER `OBJECTIVES

1. Students wtliidentifydat leastfivecOnsumer problems for which the

Legal Seryicsyrill provide assistance. :

11
2. Students will explain the importance of signing any written docUments.

3. Students will apply reading skills to interpret the meaning of simple

contracts.

4. Students will learn how to fill out a complaint form for-the Legal
Services of Eastern Missouri. A

",...\4, to'

BASIC. AND COMPETENCY
SKILLS OBJECTIVES

CAT Reading Vocabulary and Comprehension
BEST Reading/Language Objectives 3,5,6,7,8,9,10,15,16,18,19,21
CAT Spelling

.

,CAT - Language Mecha *cs and Expression
CAT -- Mathematics Com utation, Concepts and Application
BEST - Mathematics Objectives 1,2,5
CAT - ReferenCe Skills
BEST - Government /Economics Objectives, 2,3,4,8,11,12,13

TEXT
VV.

Yng Consumqrs, 1st edpition, tessons lf, 12,.13, 17

Young Consumers, 2nd edition, lessons 18, 19, 20, 21,'23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 34
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PRESENTATION NEEDS

By the Teacher:

.name tags

chalk and chalkboard --
pencils

paper
filmstrip: BuyNow, 15.$y Later, FS672-102

By the Resourcelperson:

roleplay handouts
sample complaint forms ,(to be 'returned)

WORDS TO KNOW
0

-

0

1. agree - to be of the same opinion
2. attorney - a person legally empowered to act on someone elte's behalf (lawyer)
3. budget - to plan for the use of"t(money or time, for example)
4. buy on time - to pay for a purchase on regular calendar dates over a period of time
5. complaint - an expreSsion of dissatiSfaction, written or spoken
6. contract - an agreement between the buyer and seller honored by law
7. consequences - the results of someone's actions

---8. cAdit - time given for payment of goods or services sold on trust
9.: defendant - a person against 'Whom action is brought .

10, finance charge - additional cost to the buyer for use of borrowed money 4.

or to buy something "on time" -

_

11. ,intereit - charge for the' privilege of borrowing money or buying "on time
12. receipt - a written statement saying that money or goods have been received ,.

-13. repdssess - to take back something bought "on time" when the buyerdoes
not make the agreed paymintk

'14. terms.- conditions that are stated or offered for the acceptance of an agreement
15. warranty - a written statement, made by a seller ormanufacturer, guaranteeing

the quality of a product, and the responsibility for replacement or repair
of defective parts for a certain period of,time

.. ;
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NOTE TO TEACHER:

IMPORTANT LEGAtPRI-NCIPLES AWF CONTIRAGTIS

a

I. Any_time a person signs his/her name to a contract, that person may_ be

responsible to carry out the terms of the contract, regardless of

what the other pars --told him/her.

2.

,

Any person who signs a contract and does not understand the terms of the

contract may still be held responsible for carryifig out the contract

because a person who signs a contract is presumed to know what the

contract says.

3. When a friend of°Youl's asks you to help him/her by signing &contract.

which he/she has already signed, your signing of the contract may require

you to perform or to pay money if your friend fails to abide by the terms

of the contract.

4. If you and a .friend_agree to buy so' ping together and both of you sign

the contract and if your friend en takes the item that-you purchased,

you. may still be responsible f r paying for that item even though you

don't have it in your possession.. o

55.

Have a vocabulary lesson with "Words to Know". See front of0this book

. . for ideas. 411
a

2. Distribute lined paper 'p class and tell students to write, "I was a wise

consumer when I bought ...", ana finish the sentence and give-the reason

why .he/she felt that was true. On the other side of the paper'they should

write, "I' was not a wise consumer when I bought ... ",land also tell why. -

-Have some volunteers read their stories aloud, and for each story, class

should.discuss whethei- the purchases were good or bad examples of getting

satisfaction.from the money spent, why the decisions to bUy were made,

andithe consequences of th'.decisions. Ask the students if they think adults

always make Wise decisions when buying things. perhaps the teacher could

give an example of an uriwise purchase he/she maae and the consequences .

of the decision.

3. Have class pretend everyone is a working adult-and tell tlieirideas about

what they think are items on which, money must be spent evdry month: the

. necessities. (Rent2 food, utilities, gasoline ar bus fare, etc.). Then

ask them how they will buy the.larger items needled to furnish their homes.

(save, borrow, or buy "on.time.,") Finally ask-how they expect to be able'.

to buy a car for either traveling to and from their jobs, or'for

everyday trips to stores, relatives, etc. (They probably would need
4rne

credit.) Ask.if anyone knows how to go about deciding howlnuch money,to

spend on their needs and wants, leading into the concept of budgeting

and what the students might think the consequences are of overspending.



0,

.13.0p.p3

4. Show fi strip4Buy Now,Pay Later, FS 672-102, allowing time for
.,:disCussion at each frame, After thefilmstrip ask students to give,

the advantages and disadvantages of buying "on time". (Sometimes
the only way .to buy an expensTiveitem is "on time",but repossession

--or court action could result if the buyer'does not honor 'the
agreement on the contract.)

5. If the students are keeping a journal they could enter "The Six C's
for Obtaining Credit", othepise, write on board for discussion.*

. .

,CHARAOTER - responsible attitude toward paying bills
CAPACITY - ability to repay loan from money coming in
-CAPITA, 7,:.possession .of property worth more than debt

tCONDITIONS - agreeMentsaade in advance between lender and borrower
COLLATERAL - possessions which can be used as security for a loan
COMMON SENSE - ability to use credit wisely 3

BULLETIN

it

BOAR D

IDEA

fitie:Consumer Information Center

44.

Drawing appropriate sad, happy or puzzled faces,'the following information.
could be posted on a:hall bulletin board:

a.' THE SIX Q'S FOR 04tAINING CREDIT (#5 Pre-Visit)
bc;) WHAT CAN YOU,D0 TO,SOLVE A.COMPLA1NT? (p3-in Visit)

. WHAT TO THINK ABOUT WHEN'SItNING A CONTRACT (#2 jp Follow. -U0)
d. r

If"

, 6

*Oregon StaleiDeprtment'ofEiduc;tion, Personal Finance Education Guide,
1972, .page 31. _
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THE VISIT

PRINT4-.

Ke name to

.Gre et le,53um'4o0
introduce to rr

e r5

i *
,

Are .

. -
-1. Introduce self and explain job at Legal Services.

. .

t
. 2. Exp,. ain that the agency does no,th0ae criminal, personal injury, or.

automobile accident cases, and then make a list on' the chalkboard
of different kinds of cases the agency does handle, with one sentence
explaining the criteria for client se.letion. ieclude problems with contracts
landlords, employment, social security., welfare, and the elderly.

'r
3. Ask class to tell you of some things they think could be done to trX

'to solve a consumer complaint before considering legal action. For
example, ask what is 'the first thing to consider? (B sure-you

. have. ,a legitimate 'complaint.) Other actions should include: . .

:.
,,,,A,..., .--. .,...,., ...,

a. cdntact,seller and state the'complaint, 'calmly % ,s.,:;:s.c -: - ,.

b. it's best to make the complaint in writing, stating facts' and
keeping copy of letter .

c. give the seller a reasonable time to remedy complaint --. ,

g. go to a higher authority is nothing has been done .

e: if still notsatisfied, contact Better Business.Bureau or -Missouri
Attorney General's office ,, ,.,.

, , ,

\" - ,
.

f% then consider legal action. \

,

4, Remind students that as wis"e consumers they should have'saved:all
contracts, receipts, and correspondence to help Legal Serrkes.provide

e

5% Ask the teacher to choose a student for the first roleplay. The
student will play the 'consumer and resource person will represent

assistance,

Legal Services.

c
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Roleplay #1
;..%

John Jones bought a washingimichine for $200 from-Happy Appliance
Store on AugUst 23, 1980. He paid $100 'cash and $10 a week for 10
weeks,He signed a contract The salesperson said that the washing
Maching.had a warranty of two months for parts and serviCe:After
three months the washing machine wouldn't turn on. John Jones

%went,back on Cittobdr'23, 1979 to Happy Appliance but they wouldn't
do anything. He'is now at the Legal Services of Eastern Missouri for
helpi:::'2,

After the roleplay.,-the resource person could ask the'following
questions:

\',a. Before the consumer bought the washing machine,what should
he/she have done? ,

1

b. What is important to keep when buying anything?
c. Why isit important to read a contract carefully?
d.
,

What is a'warranty and why is it important'to the consumer?

6. The resource person shouldthen-go through the, mplaint form with th
.class- having students volunteer some of the inf rmation needed to

complete. the form.

1

4

.7. If time permits, the second and third roldplays could be done, asking
questions after each one, and going Over complaint forms.

Roleglay #2
,

Mrs: Smith went with her daughter to buy,a new car. The salesperson .

asked Mrs. Smith to co-sign the loan for the-car with her daughter as

only a "formality."

Roleplay #3

Mr. and Mns. Samson bought a new stereo. They put $50 down'and signed

a contract for $300. Their son was',sick and they could not pay

the bill. What should they do? -

B. Students should be alloWed a few minutes-for questions.

37
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FOLLOW UP _

-IN. THE 6LA*§11001\4,,

1. Dvise a simple short-term Contract the Students could enter with

the teacher, and for which there could be 0:imple. award upon

.
completion such as a certificate, a sticker bes\ide a name on a chart,

extra independent time; or food. Sbme suggestions for contracts are:

a. reading a certain number of library', books over. a,, specified-period' ." -:

of time. ,

.
. ...,. _

i',z :,

,
tf

b. completion of homework assignments over a specified shumber of weeks in a

row.

c. wkiting five books reports. 0 . z .-.

.
d. attending school regularly for ten weeks. . -.

*

Bdfore signing the.contract, the teacher and Student snould ajscuss tne

' following: '.' . .**
.

a. What are the terms of the contract? ..'.4

b. What do- the signatures on the contract mean? ,..--..

c. Under what conditions can the contract be broken?.

d. What could be the consequences ifthe agreed teims were not .,

met by either party?
.

2. After studying the sample contracts in-the text, (pages 53 an d 58in the '

1st edition and pages 70 and 80'in:2nd edition), ditto.and handout "

copies, of the usual and the simple English contracts. (See su-pgement)

Nave Students compare wording, style, and overall lookst;Asktqctents
whichrYpe of contract they would prefer to sign and why. Whibhii1
easier to understand? Why? To help the class understand thejligh

e .

cost of borro4ng money, or buying "on time," heredare some figures

given py.the Federal Reserve System that the students cia18 use to ,..

fill out appropriate lines on the contracts. $3500.-00'7at 5% interest

per year for three years =.finance charge of $825.00. There will be

36 payments of $111.80 per month,tmakin the total'amount financed
$4025.80. The annual peTcentage rate will .be 9.31%. Numbers have been
rounded off. (For your personal information a bank can be contacted to

to req st a copy efthe Nderal,Reserve System Truth.ln Lending'
taterent, Regulation Z, Annual Percentage Rates.) . . -,.

...

...
.

. N # ., .

0

C

V. 4 't

. 41111 .
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-IN THE COM M.UNITY

a

g.

1. Students could prepare a newsbulletin about what they have learned
from the Legal Services. resource person and offer copies at
a parent or community gathering.

2. A brochure could be designed and written by the studpnts about the
Legal Services of Eastern Missouri totake home to parents or
distribute at adult meetings.

3. Send copies of student -made materials to the Legal Services resource
person who'visited the classroom. (Also send copies'to the Urba'n
Consumer Education Office, We may be.ableto duplicate the materials.)

4. Inform your principal that a representative from Legal Services

may be available for a parent or community meeting at which he or
can give an elpmple of the use of Legal Services and the complaint ,

'forms. This prnentation,Ruld be similar to classroom presentation.
Students could sharetheliragram with ,posters and roleplays.

`Pd
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FILING A COMPLAINT

MISSOURI ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFrCE

A
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MISSOURI ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE

ST. LOUIS OFFICE:

706-Chestnut Street

St. Louis, Missouri 631014.

JEFFERSON CITY OFFICE:
P.O. Box 899

Jeffersdn City, Missodri 65101

The Attorney General is the chief legal officer of the State. He represents the
State in all court cases involving the State or its officers, and supervises the
work of the assistant attorneys general. Upon request from state officers and

department heads, he provides legal advice in matters relating to the laws which
govern the conduct of business.

The Missouri Attorney General's Office has the authoritytoinvestigate.businesses

and seek injunctive relief against-those using deception and misrepresentation in
the sale and/or-advertisement of goocM and services.

This Missburi laW prohibits the followinp:

"the act, use or employment by any person of any deception,
fraUd, false pretense,' false promise, misrepresentation,
or the concealment suppression, or omission of any
material fact with intent that others rely upon such

concealment, suppression. or omission in connection with
the saMor adv6rtisement of any merchandise."

Merchandising Practibes'AU Chapter 407 RSMo,'as'amended, (Supp. 1978).

The Consumer Protection'Division of the Attorney General's Offite has the kk,

authority to look-into and start legal action when it believes that deception
or misrepresentation has occurred in the sale of merchandise or services. This
does, not mean that office will)represent the consumer or take an individual to
court on his/her behalf. Any legal action that the Attorney General takes is on'
behalf of,the State of Missouri, not an individual citizen.'

111

Because the Consumer Propection Division is overwhelmed with cases (over 7,000 .

a year), it will not take complaints, over the telephone. Consumers who feel that
they have been cheated or misrepresented to in the sale of merchandise, should
call and ask to be sent a complaint'form.

The Consumer Protection Divisjori,does not-have the poWer to act on complaints
which involve credit disputes, landlord-tenant disputes, utility disputes,
insurance'problems, 6ank and credit union differences, or employment and product
safety just to name 4 few.' After the office reviews a consumer's complaint and
determines that it is not within the jurisdiction of the consumer protection
statute, the'complaint will be referred to the proper agency that has
authorization to follow through on.such a report. -

1.
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CONSUMER OBJECTIVES
1. Students will learn that the Attorney General's. Office Offers.protectilp for

the consumerin certain situations involving the sale and/or advertisement of`

gOods and services.

2. Students will learn the procedures for filing a written complaint with the

Attorney General.

-3. Students will learn the important points to include in any letter of complaint

regarding to the sale of goods and services.

BASIC AND COMPETENCY
SKILLS, OBJECTIVES

-CAT - ReadingVocabulary and Comprehension
BEST Reiding/LanguWge Objectives 3, 8, 15, 16, 18, 21
CAT Spelling
CAT - Language
BEST = Government/Economics Objectives. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 12

TEXT

Young Consumers, 1st edition, lessons 2, 20
Young Consumers, 2nd edition, lessons 4, 8, 25, 2.6

t
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vPRESENTATIQN NEEDS
By to Teacher:

chalk and chalkboard
name tags

newspaper

By the Resource Person:

complaint form
sample, complaint letter

radio
receipt

pffitograph of the AttOrney, General

WORDS TO KNOW
1. attorney - a person legally empowered to act on someone else's behalf (lawyer)
2. complaint - an expression of dissatisfaction whether it be written or spoken

consumer - a person who buys goods and/or services
4. consumer protection - the act of guarding, the consumer when hie /she is buying

\goods and/or services in the marketplaCe
5. fraud - a statement about an important fa4t in a sale which the seller knows

or should know is false; the buyer relies on the statement and is injured in.
smile way

6. merchandise - articles that afe bought or sold ,

7. merchant - a person who 'acts as thesbuyer and seller of goods for profit
8.: statute -.a law established by a legislative boll

-86-
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PRE-1/1611T

1. Have students look through newspapers to locate articleson the Attorney

General or his office. The class can make a list of activities involving

the Attorney General or representatives of.theoffice.

. Have a vocabulary lesson with "WORDS TO KNOW." See Iront of this book 'for

ideas. In addition, the supplement includes an exercise designed specifically

for this lesson. On the day of the visit, write,the words On the boards. sb

that they may be used as a guide by the-resource person.

3. Have students read the text andwrite a letter of complaint. ,In writing
A

their letters, students whould be 'sure. to include everything on theeheeklist

below:

..CHECK LIST

1. Your name. and addrets and date.

2. The name.and address of the company that sold you
the item.

3. The fadts of your story, what you bought, where
and when you bought it, and the cost::V '4.0 Explain the prOblem and wha 'you have already

,ade, done about it.

1r, 5. 'What.you want the company to do for you. Be fair.

6. Copies. of any evidence that b k up your story
(like-receipts or cancelled chec )

7. Make a. copy ofl the letter for yourself and keep it. ,

;
-87-
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THE VISIT

1..McIKe ndrne. td95
3.0rlie ntne o-

00,44 %source Tersoe
W.ra

4

1. The resource person will write his/her name; address, and telephone number
on the board and give some information about the particular position he/she
holds in the Attorney General's Office (e.g. attorney, paralegal, etc.)

2. Explain that there is one Attorney General in every state. Give the name
---o-f-Missouris and display a photograph. Emphasize that-the Attorney

'General is the attorney for the,state and,noteor an individual citizen.
Explain that the,Attorney General operatet three offices in the state to
provide consumer protection services.

3. Explain, that there is a statute governing fair merchandisag practices and
that, the Attorney General has, respqnsibility for enforcing its.

4. Tell students that you-are going to do a role-play with them po illuttrate
a consumer problem that'could happen.to them or their parents. Ask the
teacher to choose a gbod actotswho will playthe part of the consumer. The
Attorney General's representative will play a merchant. Take the "consumer"
aside, give him/her the appropriate props and explain'the following
situation:

1

.

The consumer buys a new radio from the merchant. At home, it'is
discovered that the radio does:not_work. The consumer brings it to the
store, requesting it be repaired or exchanged. Being'a good consumer,
the student has a receipt. The store owner refuses to repair the radio,
make an exchange, or refund the purchase p ice., What does the consumer
do? Ask for suggestions from the .class. fter several Suggestions have
been generated, tell the class that a lette of complaint to the owner'
is the first step in making a complajnt, Ha d out sample letters' of
complaint.' Review the body of the letter showing the details that

should be includedabout_the-purchase of .the_radio, its condition at f

the time of sale and the redress you desire (e.g., exchange, repair,
refund). _Explain that if this, does not solve the problem a formal
written complaint shquld be sent to the Attorney General's Office in
the state in whidh the article was purchased:

5. Hand out complaint forms to each student and'explain the conditions in which
,,it is appropriate to file,a formal.complaint,. Explain the procedure for
obtaining a complaint form.:,

6.' Fill out the form with the students using the,roleAplay situation for the
information needed, Make sure students understan'd that copies of receipts,
guarantees', etc., should be attached. Stress that originals should be kept
by the purchaser.
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FOLLOW UP
IN THE CLASSROOM

.1. Students Could practice filling in the complaint form and writing letters of
complaint reinforcing the idea that they must be written clearly and to the

point.

2: Students may want to start a consumer newsletter or,column in their school
newspaper that lets other students know interesting facts about consumer
ripoffs.

-IN THE COMMUNITY

1..

2.

A

thw

Students could prepare a nets bulletin aboUt.wha
froM the Attorney General's representative and o
parent or community gathering.,

A brochure could be designed and written by stud
Attorney General's Office to take home to parent
adult meetings.

?re

P

they hv/e,learned
fer copies at a

nts about the,
or distribute at

3. Send copies of stu nt-made materials to the Att
representative.wh visited the classroom. (Also

rney General's
send copies' to

the Urban Consume Education Project Office. We-May-be
duplicate the mat rials.1

able to

-------4.-
-

.
. .

4. Inform'your principal that a representative from the Attorney
General's Office may be available for a parent or 'community meeting
at which. he/she can explain the *es of complaints handled and dive
an example ofhow td file a written complaint. You-may wish to
request permission from your principal to have students demonstrate
what they have learned through bulletin,boards,.posters, brochures,
etc.

If\' -
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INSURANCE IS FOR PROTECTION.,

MISSOURI DIVISION OF -INSURANCE

4.
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DIVISION Of INSURANCE

Jefferson City Of ce St. Louis Office.

515 East High'Street 10449 St. Charles Rock Road

Jefferson City, MissoUri 101 4 St. Louis, Missouri 63114

r"-

.Insurance is a means of protecting iftviduala and organizations from

unexpectab economic loss. An Insurance policy -lea contract. In return for a

premium paid by the policy holder, the insurance company'agrees to pay for

financial losses due to illness, accident, theft, firei, or other-natural hazards,

9r pay the beneficiary of the policy in case of death.' The following are

examples of the principal kinds of insurance that most consumers buy:. 0

FIFE INSURANCE
AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
'HOMEQWNERS INSURANCE
HEALTH INSURANCE

GROUP. INSURANCE
MAIL ORDEff INSURANCE ,

HEARINGS ON UNFAIR AND DECtPTIVE PRACTICES INSURANCE

. t

4 a

The Division of Insurance is the state agency that regulates insurance

,companies and insurance transactions'. This division provides periodic -

examinations of companies that write life,'health, automobile and property

insurance to assure that companies are financially stable and. that policyholders

receive prompt, fair teatment_when making a.claiml r The division reviegs ...., '

insurance policies before al ing them to be sold and issues licensevto agents ....-, a

and brokers. .t.5: P4`

4-,

The Division of Insurances also handles complaints against insurance

companies. Typical complaints the division investigates relate to delakor °

. \
inadequacy of claim settlemepts andcancellatidn 6r-1bn-renewal of poverage.

Firtt, contact your insurade agent and the company. If you,still need help,.

contact the division nearest you,

4

4

Although rates are not set by the division,,action can
discriminate unfairly against certain policyholders or when

.for the coverage provided. Rates, coverage arid` the service
t#

holders vary widely, among companies.

,

0.

11.

be taken when rates
rates aregtoo high
provided to policy-

Y
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CONSUMER OBJECTIVES

1. Students will learn that the purpose wrinsurance' is to provide

protection and compensate against loss.

2. Students will list. three things to consider when comparison shipping for

insurance.
0
3. Students will learn that the Missouri Division of Insurance is a State-

agency that regulates insurance companies and insurance transactions-, °

and investigates consumer complaints against insurance companies.

s BASIC AND COMPETENCY
SKILLS OBJECTIVES
CAT - Reading Votabulary and Cjmprehension

BEST - Reading/Language Objecties 3, 5, 6', 10, 14, 15., 16, 17, 20, 21

CAT -

CAT - Lanuguage Mechani4ind'Expression.

CAT- - Mathematict.Computation, Concepts ana ApplicitIons

%

. 'BEST - Mathematics Qbjectives'l, Z. 5, 8- ' '"
CAT - Reference Skills

*

BEST - Government/Economics Objectives 6, 11, 12; l3 ,0

TEXT
Young Consumers, 1st edition, lesson 16 . :

Young Consumers, 2nd edition; lesson 27

r,

p
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-PRESENTATION NEEDS.

By the Teacher:,

name tags

chalk and chalkboard
,

newspapers and magazines

By the Resource PersOn:

roleplay cards

WORDS-TO KNOW

4

) '

1. agree - to be of the same opinion
claim -ea demand or request for something'as a right or because it is due

3. .complaint 7 anexpression of dissatisfaction, written or spoken

4. contract - an agreement betWeen the buyer and seller honor :d by law

5. cover"- to include or protect

6. insurance - a bsIstem of guarding against loss by the paying of regular
amounts to a company in exchange for a promise to pay an ag eed amount,

. in of theft, death, accident, etc.
7 . insurance poljcy- a contract to pay for a loss in return fo the payment

of regular amounts
'8. 'prgmium -.payment made for an insurance policy
9. regulate - to govern or'correct according to,rules having th- force of law

la. repossess - td-take back something bought "on time when the 'uyer does'not

make the agreed payments

11. theft.1 the act of stealing

12., transaction a business deal

13. value - the amount something is worth in money .or thi ngs

'BULLETIN.,

BOARD.

IDEA.

Title: WE ALL NEECINSURANCE (Pre-visit activity #5)
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PRE-VISIT

.

V

. Have a.vocabulary lesson with "Words- to Know See front of this book
for ideas.

2. To develop .the concept that various kinds of insurance are needed for
,

different-kinds of protection, begin with the-following questions for,
class discustton. \ .

.

. .

,A: Wh.j, do squirrels bury dcorns? %. ' ' 1. . . - .,
b. .Why aid indians and pioneers dry meat, wild fruit and berries,. fish

, ..-, and corn? e . -
., .. - .

. c. Why-did eatly,settlers store their' tinjons; potatoes, apples and

.
! ,carrots, in d beloW-ground cellar? Do nide farfilers still do- pis?

7

d. -,Do-you know,
.
someone who "cans" or Tfreezes" food.? What kind? Why?.

. . ,, -

laving out that _the ,s'eas'ons- for' the first three' questions were 'literally

a ,form of protection against starvation;,buCtlial- the last No Bay also be''',..,
-an economic proteotion by asking if storing of food' against starvation ° - . '':--'.

. , -'''.--,..
..-

is very important in a la)* dty of today.-
.

,
.,

b.,

;
4 ,

S. To identify anotheir type:of planned Orotection,against potential dangers; . '

the stude:gts could be asked:
.

,._ ,

a. WhyadO we wear boOts instead of tennis shads' in the snow?-A
b. Why'does the fur'onanimals.get .heavier in .tie late fall ? ' ,

.- .

c. Why.do we Out anti-freeze...in our cars? .

..

d. Why dowe seal holes around the doors and vitt ows in our bomes?
.

The -answers .of protection, against freezing, or cold.weather, can be added.
,

to the protection against starvation' or economic loss recognized by
. F,

students in the firtt discussion.' Review with the students their identifi-
.catidli of potential dangers, and how either "mother nature" or humans
took protective actions to meet .thosedangers. In other words, what
kind of insurance did they have? - .. .

-'-- 4. To,deltermine; if jt js a good idea to have more protection' than is needed,
.

here are. sore suggested questions: (ask for reasons, for each answer).

a. Should 'we wean two overcoats when,we, need only one?
b. Shouldwe "can ," store, or freeze more food than we:11 need or

,
can use? ..

IL, , .

c. Should we put More apti-freeze into our. car radiators that the maker
. suggests? .

se

.d, Is it a gdod-idea to 'buy. more insurance than we need?

. Make a collage, or bulletin board, ,using picturd'and articles from
newspapers and or'magazines about weddifigs, auto ,aecidents -,_ births, deaths,

.
fires , tiefts, floods, etc, cut out by students and labellti as to the kind
of insurance that Would-beneeded to cover the happening. For example, 'a

picture of an accident or disaster involving a ship at. sea' would be
labeled Marine Insurance: (If you do this,-point it ,out to llitresource
person when he/she arrives.)

.

4
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THE VISIT

L. indite.rxtrne trc131.,
,4,(..)r;te n me

.. . ..4 , source rsor._,,,

,. .
2..Grect. urn ?.rSpo 6.1ci.

-ti iotroduce to Y.r ricipai
. s

. ,
1. Introduce-self,-giving:title and'30 de'scription.

. .

x '2. .Explain that the agency.is a state orgapization, paid for by taxes from \..

-resident's in Missouri. Tell the :locations of the other tWp offices
of"the Missouri Divisibn of Insurance. :

. .

'3. Explain that the purpose of the agency is to ,investigate various

insurance companies to make surthey have enough money to operate, and that
policyholders receive prompt,,fair treatment.when making a claim. Also;
the 'agency looks outer new kinds of polidies before allowing theirto'be sold .

and licenses insurance/agentg and brokers. .

, .

.

..- , -

4. Give 2 or 3 examples of the types of domplaints the agency receives against
insurance companies. Explain that a lot of problems would be avoided lf.all.

those making a complaint would first read their Policiei,,then'contact
the agent or company that sold the insurance. Then if consumers felts

they needed help they should contact the Missouri Divisiofrof Insurance.

5. Question, a few students abouthow they would find out,wherg to contact
your office since you have not told:them the address./41He answer..

,.- .you desire is to look in the telephon4 directory.)'
,

.

.,

. .

6. Write on the board the principal kind's of insurance most consumers buy:
life, automobile, homeowners, health, grpup, and mAilorder. After each I

kind, ask for hands of students to given exampleof the reason for , (
buying 'that kind of insurance: Mailorder .and group Will probably have
to be explained. s....,,

,
1

ft

.#

r

4
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'

Z. Do roleplay #1, asking the.tacher to help choose a good reader to read

the problem aloud, someone good in math to be at the chalkboard to do any
math involved,'and a good thinker to play the part of Jim. Tell Jim he

may have to go to more than one friend fbr advice.

ROLEPLAY #1-
. - :

..\ .
.

.

Jim has a bike that cost $150. It has 10 speeds and lots of fancy gadgets.

;Jim had to save-for over a yearAo buy the bike. He is thini<ing about
buying°insurance. He wants to buy ah insurance policy that Auld pay him
$150 if the bike were lost or stolen. The cost of the insurance is $20 .

-per year from the Bluebird Insurance-Company. He wants to talk this'over

with a friend to see if this is a good idea. -.

< .

Besides weighing the price of $20 to protect a $150 investment and the

length of time it would take to save for anothe*r bike,the resource person

may have to help' the students include some other points for discussion
...

such as: - . -

. where the-bike
.

is stored; for what and how .often it will be used; for

hoW long-it-wouTU be-wOrthwhile to pay for this proteCtion; the risks
.

if insurance is not purchased; if the same coverage coud be purchased
from another company at a lower cost.; if so,' is that company reliable
about paying, claims, and is the Bluebird COmpany reliable? How can
consumers find the answer to the type of service an insurance gives?

'V

8. -If there is time, do roleplay #12, following same format for choosing

students.

ROLEPLAY #2

John has a bike that cost $20. He bought it used. It runs OK but it doeslyt

look very pretty: He is thinking about buying insurance.. He wants to
buy an insurance policy'that would pay him $20 if theabikeere lost

or stoTenThe cost of the insurance is $15 per.year from the Yellowbird

Insurance Company. He wants to'talk this over with'aYriend to see if

this is a good idea.
.

In this roleplay the students will probably quickly come to alconsensus
on an answer to John's problem. However some students may feel it

.
important to have insurance in this situation-if the bike is needed for

transportation to and frcli a job, or school, Or to run errands for hire.

for the neighbors. The resource person cold ask the students if they
would consider paying the $15 if one of these activities was the reason
for buying the $20 bike. John ed his advisors might also want to

. investigate the reason for the;price difference between the two insurance

companies, aaif the policies include the same conditions of coverage,

9. Finish the presentation_by emphasizing these two.points.

.

insurancea. An nsurance policy-Fs a contract. When'a persons4gns ,A contract
to buy something and does not' makeagreed payments, the itemcan.

be repossessed. If a'person does not Make agreed payments on a.

insurance-policy, de company will,not'pay a- claim.

b, Insurance rates are not determined by -the Missouri G p . t n of

Insurance, and different companies,'Charge different rateg*for the

dame services. A wise consumer should.shop for'insurance and'.
compare price, protection, and service for good insurance

-96-'. A



FOLLOW UP
. .

, -IN THE CLASSROOM- .. .

4,

.
1. If the resource person'does not have the time to.complete the roleplays

in the visit, the teacher.Should have a lesson with them using the
same ideas for discussion.

,

2. Appoint a student committee to use an encyclopedia and/or other available.,
resources to research and make a reportwabout various aspects of
insurance. Some topiCs could be:

principal types of'insurance sold and most popular bought
b. ownership, of different kinds of insurance companies

.

c. history of inception and growth oespecific kinds of InsUranCe
Such as Health, Social or Lloyd's. (These objects are very .

,interesting; for example, health insurance began with the craft '
guilds ofd tht MiddleAges.)

3. 'Have the students Write a story entitled,'Jhe MoSt Terrible Day of My.Life.'

In the story the students should write abbut events that might happen to
them in one day, for which they would see a need for insurance: Caution
them to avoid being gruesome. The class could vote on the most
Imaginative story with accurate application of types of insurance
rgeded to cover any financial loss.in the events. Your class might enjoy
learning the use of the word "castastrophe.

1

A. If the studedts are keeping a journal, the, pkge on insurance could include
the most common typbs needed by people, and the three things a wise consumer
should compare for good insurance value: price, protection and service.

5. The Class could'write an insurance company requesting a sample policy,
perhaps for a specific kind of,fnsurance such as that considered by Joe
.and John in the .roleplays. The letter could also ask if the.4company
prints a dimple English policy for the class to examine and compare to a
.standard version of a policy.

6°. If students do research on most popular kindt'of insurance bought id the
United States, a graph could be made to present the information pictorially.

4
ii
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IN THE COM;M_UNITY

TheiMisouriTepariMent of Consumer Affairs has recently issued informative

Consumer Guides for(a) homeowners and renters_insurance,'and (b) heal0f,

insurance. They can be obtained by,letter or a toll-free t phone number.

The students could use either.of these guides to design a brochure for 4

parents, including important.points to remember about buying either kind of

insurance. Roleplaying could also be developed with the information from
the booklets,.and postei could be designed for display in tAe .11alls or

neighborhood stores. You may Wish to request permission from your principal
to have the class perform .the rolep* about insurance before a parent.or
community group.

Mo. Division Of Consumer Affairs
P.O. Box 1157
Jeff son City, MO 65102
Toll-free number; 800=N2-8269

4
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PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

Consumer Service Office
City Bank Building, Room 219
4625 Lindell
St. Louis, Missouri 63108

The Missouri Public Service Commission, better known as the PSC, is a State
government agency located in Jefferson City. The PSC regulates all investor-
owned utilities in Missobri but has no control over municipal utilities or
cooperatives. 'The regulated firms include electric,.gas, telephone, sewer auct,
water'Utilities and bus, truck and railroad companies. The Compission also
regulates intrastate movers (moving from another residence witb4n-the same state)
and the construction standards of mobile homes and.recreational vehicles
manufactured or .sold in Missouri. Regulation includes rates charged by utilities
and whether the service provided by. the utilities is safe and adequate. Utility
companies are bound both by,statutes that regulate their conduct and by .

regulations issued by the PSC under such statutes.

,A utility wishing to make a change in-the rates charged for service must
request_ approval frolithe PSC. A hearing is held in which the utility must prove
that the new rate is reasonable and necessary. The PSC may deny the company's
requested rate increase, grant a portion of ft or approve the entire request, if
justified. I The lawl of the State of Missouri require that the final decisions of
the PSC be lawful, reasonable, and based upoh competent and substantial evidence
upon the whole record. Therefore, all final decisions, of the,PSC are subject to
appeal in Missouri courts of law.

The Public Service%Commission provides some services directly td consumers.
Whgnever a customer has a complaint or grievance that cannot be resolved through
dikussion with the company, the PSC can conduct an investigation to resolve the
matter.

PI.
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CONSAIIER OBJECTIVES

1.. Students will learn some df the responsibilities and obltgations

Missouri PublieService CoMmission.,

2. Students will-learn that many Utilities .are owned by private investors
. but regulated by a state agency.

of the

3. Students will learri'When and how.to,resister_a complaint with the
Missouri Public Service Commission.

,Ze

)

BASIC AND COMPETENCY
SKILLS. OBJECTIVES

_

CAT ,- Reading Vocabulary and Comprehension°'
CAT - Language Mechanics and Expression .,

BEST - Readtng/Language.Objectives 8, 14, 15, 16, 18, 21

CAL T - Spelling
'CAT - Referencb Skills
BEST'--Governpent/EcanomiCs Objectives 3, 4, 6,. 12

..

1

TEXT
Young Consumers, 1st edition, less& 16

Young Consumers, 2nd^edition lesson 27

a
a

r
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"4 PRESENTATION NEEDS.

By the Teacher:

name tags
. .

,..

chalk and chalkboard

picturk, P.S.C. Regulates Utilities ("see supplement)
.

. By the Resource Person:

tariff book .

'Brochures - "KNOW YOUR UTILITY BILL OF RIGHTS"
sample complaint- forms

WORDS TO KNOW
I. commissioner - a person in charge of a department or bureau of public

service <

2. complaint ,"an expressionof dissatisfaction
3. deposit - monegiven as a pledge-
4. disconnect - to interrupt or cut -'off

5. increase - to make higher or larger
6. Tate - the price that i5 charged for use of an item for a certain amount

of time .

7. regulate - to control or-direct according to a rule

8. raje - a governmentlsorder having the force of law
9. .tariff book - a book* of dpproyed rules and regualtiohs for utilities

,10. ttilities - public services such as as, electric, water, or transportation

subject to governmental-regulations- control)

BULLETIN

ROAR D.

IDEAS

4

C

Make a transparency of the "P.S.C. ReOaltes Utilities" picture (see supplement)

and project onto a large sheet of paper. Trace and color (or trace each object

separately on'different colors of paper), cut out, and mount on bulletin board.

1
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PRE-VISIT
-

.*
A .,

k.,
1. Kaye a vocabulaiv 1 es'son with "WORDS TO KNOW". See friint of this bobk for

ideas. -
L - \

-2-. Think and Talk (questions, by teacher for student.discutsion). What kinds
° of utility bills. does your family have to pay? Have you ever'heard someone

complain abOut a utility company being unfair? (Example: deposits, cut-off
of 'serwices 7 estimated bills.) Do you know anyone who tried to dosomething
about_the problem? Did that person succeed? - .

...
, . - A

may.3. Have students make a poster about problems° they or their families have
'had *with. V utility: After the resource pbrson ts visit, ask` students how

.'they would tianCI'l e those pro bl ergs . ',. . .,
. , :,- _ .

4. Look through the newsp for about a week before the visit of the resource
person; and cut out ar icl es concerning the PSC, and Pgste.orglue on-klarge

. construction paper fo a room .d isplay. i',..._...,

'* ..

'5w. Assist students gin wri ing- fetters o. parents 4iinvittng them to attend the
IA A

\ 'A

visit of the, resource person. \
V

1 i
: 6 6 * I, : ill tl' AO %

4.'
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THE VISIT

1

4

dntroduce self, giving title and job responsibilities in the Consumer
Service Office.

2. Ask students to tell you the names of utility companies.

3." Explain that there are many gas, elect c, water and telephone companies,
in Missouri out the Public Service Co ssion was established to oversee
their.Sgrvices, rates, and safety operations.

4. Ask students if they know who owns utility companies,--the State of Missouri,
the U.S. government, or- private investors? Explain that another .

responsibility of the PSC is to assure that the owners of utility companies
receive a reasonable profit from their-Thvestment. If there is a PSC

bulletin board display in the room; refer to the symbols and locations.
,

5. Show tariff book to demonstrate that rules And regulations about utility

rate; services and safety are written in boolcs like this. (Pass around at

the conclusion of'your lesson, if you wish).-

I

6. Enumerate the different kinds of companies tiiat'PSC overs'ees.-

7. Gfve examples of kinds of complairits handled in the Consumer Services Offices
in Kansas City and St. Louis.

8. students that when the customer has acortipla4nt, the utility company
should, always be contacted first. If tie problem is not resolved through
this.method, contact the PSC to file a complaint. Show a complaint.
Explain the'PSC investigation process to resolve/the problem fa-My. Pass

out copies of the complaint form for students to see. Tell them you will

collect them later and that they should not write on them.
6

. Conduot drole-play activity using the role=play samples included with this
lesson. Ask the teacher to choose four good actors and four good readers.
Tell the readers and actors that the undefined words Should show expression.
Let students take turns on the various parts to stimulate complaints and

resolutions. . (You may want to copy the role-play samples, onto separate

cards in advance of the visit.)

10. At the end of each role-play, ask students for questions.

11. Give the teacher the brochures and one complaint form to use later.

109
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FOLLOW UP
=IN THE CLASSROOM

..

1. Use brochure,'"KNOW YOUR UTILITY BILL OF RIGHTS" as a reading lesson. After
one student reads the question aPoud, have a contest to see if someone can ,

give the correct .answer. Then have another student read the answers aloud
to check the correct response. Also use the brochure to answer anycomplaint
on'the student-made poster that has not been resDlved. --

2. Do your own role- plays. Have students give pretend complaints about utility
problems with,whieh he/she is familiar. Have another student be the PSC
representative and give'his/her version of the steps to solution.

3. Handout - "P.S.C. Regulates Utilities" csee supplement). Make ditto copies,
and distribute to class. Have students' identify the symbols and their
relation to the PSC. Picture can be Aldred with crayons.

4.. Make a transparency of the complaint form, use an overhead project with

students supplying imaginary information for filling out the form, including
the resolution, either by you or a student.

-IN TfiE COMMUNITY
Have class design informational pOsters for school halls and neighborhood stores.
On the posters include concept that consumers CAN do something about complaints
against utilities, bills or servi-,es: (a) -contact,utility'first, and if not
satisfied, (b) contact Missouri Public Service4COmmission. Include the telephone

number of the St. Louis Office. Then they coul.d ask permission of a store owner

to display the posters.

a
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MISSOURI Rome SERVICE COMMISSION ROLE-PLAYS

lo

1. 'COMPLAINT

Laclede Gas never reads'my meter. I asked the meter reader to ring-
* doorbell to get in. I'm always home.

RESULT ,

Bob Jones, at Laclede Gas Company, called the customer and made arrange-
ments to get in the house to read the meter: He also gave special in-
structions to the meter reading department onhow to get in to read
the meterin the future.

2. COMPLAINT

Service.was put in my name tin December 26, 1979, and Union Electric has
been charging me multi-dwelling rates even though this is a one family,
residence. They say that there are too many people living in my house
to have the residential rate.

RESULT

Union Electric agreed to change the rate to residential after an .1T/es-
tigation proved that everyone living in the house was a family member.

3. COMPLAINT

I made payment arrangements with Southwestern Bell Telephone Company
last month to pay $25.00. Naw they want $60.00! They sent me a letter
saying they will disconnecb my service. I need my telephone.

RESULT

Southwestern Bell reported that only one notice appeared on the cus-
tomer's bill, and that she is not up for disconnection. She agreed to

pay $25.00 on May 11, and the balance due with the current bill.

4.
/
COMPLAINT

Laclede Gas reads my meter from my neighbor's yard. I am not paying
them to read my meter from across the fence. I want them to come into
my yard to read my meter.

RESULT

Mr. Pete Zilch and I went to the customer's house to see if the meter
could be read from the neighbor's yard. Although the meter could be
read from that "distance, the Commission ordered the utility company to
read the meter in the customer's.yard. ,

-106-
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THE StIART SHOPPER GAME

PARENT VOLUNTEER
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PARENT VOLUNTEER

Parents are-ap:importabt sO4rce of valuable consumer knowledge, and they
can help students learn many consumer skills and concepts. A major expendi-

ture, in the family budget is for food. It is important, therefore, that young
people acquire early in life the skills and habits for smart grocery shopping.

Parent volunteers. are available to visit consumer education classrOoms
to help students learn how to thOp wisely at 'the supermarket.

113
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CONSUMER OBJECTIVES
1., Stoidents will learn to read labels as a'source of specific:informat4on.

2. Students.Willia.pply mathematical skills to compute unit prices. and,to

identify geometric figures.

3. Students will list four rules for a smart shopyeto follow.

4. ,Students will differentiate among store brands, name brands'and plain labels,

A

AND COMPETENCY
SKILLS OBJECTIVES

CAT. - Reading Vocabulary and Comprehension

CAT - Spelling
BEST - Rea ing/Language Objectives 3, 7, 10,.15

CAT - Lan ge Mechanics and Expression

CAT - Mathe tics Computation, Condep and Applidation

BEST - Mathemetics Objectives 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 11, 13, 14

CAT - 'Reference Skills

BEST -.Government/Economics Objectives , 13

r
TEXT

o

.1

t.
Young Sonsumes, 1st edition, lesson 18

Young Consumers, 2nd edition, lesson 6

-109- I 4
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PRESENTATION NEEDS

, By the Tea her: ,

labels
empty boxes

other con ainers for,use in pre-visIt
chalk .and chalkboard,
knowledge about unit-pricing

the Resource Person:

.4

basket containing a shopping list \,

four different labels from each of the following\ptoducts:
.

vegetables, cereal, tissues
. juice or juice,drinks.

some cents -off coupons ,

some samples of impulse-bdying items
and enough candy or other treat for the class
(The lables should include name brands, store brands, and plain labels.]

WORDS TO KNOW
4

1. brand name°- identification of products made by one company
2. coupon -.a ticket or form surrendered in exchange for, somethings.
3. impulse - a sudden unplanned action
4. ingredient - something that enters into a mixture

quality - a degree of excellence
6. quantity - an amount
7. ,unit pricing - finding the cost of one part of an item when knowing the

price and measurement of the whole item. '

l'?

1 1 t7
-110-
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1. Have a vocabulary lesson with "WORDS TO KNOW." See front of this book for
ideas. ,

.
2. Ditto copies of Unit Pricing (see supplement) and work with the students to

complete. the page. Have students go to the board to do the problems to
insure that the class understands.

3: Using labels andcontainers brought from home by you and the students,
continue.the lesson on unit-pricing. Again, use students at chalkboard.
Include other units of measure, such as pound and quart, for computation by
the students. If there is no price on the label or container, make up one.

. (Using the fronts of cereal boxes is anaexcpllent way for students to realize
the expense perAinit for the sugar-coated type of cereal.)

4. Check newspaper ads for the prices on cartons of soft drinks. How many
different kinds of stores, other than grocery stores, advertise bargains on
soda pop?. Have students cut out ads for either the six or eight packs of
bottles or cans, and compute the price per'bottle or can. Students should

compare this price for the price they pay when buying one bottle or can in
a neighborhood. store. Is soda pop more expensive when buying by the-unit of
one can or bottle?

5. Read labels, magazines, and newspapers for informdtion about products'and
1 -

have students devise a chart on facts. and ()Onions. Help students
distinguish difference by telling them before you begin that color and size
can always be easy facts to recognize. Another simple fact is that on most
foods, ingredients are listed on labels in descending order of weight. Thus,

if the first ingredient listeit is water, it means there is more water in the t
product, by weight, than any other ingredient. If the second ingredient is
salt, that means Salt is second to water,. by, weight, mid so on.

SAMPLE CHART:

Product
to;., ,

Palm Tree-Punch red, 16 ounces, mostly ,' super for parties, delicious

water ,9 1,, tropical flavor .
_

/
l',./,

Feather Tissue white,:2.00,-regular size I better than others, soft as.
4

a bird's wingtv. ;

,.. . 1
zo_ .

Fresh Peaches $.49 Apnund,,frestiamall' sun blushed, best buyswtet
. ..,

,1,1
. ,
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/

1. The resource person should write his/her namt,l on the dboard and explain to

students yOu do, all the same things their pallents,,do to' keep a home running,

. including the grocery shopping, and that yoU alsoAry,to find,time to visit

classrooms to play .THE SMART SHOPPER GAME.

a

2. Review the important thing a Smart shopper must know to
a) information on labels or containers for iligredients,

and quantity. (Example: Faocy white tuna, not needed.

,b) price

c) specials offered
. .

Causally mention that you must shop for a family or five,'an4 that one

/V member of your family cannot eat items that contain a. lot of sugar. Tell

students you've learned it is also important to make a liSt before you go

and to take your time when shopping:
..

. .

3. Ask the teacher to help -you divide the class into six groups.

Is to be responsible for certain items.

look for:
numbgr of servings,
for a casserole).

tr
4. Distribute shopping materials to the first-four groups: Group °Ivegetable

Group 2--cereal; Group 3--juice drinks; 4=-tissues'. Tell students to, read

what they. have received and make a note' of the price, unit-price, and

ingredtents. (1,he teacher shoUld give out scratch paper to thete *students

and assist in computing the unit prices while the resourse person distributes-
,/:

the Other materials.) :

5. Go to Group 5 and whisper that you are going to give ,them soMe items 'not on

'your,list, but yoU may buy them on. impulse. Ask -them to keep this a secret

'from,the other students and distribute magazines, candy, and gum.

6. :turn to Grolp 6 an4 give theni some "cents-off" coupons. Tell tpm you will . ,

find out if they are really smart shoppers,. Explain that- they must pay

.close _attention because when you finiO shopping you will ask if there wee

any Ways you could have saved money. This group may. discoorvfnact coupons

could have helped; you save moneY.
410

adh group,

-112-
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,
. 7. After the groups are organized, l'bad yoky, shopping list to thq 'Class; pick

up your basket 'to go shopping, Gordo Group 1 :, Ask diffdrene:students to

tell you why you should buy'their pa4ticiOar products for your shopping.
basket. After students have given .tier.4.reasons, ask -the, clas's to help 0

decide which, item you should choose. Atie,Of the jabeis should be from a
small one- or two-serving can, and if 04-etudknt%.1.istened to you earlier,

some' iioul d recognize this would be two: dal 1% for a featly. of. five. .. '.

8. Repeat this procedure for Groups 2 through. 4.

t ,

9. Go-to Group 5 and announce you've decided you want One of thd items ii*hat

group. Example: "Oh, the new issue of Fantastic - Fashions" is out,

buy. one." Put a package of candy in your ,bas,ket, :too.

10. 'Go to the front of room, tell students you have --finf9fied, shopping sand now

need help to find out how much money xou spent. Ask for.two volunteers.
One student is to write the name and price of each item you 'bought on the
chalkboard as the other student takes it from your baslet and calls out

the information. Have the first student tote) the colt and the second

student be the checker. Since this is a pretend, game, we'll' pretend there

are no taxes. - -, .

.

el&

1 . Ask -students how you could hqye rayed money. This is the cue far:
.

a) the student with 'dr "cents-off" aiqpian tb.raise.a hand.' ,

b) a student to tell you that the magazine was bought on impulse., also the .°

candy.
c) a student to tell you that the candy should no hayse been purchased

since someone in ybur 'family can't eat.a lo f sugar.

12. If there is time, students can compute the total's yOo-had bought the

most exiSeositie items for your 'family, and for leait expenstve.
- I

13. End the visit by telling the students that. sincemost.games giid prizes

for the winnerk, you will give the teacher -the dandY-you ,bought, and she

can give it out to everyone because they wee all 'Smart Shoppers:'

Pe?
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UP,
. , -IN THE CLASSROOM -

1. . Think and Talk (Review of concepts' presented by Parent Volunteer.

Is the item with the lttwest price always the best buy? Give an

eipmple. Are famous--brands always better than store or plain label.
brands?'When reading-grocery ads, what else should you look for in
the paper that could reduce your bill, at the check-out counter?

Who can name four thiligs, to consider when comparing products? ?

(price, quality,' quantity, ingredients) What temptations should.

we resist when shopOing?

2. Ditto copieS of 'Smart Shoppers' and give to students. Use to reinforce

concepts of making a list, taking time, comparing, and resisting impulse

buying. Students may color and take home.

3. , Using the containers brought for the pre-visit, have-students identify
geometric names of'their shapes; rectangular cereal boxes, cans of

cylinders. Look at the labels to identify various printed shapes;

circles, ovals-, squares, triangles. ,

4

I

,BULLETIN Title': MATH GOES. TO MARKET

BOARD Mount the labels and box fronts usedin the pre-visit
activities on the'ullefin board. Under each one put

IDEA
,a sign giving its full price and its- unit price.

("

FIELD
TRIP

. . .

, Go shopping with a purpose. Perhaps the Glass.is filling Junior Red -Cross

Boxes, Or entertaining at a retirement home or pre-school and will take

favors or treats. Apply Smart Shopper concepts to all purchases.

-114-
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BOARD OF ALDERMEN.
CITY OF SAINT tOUIS.

MISSOURI



BOARD OF ALDERMEN

City Hall
St. Louis, Missouri 63101

e

o

The Board of Aldermen is the lawmaking body for the City of St. Louis. It

is made up of a president elected from the city at large, and 28 aldermen, each
of whom is elected from one of the city's 28 wards. The Board Of Aldernien make
laws for the'city which are called ordinances.

An alderman must be at least 25 years old and a resident of the city. He
or she -must have liyed in his'or her ward for at least oneyear and paid taxes
within the last two years. All aldermen must be citizens of the United States.

An alderman is elected for a four-year term. Because the position is. not
considered to be full:time work, an alderman does not have to give up his or
her occupation,. Elections ire held every two years, at which time half of the
Board's members must run for re-election on retire from office.

The President of the Board of Aldermen is a member (along with the Mayor
and.the Comptroller) of the Board of Apportionment. Ttlis.Board has
responsibility for preparing the city's budget. The'President of the Board of
Aldeninen serves as the Acting Mayor when the Mayer is out of the city.

t
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CONSUMER OBJECTIVES

Students will

1

c

2. Students will

3. Students will

, 4: Students wi13

dollars.

4

lern that they. are consmpers,-of public services.

C

. -

learn that their parents'%ax dollvs pay for city service's.

be able to. identify at least four city services.

learn that the more services they desire the more cost

N

BASIC AND COMPETAICY
$KILLA---oNEcti

CAT-'- Rep g Vocabulary and.CoMp
CAT '-'.' Language Mechanics and Ex

BEST' - Read-kg/Language Objecti
!CAT- - Spelling

.

CAT. - Mathematilics Computation
B

C._ES

Mathematics Objectives
CAT - Reference Skills

BEST.- Government /Economics Objectives' 1,

\- --------*

,c.'

ens on

ession
es 4,5,'1

Concepts an

2., 5,

e

TOO'
Contumers, 1st edition, lesson 2

Yougg Consumers, 2nd edition,, lesson .4

CI

4

21-

Applicatinn
2

2) 5,'6, 9

.
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PRESENTATION NEEDS
By the Teacher:

° name tags a

' chalk and chalkboard

City of St. Louis Word Map (If your school does not have one, call Law and
Education Office, 531-2000.)

4-

0

f
-

4

WORDS TO KNOW
,--

1. alderman/aldorwoman --a'member of city, tow,' law-making 1)50
2. service - work done for you by perso or nizations; labor performed by

others
3. tax - a contribution given by persons, groups and businesses for the support

of ay government .44
.

,.

y
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e

1: Each school should have a ward map. If you. do' not have One, c01 the Law
and Education Project.

.

2. Students should go'on a clas's walk around the school. Different city
services should be discussed onthe walk, e.g. garbage collection, traffic
lights, stree!cleaning, law enforcement,.etc..

3. goon returning from the walk, ask the studehts to. draw a large map of their
neighborhood and their ward, either as a class, as individuals or working
in teams. Identify as many different needed serial es the city provides on
the map.

411**.

4. Ask each student tintervitw one adult about city services. Develop as a
class a list of questions, such as:

What service doyou think the City provides that you would like
to see expanded/ - ,

What services are you having problems with?
What are these problems?
If there are services you would like to see expanded, are there
services you mould like to see cut back?

000
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THE VISIT

a.

i..fnclKe name. to
3.cOr'ite ndnx
7ksource 're me

2,.Greetilepume'krSon °.ra
t-4 Introduce to principal

1. ..The Alderman should introduce himself /herself,, describe his/her job, how
how he/she was elected and what is, his/her occupation. The Alderman
shOuld" write his/her-name, address, and phone number on the chalkboard.

2. Then the Alderman show d look at the Student's ward map(s) and discuss
other examples of ci services that students did no.t.1-ist. The Alderman

should discuss on specific example of a service provided by the city

dollars, e.g. s eetileaning. Using the chal.kboarelist how much money,
it 'costs torn this department and what services are provided. Give an .7'
example: i the streets were cleaned more often, how much would it cost?

Have students add the cost now of cleaning the streets to the added cost
of cleaning the streets more often. Reinforce that the students' parenti

tax dollars pay.-ferr this and other services.

Now ask students' about their surveys of city, services. What services

were important? What services need expanding? What.services could be
eliminated or reduced?

. Then explain to students how they should handle.a complaint about city
services. 4re should they go? How do they find out the information?

1 4

V.
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I

FOLLOW UP --I

-IN THE CLASSROOM

1. An article about the visit might Be written up for the school newspaper..

.0 ire -

-IN THECOMJA UNITY

1 Students could prepare a newsbulletin about what they have "learned
from the Alderman and offer copies at a parent or community gathering.

4

2 A brochure could'be,designed.and written by the students about the
Ward to take home to parents-or distribute at adult meetings.

3 A brochure could be esigned and written by students listing services.
provided by the c4 y and how to handle complaints.

4 Send copies of student-made materials to the Alderman who visited the
classroom: Also send copies to the Urban Consumer Education Office.
We may be able to duplicate thd materials.) ,

5. Inform your principal that the Alderman,may be vailable for a parent
or, Community meeting. This presentation' could bid-similar to classroom.
presentation. Students could share the program with posters and
roleplays,

-121-
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CITY OF SAINT LOUIS
OFFICE OF THE MAYOR

'CONSUMERS PAY FOR CITY SERVICES THROUGHTAXES

a
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MAYOR'S OFFICE

City Hall
St. Louis, Missouri. 63101

The Mayor is the City's chief executive. Elected by the people fo'r a term

of four years, he br she may be re-elected. for an unlimited number of terms.

The Mayor is responsible for proposing needed legislation to the Board of
Aldermen and approving or vetoing any bills passed. ,As a member of the Board
of Estimate and Apportionment, the Mayor has responsibilities for preparation

of the city's budget.

In addition, the Mayor appoints the President of the Board of Public Service
and the directors of its six departments as well as other city departmentS and

agencies. Another duty of the Mayor is to appoint a person to fill any vacanies

on the Board of Education until the next election is held.

For senior citizens, the Mayor's Office provides a service known as the

tiayor's Office. on Aging. This service adopts plans,' develops and implements
programs and techniques designed to contribute toward the wholesome and meaningful

living of these older citizens. This is supported by grant applications and

agreements with federal, state, and local governmental.agencies.

1
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CONSUMER. OBJECTIVES

1. Students mill'learn that they are consumers of public services.

2. Students will learn that their parents' tax dollars pay for city services.

3. Students will be able to identify at least four city services.

4. Students will learn that the more services they desire the more cost in
tax dollars.

BASIC' AND COMPETENCY
SKILLS OBJECTIVES

CAT - Reading Vocabulary and Comprehension
CAT - Language Mechanics and Expression
BEST - Reading/Language Objectives 4, 5, 13, 15, 16, 21

CAT - Spelling
CAT - Mathematics Computation, Concepts'and Applications
BEST - Mathematics Objectives 1, 2, 5, 8, 12
CAT = Reference Skills
BEST Government/Economics Objectives 1, 2,'5, 6, 9

TEXT

Young Consumers, 1st edition, lesson 20

Young Consumers, 2nd edition, lessons 2, 25

-124-
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PRESENTATION NEEDS

By the Teacher:

. k
name tags dt /chalk and chalkboard
City of 'St. Louis Ward Map,(if your school does not have one, call Law and

Education Office; 531: -2000.)

WORDS TO KNOW
c,

It
c

'6

k

. 1)

1. mayor - the chief magistrate of a city, town, or borough
2. .service - work done for you by persons or organizations; labor performed by

others _ A..-
.

*

.3. tax - a contriBution given by persons, groups and businesses for the support
of a government ,

.

.

4. complaint - an 'experience of dissatisfaction whether it is writtenor spoken
. l

a

,
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.
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1. Students 4ould go on a classwalk around the school. Different city

services shoulci be discussed on file walk', e.g.. garbage collection, traffic

Aittghts, street cleaning, law enforcement,, etc.

2. Upon returning from the. walk ask the students to -draw a- large map, of the

city of St. Louis, either as a class; as individuals or workirfg in
teams. dentify as many- different needed - services the city provides

oh the m p..

3. Ask eachstUdent to interview ne adult about city services. Develop

as a class a lis,t of questions, uch as: .

What service do you think the city provides that you
would like to see expanded?
What services are you having problems with?
What are tbese problems?
If there are services you would like to see expanded,
are there,services you would like to see cut back?.

3,
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1

.

o °

1. Person froffi Mayor's Office should introduce- himself ors herself, describe

,hit/her job, how he/she got the job and what was his/her.occupation before.
The Mayor's represebtative should write his/her namq,-address, and phone

,number on the chalkboard.

2. Then the,Mayor's assistant should look arthe student's city Map(s) and *
discuss other examples-of city services that students did not list.

Mayor's assistant should discuss one spgctfic exampie_pfa service provided

by the city dollars, e.g. street cleaning: Using the chalkboard list how

much money it costs to run thidepartment and what'services are proli,ided.
Give an example: if the streets were cleaned more often, flow Vich would it ,

cost. Have-students add the cost now of cTeaking the'streets.to the added

cost of cleaning the streets more often. Reinforce.that thestudents'
p arents tax dollars pay for this and other services.'

3. Now ask students about their surveys of city services.- What'te-rvices were

important? What services need expanding?- What servjaVcodld be-eliminaed

or` deduced,?
.

4. Then explain to students ow they should handle a complaint about city

serviqes. °Where they s ould go? Now do they find-wit" the information?

s
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FOLLOW. UP-
-IN THE CLASSROOM

.

1. An article about the visit might be written up for the school ndwspaper.

-IN THE COMMUNITY

t.

1. Students could prepare a newsbulletin about what they have learn9d
A .1

fromthe Mayor's assistant and offer copies at a parent or
community gating.

2. A brochure could be designed and written by the students about the
ward to take home to parents or distribute at adult meetings.

3. A brochure could be designed.and written by studentslistingservices
provided by the city and how to handle complaints.

.4. Send copies of student -made materials to the Mayor's assistan who
visited the cIassrodmh, (Also send copies to the Urban Consumer
Education Office. We may be able to.duplyate the materials:)

.

Inform your principal that the ayor's assistant may be available
for a parent or community meeting: This presehtation could be at
similar to classroom presentation. Students could share the program
with posters and roleplays.

a



SHOPLIFTING

'ST. LOUIS POLICE DEPARTMENT

I



ST. LOUIS POLICE DEPARTMENT

1200 Clark Street
St. Louis, Missourf 63101

4
6

Shortly after Pierre' Laclede and August thouteau 1 ded at the foot of
Walnut Street and founded St.`Louis in 1764, the settle ent was protected by

armed soldiers. By 1808 the town of St.Louis appointed a four-man constal6u-

lary which served without pay. It was mandatory for every able bodied male

over 18 to serve -a fourmonth tour of duty. B-y 1826,, all males between 18

and 60 were required to serve as peace officers when'summoned. The first

uniformed police appeared on city, streets in 1854. .

The city is divided into nine police districts. Each districtoffice

patrols a specifically assigned area.

.7\
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CONSUMER OBJECTIVES

1, Students Will learn that shoplifting and burglary.are both crimes that involve

stealing.

2. Students will learn that there are' consequences of shopl ifting that frilght.
.. .

involves legal action.

3. Students will recognize that',shoplift,ing affects prices.

BASIC AND COMPETENCY
SKILL'S OBJECTIVES
CAT - Reading Vocabulary and Comprehension

CAT - Language Mechanics and Expression
BEST - Reading Language Objectives 4, 10, 15, 16

CAST - Spel 1 tag

rCAT - Mathematics Comtation, Concepts and Applications

BEST - Mathematics Objectives.1, 2, 5 *

BEST -_(Government/Economics Objectives 1,2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 11, 12, l3.

I'

TEXT
Young Consumers, 1st, edition; lessen 21
Young Consumers; 2nd edition, lesson, 30

7.
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PRESENTATION NEEDS
By the Teacher:

name tags
chalk and chaldboard
jilms: ShoOlifting, the Losing Game, (12 minutes) F274-109; and/or.,

So I Took It, (10 minutes) F175-,111

By the Resource Perton:

0 0

pamphlets

WORDS TO 'KNOW

, 1. stealing - taking something dishonestly that does not belong to you

- 2. burglaryi- breaking into.a building with the intent to steal
3..-shdplifting - stealing articles from a. store
4,-,accomplice - a person that is a partner in a crime ,

5. consequences -.the results of one's actions.
6. law - assystem'of rules made by aldiernment to protect society; a statute or

act passed 6y the legislature
property - something that a person owns

137
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PRE -VISIT

1. The teacher should show one or both suggested films on shoplifting. Thesb

are available through the St. Louis Boarduf Education Audio - Visual
Department. .0

4
.

. ,

2. Have ,students read the text and discuss their feelings about various forms
of dishonesty. In the discussion, the teacher should help students to
differentiate between burglary and shoplifting and to understand that'they
both are crirties involving stealing. -.

3. Have a vocabulary lesson with "WORDS TO KNOW." See front of this book for

ideas. In addition, the supplement includes an exercise designed
specifically for this lesson.

4,
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THE VISIT
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1. The officer will write his/her name, address and telephone number on-the
board and give some general information about his/her particular area of
policework.

2. The officer will review that shoplifting and butgulary are stealing.,

3. The officer may also relate from. his own experiences how he views the
progression of a'shoplifter - from an early age 1pOtato chips) to
adulthood (diamond rings).

, ..,

4. The officer will now conduct a role play to stimulatea discussion about
students' attitudes about'shOplifting.

The police officer should choose (or have the teiCher chob4e) two students
to participate in a role play.with him/her' The officer should take
students aside ,to explain that the. role play involves two students and a,

store clerk. The officer should assign the parts as follows:

- Student #1will be played by the officer. . .

Student #2 will be played by a student . .

Store Clerk,will be played by a student
,

The officer should tell students to act out the following story:

Stildent #1 -tries to persuade .student; #2 'to shoplift a wallet while the
Store clerk isn't looking. Student41 has enough Money go-buy ONE wallet,
but wants two o them. ( A table:br desk should be designated as the store,
with the clerk tending behind it.)

-.134-
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THE VISIT (continued)* -4

5. After the, rol e Play, the officer' should ask students the following quest4ns :

a. What would we call student #.1? 'Try to el icit the term "accomplice."
(Refer to the bciatt. )

b. Is an accomplice to a shoplifting treated in the same way that a
-shoplifter is treated?

c. What can happen to an individual who is caught shoplifting?

d. What are your responsibilities as a good citizen when yog see a
shoplifting occurring?

e. . From a consumer's' point of view, what are some bad effects of shoplifting?
Try to elicit that shoplifting makes prices go up and may drive small
neighborhood .stores out of business.

-135-
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FOLLOW UP 1.

THE CLASSROOM

-1. The teacher can. reproduce the "Find-the-Crimes" puzzle included in the
supplement. Have students identify the eight crimes being committed in

,the picture.`

.2. Make arrangements for the class to talk to the manager of a store about
how shoplifting affects consumer prices.° The store manager can actually
show the students these effects through the pointing out of various items.

-IINT THE COMMUNITY

1. Vbrochure"cOiN be designed and written by students to take home to
. parents or distribure at adult meetingS.

2. Send copies of. student -made materials to the police officer who visited,
the classroom. (Also, send copies to the Urban Consumer Education
Project Office. We may be able to duplicate the materials.)

4

BULLETIN

BOARD

IDEA
ce, . ,

Students can design and make a bulletin board.to discourage young people
from shoplifting.

O
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HOW TO BE A GOOD TELEPHONE CONSUMER

Southwestern Bell

-137-
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SOUTHWESTERN BELL

-100 North Tucker Boulevard
St. Louis, Missouri 63101

V

Sougmestern 6el1 is the major supplier of telephone service for Missouri.

The company.proVides to its customers-information about billing practices,

service complaints, emergency prdEedures, and how to keep telephone costs to

a minimum.

. The company is regulated by t1W Missouri Public Service Commission.

Customers who feel they are not fairly treated by the company may take tjae,fr

complaint to the Mispuri Public Service Commission.
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CONSUMER OBJECTIVES

1. Students will describe the proper courtesies of using a telephone.

2. Students will apply reference skills to locate information in a telephone'.
directory.

3. Students will apply mathematic skills to the consequences of vandalism.

4. Students will define illegal use of a telephone and evaluate its
consequences.

5. Students will explain ways to'Minimize telephone charges.

BASIC AND COMPETENCY
SKILLS''OBJECTIVES

0 o

tt,

: OAT. Reading Vocabulary and Comprehension
CAT - Language Mechaniceand Expression
BEST*- Readin§/Language Objectives 4, 5, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 21
CAT- - Spelling

CAT .Mathematics Computation, Concepts and Applications
. BEST - Mathematics Objectives 1, 2, 5, 7, B

CAT - Reference Skills
BEST'- Government/Economics Objectives 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 12, 13

1

)1
t

TEXT

Young ConsumerS, 1st edition, lessons 1, 150 23, 24
.

Young Consumers, 2nd edition,Jessonc 1, 2, 4, 34

ts,
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PRESENTATION EEDS

aer

By the Teacher:

name tags
chalk and chalkboard

By the Resource Perso

The St. Louis Telephone Directory (both books).
Available pamphlets of%handouts

WORDS TO. KNOW,

.

.

1. communicate.; to get in touch; to exchange information or ideas
*2. contract - an agreement between buyer and seller-hpnoNd by law
3. courtesy -4' polite behavior; thoughtfulness for others

-4% crime - an act forbidden by law
5. customer - a person who buys

.

..**"--
,

6. defective - not Made-or operating properly '

7. directory - a list of names, addresses' and sometimes telephone numbers,
usually in alphabetical order

8. respohsibtfity- obligation, trust, duty
-9. vandal - one who deliberately destroys or marvproperty

. .
,

.

Sta
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PRE-VISIT

Si

4

1. Have a vocabulary lesson with "WORDS TO KNOW". See front of this book for
ideas. ,...l :

. e . ...

2. Make copies of -"Communicating by Telephone" (see supplement). Have students

discuss each statement and 'why it is important. Students could adcl 'to the

list by naming some other courtesies. (Example: giving a pleasant greeting
when answering the telephone.) </

3. Students could make. posters or cartoons about telephone* courtesietor
display when resource person visits.

Since alphabetizing skills, are necessary for finding information in, a
telephone directory, sever 1 strati ies could be devised for student exercises,.
either at desk or from ch kboa me suggestions:

a)) use cof guide. words pper corners ofpages in telephone books

b) style, proper n mes recorded last

,

c)' 'beams soundiriVthe- same but Spell 14;d iliffeeently

0

,o e

name first'

d) the concept o f categories in business listings

.

e) verify letters by
David, ,"F" as in Fran

BULLETIN

BOARD

IDEA
,

Make a transparency of "Communicating by Telephone" (seg supplement). Project

'picture of telephone on overhead projector onto colored paper. Cut out end

. mount onto bulletin board. St/clefts could .print the words on strips of colored

paper. Suggested titl e: Telephone Courtesies.

' 0, 4114

g: ,Wardj,bsuth i"Lt "

..4.
%re , 4
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THE VISIT

e
C

ea.

1. Introduce self, Write name and title on board, and give brief explanation

of job' with Southwestern Bell.

Display the two telephohe directories and ask a student if he/she can
explain the different purposes of the white, yellow and blue pages.

3. Give a short overview of some of.theinformation provided in the 'front of

the directories. Suggestions for inclusion are:
,

a) Emergency\ 11 and the instructions on how fo report an 4n

Pagel.

b) the Ready Reference on page 2..

c) special services for disabled people on page 6

d) consumer rights and responsiblilties on page 7

e) questions'about your bill on page 13'

1.

A7. 0
6

4

. ..-

4. Point out that on page 4 they can find the monthly rates for using the .

.

'services of Southweitern Bell and also telephone installation charges.
Explain that the company and its customers haven unwritten contract tin .'

which-the customer paA for services and use of equipment; in return, the, 'I'.

company repairs defective equipment and lines for no charge. PI
I

5. Have students gi4e their thoughts about the words "vandalism" and "vandals"
Inform them that vandalism is a crime, not a prank, and is punishable by

law. Give samples of main types of vandalism experienced-by the telephone
`company and costs 'of repairs to specific items. Try to relate these costs

to items the. students might buy and how, if multiplied by many timers can
raise rates to help make up the costs of replacement.

. p



THE VISIT \t'tontinued)

f "

6. Inform students of ways consumers can min'mizeichargesi on their telephone

bills, such as' party lines, looking up own numbers, s ation-to-station
long distance calls, and calling when,rates are cheap st.

S.a

.Amoti,%

7. Caution students that certain uses of 'the tel phon
examples that anonymous, and/or threatening cal s a
and that it is now fairly easy to detect the ph
are being made. Alert students to column on pag
explains what .to do if their home receives these

e .re illegal. 'Give
r- punishable by a fine

rom which the calls
of the directory that
pes of calls.

8. Tell about a few-of the career opportunities for /st\u\dents.at Southwestern

Bell .

,
9. Sometime

or

your presentation. try to comment on any,student-made
.posters or cartoons about telephone courtesy, which May be'on display.

10. If there is time, accept student questions. /

-\. .

11. Leave any paibphl ets or handouts with the te cher,'
-,

4
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FOLLOW UP ..

-IN THE CLASSROOM

'S
1. Contact Southwestern Bell Telphone Company, Resources fo Educators,247 -2864

to request "Telezonia" audio visual materials. Wall cha ts, spirit masters,
film, filmstrips, cassettes, teacher's'guide and a teletr iner(two activatedT-N telephones With' a loudspeaker control unit)are included i this kit. The
teletrainer is -Meal for roleplayiof not only communication skills, but as a
supplement'ot other subjects.

I

2. -Page 10.0i the white pages pictorially explains how to read 'a telephone bill.
A discovery activity could be devised by having students find answers to
questions, written on ,the board or b ditto sheet, about the sample billg.
Suggested, things to find are:

.a) datebill is due

b) current billing date
\*,

c) time first long distance call was placed
fr

d) total minutes of that call
.

e) the code for the business office

3. When sGie,ying about St. Louis, pages 14-17 in the Yellow Pages has information
alibt# St. Louis history, its resources and points of interest.

4. Students could make their own telephone directories containing information
pages and frequently_used and important numbers following the format of a real
phone book. (Caution - it's best not to let class membersput their numbers
in directories of others. Parents have a right to their privacy.)

5. For a 'science project students could research and report on Alexander 'Graham
Bell and the`tavention of the telephone. Students'can also report on

satellite communication and ways volces are carried over long-distances.

,
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-IN THE COMMUNITY

.

1. Studentscould design and produce posters or cartoons about telephone manners
keeping costs down on telephone bills, vandalism of telephone company
equipment and its results; consequences of anonymous or threaen4ng calls,
or .how to report emergencies On 911. These.could be displayed'in.school
halls, in neighborhood stores,or for presentations in other classes or
parent/community meetings-.

2., If the above activity results in particularly interesting poster or

cartoon, let us know and we'll see about reproduding it for distribution.

3. Perhaps students could make an advertisement for the telephone.company, about
one of-the previouspl, mentioned subjects to send to the resource person who
visited them. 0 it

4,4,-
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UNION ELECTRIC,

P.O. Box 149
St. Louis, Missouri 63166

O

o .

3

0

Union Electric, an investor -owned utility, is the-major supplier of

electOc service for Miss6uri. The company provides to its customers infor-
mation gout billing practices, service, complaints, how to read the,meter,
-and how to cut costs througthconservation.

The compaily is regulated by.the.Missouri Public Service Commission.
Customers who feel they are not fairly treated by the company may take their
complaint to the Missouri Public Service Commission.
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CONSUMER OBJECTIVES

.1 Students will learn that purchastrig, electric service is different from
purchasing a product..

2. Students will apply mathematical skills to learn that they have the

ability.to,influence the cost of the service.

3. Students will describe ways of using energy more efficiently.

4

BASIC AND COMPETENCY
SKILLS OBJECTIVES

; a

CAT -, Reading Vocabulary and Comprehension

CAT - Language Mechanids and 'Expression

BEST - Reading/Language Objectives 9,12,13,15,17
CAT' - , Spelling
CAT - Mathematics Computation, Concepts and Application

BEST - Mathematics Objectives 1,3,5,8
CAT - Reference Skills
BEST - Gchernment/Economics Objectives 7,11,12,13

Ao

TEXT
Young. Consumers, 1st editiap, lesson 1

Young tonsumers', 2nd edition, lesson 2

-148-
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PRESENTATION NEEDS
. By the Teacher:

'name tags
chalk and chalkboard

one low wattage appliance, such as a radio, fan or table lamp; one high
wattage appliance, such as aihair dryer, heater or iron (to be used
during visit)

.

By Resource Person:

demonstration of electric meter
booklets: Save Energy, How To Read Your Electric Meter, Billing Practices

WORDS TO KNOW

.1. bill an itemized list of fees or charges
2. bill' payment - the act of paying a bill
3. conserve - to save or reduce the use of something
4. delinquent bill a bill that has not been paid on time
5. disconnect - to .interrupt. or tut off (in the context of this lesson

it invol.ves the availability of the use-of electricity.
6. ,meter - an instrument that, automatically measures the amount of lomething

being used ,

7. utility a public service such as gas, electricity, water or
transportation subject to governmental regulation (control)

NOTE: Union Electric has left giant electric bills and miniature meters
in most schools. If your school does not have them, tell-the resource

-'person when he/she visits and he/she will see that they are delivered
. to your school.

0
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PRE -VISIT
Think and Talk:

I. Can five students give examples to the class of services they would like
to purchase? (Teacher could start thinking bygiving an example,'such
as an expensive stylist'sthaircut). Can each of you find out what'this'
service will approximately cost before you decide to get it? Can someone
think of a service anyone uses, but will not know how much it will
cost until after it has been used?' What about your electricity bill?
This is a 'service from a utility company, Union Electric, directly
to a home.. How does Union Electric know what to charge each month? Bring

out that use of electricity is recorded by an electric meter. Does your
home have any other kind of meters?

2. Introduce "WORDS TO KNOW." See front of this book for ideas.

3. The Union Electric resource person will present students with materials
that involve multiplying by .05 (5t). To prepare for this, do some board
problems to review decimal points..

4. Make ditto copies of Energy Resource Symbols (see supplement) and
distribute to class for study and discussion. Use the questions on the
back of the worksheet as a guideline for discussion.

BULLETIN

BOARD

IDEAS

4

1. Title: Energy Resource Symbols (see supplement). Make a

transparency. Using either colored construction paper, or white
paper for students. to color, project theindividualtymbols,trace,
cut out, and arrange on bulletin board, Label each symbol and. -

arrange cut-out letters for the title.
2. Play Safe with Electricity

Make lightning bolts of aluminum foil or dstick-figure (large)
simular to Redy Kilowatt, and place on bulletin board with
warnings of safety hazards connected with electricity printed
on separate strips of colored paper.

-*Do-nat use worn electric .cords
*Do not disconnect appliance plugs by tugging on the cord
*Do not connect too many appliances to one outlet.
*Do not touch electric appliances while in water or when wet
*Do not leave heating devices, such as irons, plugged in when
not in use.

3. SWITCH ON AND OFF WITH ELECTRICITY
Have students cut fromimagazines pictures of items, operated
by electricity. They can compose slogans about saving electricity
to accompany each picture. Some samples:

Fan - 'use fans on really hot days only
Lightbulb - use the right size lightbulb for your !ctivity
and turn off when not in use
Washing machines - wash only full loads when doing the laundry
These pictures and slogans will be displayed on 'a student made
bulletin board.
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THE VISIT
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1. Ask students in the class if they know what an electric meter isand if they
could find it at their homes. With the deMonstration meter show how
different appliances make the meter turn at different speeds. Explain,
that the meter works about the same as an odometer on an automobile or
bicycle.

2. Develop the choice idea with a'an of Coke, a bag of potato chips, and gum.
Illustrate the ChOice. Refer back to, the meter demonstration to explain,
that copsumers have the same choice in turning appliances oil and off.

3. Explain meter readings using the large hand;turned dials. Let students
read a number of different dial settings.

4. Give out booklet HOW TO READ YOUR METER. Have the students read the dial
settings in the sample and calculate either at desk and /onboard. Go

through additional meter readings and let students read and calculate
additional bills. Show students the place in Wch they'are to record
their home meter readings.and bring back to s.44ss the next day. (Remind
them to put their names on the booklets).

. 5. Ask teacher to check readings and send booklets home for second reading.
When this reading is returned, the students should then compute, with
\teacher's help if necessary, the cost of one week of electric sehice.

6. Develop ways to reduce uses of electricity and. other forms of energy,.
Let students respond with ways they can cut the use of energy in their
homes. Urge students' to experiment,conserVation of electricity at home
for a week after the second meter reading, and take a third meter reading,
compute the cost, and determine of they saved money.

7. Leave ENERGY and BILLING booklets with the teacher, ENERGY is to' be used
for follow-up activities, and BILLING is to go home.

-151-
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FOLLOW UP
-IN THE CLASSROOM

1. Use HOW TO READ ELECTRIC METER books as suggested by resource person.
Remember to gather books each week and check for names on each one., The
third reading should provoke interesting interaction to announcements, or
verbal reports, as to whether or not money was saved, and why.- ,

2. A discovery activity with the GIANT.ELECTRIC BILL! Either write on board
or hand out individual list's of. the following quegions about the information
available on the GIANT BILL. Students can work in groups to see which
grOup discovers the,correct answers first. 0

Cia) dates of. service from and to
b) number of days included
c) the average daily, cost
d) total number of kilowatt hours used
e) date bill is due
f) date bill is,delinquent
g)/ to whom the check or money order should be paid

-- h) if mailed, where the payment should.be sent

i) what portion of the bill must be returned with payment
j) What amount of the bill it, for the actual 'services used

3. The miniature electricmeter can be used for independent activity .af ryou
demonstrate to the sass how to use it correctly, and provide a specific
storage plate.

4. Think and Talk 7 What energy-using items do you want some day? Do you really
need them? Must you have them in order to-live? If you need something, do
you have to have the biggest or most,expensiVeExample: We need

refrigerators; but look in the center of your HOW TO lEAD YOUR ELECTRIC
METER book and compare the cost of using a frostless 20-22 cu. ft. refrigerator
Would the larger refrigerator cost more to buy, also? Would the size of
your family, or the size of y6ur kitchen influence the kind of refrigerato'r

you bought?_ Do'we sometimes buy things just because we like them without
thinking of other considerations?

Students gather a,collection ofpads for cars that advertise miles per gallon.
Compare the claiMs. Which car would be the most energy-efficient that would
suit the size and needs of student's families? Would different kindsof
cars be chosen? Do peOple also choose cars because of options, design,
color, and price without considering how much gasoline the car would use?
'Write a story. Write about'something you don't need to have, but really want,
and why. Or, write about why an article that saves money should he purthaged
by your family.
Make an Energy Conservation Chart for the' students to uskihile inspecting

the school for energy wastage. Display your chart in the hall and discuss
your conclusion with your principal and/or custodian. (See supplement for
sample chart.)

6. Call your local HUD office and request energy saving publications to be
sent to your class.

7. Have students write the Missouri Department of Natural Resources and the
Consumer Information Center requesting.energy-saving publications.

Missouri' Department oilt Natural Resources Consumer Information Center
Post Office Box 176 Department Y.
Jefferson City; Missouri 65102 - Pueblo, Colorado 81009

VOW
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. U.S. ATTORNEY'S OFFICE

. U.S. Attorney
1114 Market Str et
St. Louis, Mis ouri 63101

O
r

The U.S. Attorney's Office is an organizational unit an the U.S. Department
of Justice a d s concerned primarily with criminal law or investigative matters.
Each state as a't least one U.S. Attorney's Office which is responsible for
'prosecuting federal crimes which occur within its jurisdiction. Each of these
offices is headed by a U.S. Attorney.

The .S. Attorney's Office in St. Louis is part of a nationwide network of
thousand of lawyers, inVestigators, and agents who work in ple U.S. Department
of Justi e. Headed by the U.S. Attorney General, the Department plays a key role'... ,

in prot ction against criminalspand-subversion, in ensuring healthy competition
of bus ness, in safeguarding the consumer, and in enforcing drug, immigration
and n turalization laws. The Department also plays a significant role in
prot ting citizens through its efforts for effective law enforcement, crime
prey htion, crime detection, and prosecution and rehabilitation of offenders.

a-

f,
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CONSUMER OBJECTIVES

.1. Students will learn that the U.S. Attorney Office in Washington, D.C. is
the con/rolling force behing each U.S. Attorney Office throughout the
country.

2. Students will learn that the U.S. Attorney's Office handles'legal matters
that are of federal concern such as stolen treasury checks, welfare checks,
andoforgery.

3. Students will learn that there are costs to the consumer as a result of
cheating., shoplifting, and forgery.

BASIC AND COMPETENCY
SKILLS 'OBJECTIVES

CAT - Reading VocOulary and Comprehension
CAT' - Language%Wchanics and Expression
BEST - Reading/Language Objectives-6, 15, 16
CAT - Spelling,

BEST - GoVernment/Economics Objectives 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 12

TE T

Young Consumers, 1st edition, lessons 2, 15, 16, 20-, 22

Young Cons-umers,_ 2nd edition, lessons 4, 25,, 27, 31

4

o
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PRESENTATION NEEDS
By the Teacher:

.name tags
chalk and chalkboard
large paper

4 marker

films -- Shoplifting: The Losing Game, F274-109
S I Took It, F175-111

By the lesource Person:

p4mphlets
,

WORDS TO KNOW

1. embezzlement - taking money for own use
2. attorney - a person legally appointed to act for another
3. consumer - a persoh who buys or uses anything
4. fraud - dishonest dealing or cheating

4
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PRE7VISIT.
Q

1. Have students read the suggested text material. These lessons-will provide
them with knowledge'of their legal rights and responbilities as consumers.

2. Have'a vocabUlaryjesson with "WORDS TOANOW." See front of this book for
ideas.'In addition, the supplement includes an exercise designed
specifically for this lesson. °

C

3. Have students view oneor both of the films. If students are keeping a
journal, they can write their opinionsabout shoplifting and its consequences.
The. teacher should conduct a discussion to bring. out the fact that shoplifting
has consequences not only-for the individual, bpt for the consumer in the
form of higher prices, security costs, etc. The teacher should mention that

-.other forms of cheating also affect the consumer and that a representative'
of theU.S. Attorney's Office.will discuss some of these.

4. Share with students the fact that each U.S. Attorney ii nominated by a
senior Senator. The nomination goes to the President of the United States
and then to the U.S. Senate for final approval.

sy_

ad,
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THE VISIT

T.

L.MdKe name t.d95
ac.1.4enstam

nuoracrectitr

.Grectl/cour4e/krSpo
lotroduce rriocip6.1

-

1.- The resource person will write his /,her name, address and telephone number
on the board and give some general information about the U.S. Attorney's
Office and his/her position there.

2. Mention the various types of cases that the office handles with an emphasis

on cases concerning stolen- treasury checks. The resource person can

elicit from students whether they know of anyone who islaving a problem
involyipp a stolen check.

...
v....

4 0

3. The resource person can use examples to explain actions that the U.S.
Attorney may take. -The class should be asked to figure out how these

ggactivities help the torisumer. Some suggested examples are: i

a. A forger is caught writing his name on checks that don't belong to
.

him. What would the U.S. Attorney's Office do? How does that help
.. ,

the consumer?

b. A man stole $25,000 from a tiig d9partMent store where he worked.. Hey

was caught. What does thliiS.-Attorney's Office do?
. _

. ,

4. Mention that the U.S.4ttorney's Office handles certain frauds. Ask

students to tell you what a fraud is. Ask students whether the following
.

are examples of fraud: ,
,

A man makes a mistake and does not have enough money in his checking
account.

. A woman uses her sister's social security card.

c. A woman signs her sister's check.

d. A. man gets t welfare checks.

Explain to students what the U.S. Attorneys Office would do,in the. above
cases of fraud.

t
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FOLLOW UP
-IN THE CLASSROOM

1. Write a short paragraph explaining the most important thing4ou learned
from the resource persons visit from the U.S. Attorney's Office.

2. On a large 'sheet of paper, thqclass can prepare a newsletter about the
functions andduties of the U.S. Attorney's Office. This can be

displayed on the bulletin, board.

THE COMMUNITY

1. 'A ,brocbure could be designed and written by the students about the U.S.
/ Attiyney's Office to take home to parents or to distribute at adult

Meetings.
6

, s

2. Send copies of student-made materials to the attorney who visited the

classroom. (Alsg send copies to the Urban Consumer Education Pro,ect

Office. We may be able to duplicate the materials.)

ta,
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TOY SAFETY

UNIJEDITATES CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION
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UNITED STATES CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION

Local Offie
1114 Market Street, Room 905
St. Louis, MissOuri 63101

Washington Headquarters
Consumer Product Safety Commission
Washington, D.C. 20202

4,

The Consumer Product Safety Commission, a U.S. Government Agency, came into

existence in 973. It evaluates rsafety hazards, sets up safety standards, and

can remove harmful, dangerous products from stores. It also produces written

materials to inform consumers on how to use produtts safely. Items regulated by

other agenices are excluded from its jurisdiction.

Under the Sonsumer Product Safety Act, the Commission has the.authority to

ban'hazardous products set mandatory safety standards, and seek court action to

have products declared imminent hazards. The commission ar so administers four

others acts - The Flammable Fabrics Act, the Federal Hazardous Substances Act,

the Poison Prevention Packaging Act, and the Refrigerator Safety Act.

Section 14 of the Consumer Product Safety Act requires that ev0ry ;product
governed by a safety standard must be certified as conforming to that standard.

There are penalities for false certification byithe manufacturer. the Consumer

Product Safety Act also requiresjmanufacturers, distributors, and retailers of

consumer products to notify theZommission promptly if their products violate a

consumer product safety standard or contain a defect that could create a

substantial product hazard. After opportunity for a hearing, the commission
has the authority to ofder recall or repair of the product ar refund of the
purchase price, andto require notification to the public about the substantial

product hazerd.

The Commission has authority to enforce mandatory standards in the courts
with civil,penalities of up to $500.00 in fines and criminal penalties of up
to.$50,000 in fines and one year in jail.

The Ision of the Consumer Product Safety Comm-ipsion is: .

. tb protect the public against unreasonable risks of injury associated
with consumer products;

/-
. to assist consumers to evaluate the comparative safety of consumer

products; ... _

. ito develop uniform safety standards for consumer products and to

minimize conflicting state and local regulations; and

to.promote esearch and investigation in causes and prevention of ..

product-relat d deaths, illnesses and injuries*,

_41100 (
.

(
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CONSUMER OBJECTIVES

1. Students will describe the seven toy dangers as identified by the CPSC.,

Students will expliin safety standards to be aware of when buying, maintaining,
and storing toys..

3. Students Wi-il learn that the CPSC evaluates safety hazards, Sets up safety
standards, and can remove harmful, dangerous products fromihg market.

4. Students
0

will recognize that a government regulatory agency can influence

private business activities. .

15. Students will learn the procedure for submitting a complaint to the Commission
' about a harzardous or potentially harzardous consumer product.

.

'BASIC AND compETENdy'
SKILLS OBJECTIVES
CAT - Reading Vocabulary and Comprehension
BEST - Reading/Language Objectives 2, 3, 6, 15, 17

CAT - Spelling -- .

CAT - Mathematics Computation, Concepts and Application

, BEST - Mathemitics Objectives 1, 2, 5', 11.

. BEST - Government/Economics Objectives 4, 5, 6, 11, 12

TEXT

Young Consumers, 1st edition, lesson 16

Young Consumers, 2nd edition, lesson 4

4

4
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PRESENTATION NEEeS

By.the Teacher:

name tags . -

chalk and chalkboard
pencil and paper
film projector -'16 mm

By the Resource Peribn:

s-o

toy safety film.
demonstration toys ,

. .

pamphlets from the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Cpmmission

4

WARDS TO KNOW

4

1, agency - business or office of a person, company, or3 government.that acts
. fon another ,

A 2. ban - to prohibit or stop, especially by legal) means
'3. flammable - capable of catching fire very easily and.burning very quickly,
4 harzardous - marked by danger .. 1...._-

5.\ inflammable - easily able to burst into flames
6. jurisdiction - the territorial range of authority or control .

7. label - a slip of'paper or cloth which is attached to the product and
des,6ribes or classifies in detail the materials in that product

8. mandatory - a set of commands or instructions which- must be followed
9. potential - being possible

10.. recall - to call back,.order to return .

11. regulated -contrblled or directed according to a rule
12. risk - the poAsibility of.- suffering from harm or loss
13. safety - freedom from Anger, risk'or injury <
14. standard - an established rule of measure or custom
15. toxic - poisonous
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PRE-VISIT

1. Have a vocabulary lesson with- "WORDS TO KNOW." See front of this book for
ideas.

=

'

2. Think and Talk (some questions to stimulate understanding of concepts aboutAlog.

which the guest will speak).*What do theNvords United States Consumer
Product Safety Commission mean to,you? Why would this agency be important?
How does the-government get the money to operate the CPSC? What kfndsof
taxes can you name? How do private businesses obtain the,money they need
tj operate their companies? If the CPSC said a product was dangerous or
harmful and that it could not be sold anymore, what could the. manufacturer
do? Would this help or hurt the business? The consumers? The supplier
of the.materials needed to make the product? The advertising agency? How?

3. Duplicate and hand out copies of "or.,Kfds Sake" (see supplement) and use
as an oral reading activity. As each toy 'danger is read, allow time for
student input about similar problems they, or others they've known, have
had with toys.

4; ,Ask studehts to look for, and bring-in for class inspection, toys that they
believe to be either safe4i-^ hazardous. The class.011 decide into which
category the toys should be classified. If classified as hazardous or
potentially 'hazardous, a reason must be given. Use the seven toy.danger
as givem by the CPSC. 1) sharp edges; 2) small 'parts;_3) loud noises;
4) sharp points; 5) propelled objects; 6) wrong toys for wrong aje;
7) electric toys. Put on display with classification labeli, If there is-
a quest ion about a toy, it can be brought up,withresourCe person..

0

BULLETIN

BOAR b

IDEA

Title: Uhsafe Toys

Have students make pictures of toys, or cut from magazinei. or coloring books.
-Make sure /hey are assize to be seen from a distance. Print large labels for
the toysthe students classify as safe, unsafe, or potentially unsafe telling
why this is so. An example would be a label saying, This Toy Has Sharp Edges,
or, his Toy Makes A Very Loud Noise. This same idea could be used around
Christmas shoOping time with the'title: Don't Buy These WhenShopOingForfoys.

-164-
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THE. VISIT

i.. mew name t4

4

6reet iksoume'krson
introduce to rrincipal

3. (.)rite pox
1Zes9 Te

buoa.rce d.

r
r

.4

1. Introduce yourself, give title and name of agency. Ask students to define

each word in U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, using questions of
how, who, what, etc., leading into who'pays to run the U.S. Government and
leading students to the conclukion that the resource person really works-.

for them.

2. _Inform students-about the Consumer Product Safety Act that gives the CPSC
authority to ban hazardous products from the market, set mandatory safety
standards for consumer products, and seek court action to have'products
declared harzardous.

3. Ask students to tell you something they already know about toy safety. If

there is a display of toys or bulletin board in tbis: room, refer to this
in your comments.

4 . Show- the film, Can You Pass the Joy Safety Test? "

., ,
. a

! 5: After the film, shoW'biome, of the toys mentioned and ask different students
what they Yearned from-the film about etch toy.

6. Question students to make sure they understand the meaning of
.

important 4

words used such as, flammable, inflammable, toxic, and that flame-retardant
does not mean flame - proof. ,

7. Emphasize that although CPSC ,is responsible for banning unsafe toys, -a11
of us are responsible for protecting children from unsafe toys. DO this
by first asking what is the responsibility of the'agency, and then '

ask the students if they have any responsibilitfes also.

165-
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a. Have students tell you how thdy think they .could protect themselves and

others by taking care of and putting away the. toys.they lready own.

Broken toys, wooden edges with splinters, rusty, weak or sharp parts,

'.heavy lids on toy chests that can't be, opened from within, and hives

that could pinch are some things the students should consider. Tell them

that even if they do not do much of the toy buying in the family, you

want to remind them that they can become responsible for carefully reacting

all labels on toys.

9. Inform students the procedure for making a complaint'to the CPSC.about

the safety of a consumer product.

10. If there is time, allow for questions.

11. Leave any pamphlets with the teacher.

S

,
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FOLLOW UP
. -IN-THE CLASSROOM

mmtik

I._ Ask the students to pretend that you have just given them $50.00 each
to be spent on toys for their four brothers or four sisters, or any
combination of four siblings. Each student should, choose a name and
.age for each of the imaginary siblings. Using the colorful Sunday
supplement ads, the students are to shop for safe toys for brothers/sisters.
They cannot'spend. more than $50.00,! Each toy and its price should be
cut out and pasted on a larger piece of paper and name andiage identified
for whom the toy is purchased. When all four arelon the paper, the
students should add up the total cost, and then. average hdw, much was
spent per child.

2. Put the pictures on,display in the room and have the students choose a
panel of judges from their classmates to judge the purchases according to
criteria decided by them. Some ideas for judging could be: safety of all
toys on the paper, purchases kept within $50.00 limit, correctness
of mathematical computations, suitability of toys for ages, etc.

3. Have students create and practice a play about one or more of the seven
toy- hazards. The plat could end with a student actor explaining how
to take care of and store toys. Include some props, and have students
ask teachers of lower grades if they could perform the play for their
classes.

4. Assign a Saturday morning fo udent evaluation-of TV ads for it
least five toys. Each st ent should make his/her own evaluation
chart at school: ' ample

li

NAME 404*, DATE

.

TIY ADVERTISED
,
SAFE UNSAFE

,

. WHY?

.

.

. ,

2. -
G,

...,...

.

.,

Thesecharts should be brotught back, to school on Monday for student

comparison on what,tOys were vieWedNhich were considered safe, unsafe,

and why. Class consensus aboqt the advertised toys could be recorded on

a large chart and displayed in the:hall.

0



-IN THE COM M UNITY .

The Consumer Product Safety Commission hgsmany interesting publications. You

can request a list of these for the class to.decide what else they'd lik# to

know about consumer product, safety. Some of the publicafions, (for example,

bicycles)are written at student level. Others are more difficult to read, but

a
would make a good class project to rewrite. Poisons Prevention Pgckaging,

Poison Checklist for the Home, or Fact Sheet No. 68, Misuse ofConsumer.ProduCts
are some publications available and excellent for rewriting and distribeIng

in the community. If you do this activity,' -let the Urban Consumer Education

Project Office know about it and we'll see about getting the brdchures made up
for distribution by your class.

.11

FIELD
TRIP
In early December the class could plan a trip to a large department store for
a visit to the "Toyland" for a toy-safety inspection mission. Get permission
from the department store, involve many parents to accompany you, and have the
class make a plan beforehand as to what you will be looking for,,kow you will
do it, who records, the findings, and do's and dbn't of behavior, at this time
ofyear.
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READING FOOD LABELS

414.

UNITED STATES FOOD AND DRUG AIMINISTAATION

FDA'
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UNITED STATES. FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION

4.0k

'808-North Collins.
Bogart Building
St. Louis, Missouri 63102

t,

4.

The purpose of the Food and Drug Administration 'is to prevent the illegal

distribution of spoiled or misbrand foods, drugs, medical devices, cosmetics,

veterinary products,, and products which emit radiation.

The principle respbnsibility of the FDA is enforcement of the Federal Food,

Drug, and Cosmetic Act, which requires that foodbe safe and wholesome, that
drugs Ond medical devices be safe and effective, that cosmetics be safe, and

'Oat all these products be propeqy labeled. This act provides for three kinds

of mandatory standards ,for products being shipped across state lines: standards

of identitx, standards of minimum quality, and standards of fill of container.

Along with the Food,, Drug and Cosmetics Act, three other laws account for

the majority of FDA activities.,, They are:

. the Fair Packaging and Labeling Act, which"requires that labeling be

honest and informative so consumers will know what they are buying and how to

use it properly. FDA authority under this law is limited to food, drugs,

cosmetics, and medical, devices.

. The Radiation Control for Health and Safety Act, which protects consumers

from unnecessary exposure to radiation from electronic products such as X-ray

machines, microwave ovens, and color television sets.

.
The Public' Health-Service Act, which provides FDA with authority over

vaccines, serums, and other biological products. It also, is the basis of FDA's

proghms on milk sanitation, shellfish sanitation, restaurant operations, and
interstate travel facilities.

Consumers play a major role in helping to shapeFDA regualtionsi policies

and programs. When the FDA wants to issue or change a regulation, it first,

publishes a proposal for public comment in the Federal. Register. The notice

includes a deadline for public,comment. Comments should be directed to the

Documents Management Branch of the Food and Drug Administration, Room 4-65,

5600 Fishers Lane, Ro ille, Maryland -20857.

Any member of th bliC=individually or with group support - can petition

the FDA to issue or c asregylation. FDA regulations are printed in two

Government publications, each of which may be found at major libraries. This

publication contains all, new regulations, proposed regulations and other notices.
.

(

-
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ONSUMER OBJECTIVES

1. Studehts will be .ble to locate and, identify informatiA on labels or

food packaging

2. Students 1 recognize the need for labeling information for making
important decisions.

3. Students will explain what 4s required by law on foo& labels.

4. Students will learn to register a Oriv.Ifint(aboutdefective or deficient
food products.

BASIC AND COMPETENCY'
SKILLS OBJECTIVES

CAT - Reading Vocabulary and-Comprehension
BEST - Reading/Language Objectives 2, 3, 4, 13, 15, 20
CAT - Spelling
CAT - Language Mechanics ancrExpression

CAT - Mathematics Computation, Concepts, and Applications
BEST - Mathematics Objectives 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, .

CAT. - Reference Skills
BEST - Government/Economics Objectives 2, 9, 11, 12; 13

41

TEXT

N1,

C

Young-Consumers, 1st edition, Lesson 18

Young Consumers, 2nd edition, Lesson 6

* -171- 176
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PRESENTATION NEEDS
By the Teacher:

.
. 'Mt

name tags
yelltw and white chalk
empty chalkboard space

e.
.

unopened packages and cans of food from home ("On loan") .

filmstrip: Thd False Package,
t

FS 672-104,
,,

By the Resource Person:

"A Consumer Guide to Foodtabels" (to be used

infbrmation resource materials'
"Food Marketina Without Frills"
"Food Terminology"
"Computerizing Supermarket Checkout"
"Q & A About Canned Foods."

"Q & A About Meat Additives"

(Similar materials may be substituted)

WORDS TO KNOW

:7 4

follow-up) 'FDA consume

0

1.

.2.

3.

brand name - identification ofloroducts made by One company
commerce-- act of selling
drained weight - product without the liquid or container

4. food - substances that.sustain or nourish life
5. food additive - something added to food
6. grade - standard in quality (ins this ,lesson, fodd quality)
7. informative - providing information v.
8. ingredient - something that enters i mixture .

9. interstate - betweenstates
10., intrastte. - within one 'state
11. investigation - to observe or inquire into in detail

s 8

12. label - describes or classifies in detail the materials in a product, and

is attached to the conta r
13. labeling - written or inted matter accompanying a container

14. mandatory - commands or nstructions required ty law
15. net weight - total weight of material, excluding its container .

16. nutrition information - information given about substances in foodwhich-
maintain life

17. open dating - usually "last date of purchase or use
18. Iprincipal'display panel- part of label whi0 shows the brand name
19. product name - kind of goods inside container
20. regulation - a governmental order having the force of law
.21. spoiled - to become tainted, rotten, or unfit for use
22. voluntary - not required by-law

,

1



PRE-VISIT.
(Important teacher information in supplement. Find and read,."The Label

Outside Tells You What's Inside").

1. Have a vocabulary lesson with the "WORDS 0 KNOW." See front-of this
bpk for idea ,4

2. Order filmilrip;TThe'Fale:Package, FS 672-104'.

3. Ask students to bring unopened food in cans or bthces for use on day of
visit,

. 1
it will.gOlhome afterwards.

4. Think and Talk 46fle.'qUestions to stimulate introduction of subject
abo t,which the guest-Will'Speak.) k..

./21e/1

0

you have someone in your family who cannot eat certain foods, or must

ave special foods? Do you know why ?. When buying groceries'how do theses

people know if the packages or cans contain or do not contain things

for special diets? Do all packages and cans, give,inforifiation needed for

special diets? Do you know what-information the law requires on labels?*
If a package or can has more4nformation on a label than is required, must
this information be printed 4n a certain way? (yes) Why? Why would a

manufaqturer put more information on a label, than is required? Are there
reasons other than diet that your family buys c tain,food products? Would

size, price; taste, or brand name be important?

Show filmstrip, taking time at any frame for sfuden input. a

141:Dg requirements - onall foods, the name of the product, net contents

or net weight (this includes anymliquids), and the name and place of'

.business of manufacturer, packer, or distributorjOn most todds the

ingredients must also be given, in descending order ortTeight. Any.

product with nutrition claims, or nutrient additives, must also have

a nutrition label.

BULLETIN

BOARD

IDEA
Display words, "HAVE YOU READ ANY GOOD LABELS LATELY?", and ask student

t*Carefully remove labels from empty containers at home;-Awith parent's
permission; for display under title., Have a Di covery Game, and ditto

questions which can only be answered by investigating the labels.: Give

a prize to the best investigator. Although qu stions will depend upon

the labels, here are some samples.-Which label gives the most information?

'Which the least? How many show the.number of, servings? Calories. per
serving? The U.S. -PailyRecompnded Allowance? If youndoctor-said'you
could not eat a lot of sweetliprngs, qhich foods should you not eat?

/. rt
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THE VISIT

F.

1...MdKe mime to
aaite nifme0

lgnAlr
earz r

4
-1 -

1.. Tell about yourserf, giving title and explanation of job with FDA.

2. Give brief background of history and responsibilities of FDA.

3. Review "WORDS TO. KNOW''.. See front of this book for ideas.,

4. Examine product labels on
.

food containers brought by students anllisk
.

several students to identify the first ingredient they see listed. Do

they know what that means? . ..- 44
.

5. O scribe with examples, how ingredients' should be listed. 'Help students

d scover*If what they see on a label is what they really get.

6. Q estion students as to what they think should be on labels.

7. Incorporate the following topics into a question and answer time with the
class: no-frill packaging of products, computerized checkout, comparison
pricing, open dating, difference between net weight and drained weight,
arid positive and ne4ative aspects of food additives.

8. Acquaint students with the information as to how an iy en a-comp amn

,should be registered with the FDA.

9. Leave resource materials with th,' teacher.

p.

-
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FOLLOW UP
-IN THE CLASSROOM

I.. Handout - "A CONSUMER'S GUIDE TO FOOD LABELS ()eft by guest;. Fold

back with only the yellow page showing. Distribute with paper and

instructions to print A through I down one side of paper. Each letter,

stands for an.area on a label. See who can correctly identify the

most areas. Give a prize or sticker for the best detective,.

2. Ditto handouts of sample of cream cheese lable (see supplement)

and compare.information given that with informationgiyen on above

.i -7'brochure. They both itemize nine cafecries. Is there anything different

on-this' one? (yes)

3. Request film, "READ THE LABEL PND SET A, BETTER TABLE" from the Urban
qonsuner Education Project Office, 4130 Lexington, 63115. (Phone: -531-2000)

4. Using food packages brought by students, have a'pretend shopping trip.
Ask students to volunteer as store manager, Checkout person, and shopper.
Have other students pose shopping Rroblew such as the cheapest green
beans, the fruit packed in Water,'the food with the-most protein. The

shopper could ask the manager on checkout person for help. This would

be good.preparation for a supermarket field trip.

5. Math lessons are particularly easy to devise with the food products in

the room (the teacher may want to 131-fng some products for specific

problems.) Some examples: unit pricing, the-pride of oneitem whem

it is sold as two for a certain price, and learningAlp:efference
between volume and weight measuremepts. If. class h8 studied metrics,

remembdr nutrients are given in metric weight. Review that these are._

units of weight, the symbol for each metric word on the Mabel, and

estimate objects having similar. weights.
.

6. Make copies of seek and find workshop of.Nutrition Terms (see supplement).

-IN THE COMMUNITY

1. Two recent innovations in food stores are plain label brands .(called
frill" by FDA), and computerized checkout. 'Aften reading the two brochures
the FDA provides about these subjects, have your class make their:own,
easier to understand, brochures about one of them.

2. Send copies of student-made materials to.the FDA resource.person'.who.
Aow visited the classroom. (Also send copies to the Urbin-Consumdr Education

PrOtct-affice. We may be able tb duplicate the-meterjals4- -
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3. Dis ay on hall bulletin board the words,- "Be A rood Detective." Have

's dents make up-questions and-print on large strips of colored paper.

ntersperse Oestions and labels on the board. Some of the questions
bove, coufd be used, plus these samples.. Which.food product has the

most calkies in a serving? -Does any label claim,the product is
enriched? Wbat does RDA mea? ,Which product would serve the most
people? A.drawing. or picture of a large magnifying glass, hound dog
and/or footprints could also be on the board.,

FIELD-
TRIP

Shop for a purpose; have students
more of the following topici:

a)

11;)

differences in kinds of intonation provided on name labels,

store, brawl, plain labels

products with. pictures_ on label s ,that .do not accurately show the

contents ,' such" as- a-; bowl of cereal with strawberries on a box that.

co,QtainS cereal only. /
. .

C) products that have both English and metric weight on the labels as

compared, to;-products ttiat print ,English weight only. ( Engl is h_weight

is all that isrequired by laws-with. the exception of nutrients, given
where weight -must te given in metric grams.)

examine libels to find information on one or

d) foods that are 1 Ow in cholesterol and/or sodium for those ovestritted
diets , \ +

p
e) foods that havebeensenriched. (;if they' have been enriched; the label

must giVe that.informa on.ti) . '
.

-

fr foods low in calorjeS%
a

Contact a supermarket near your, school and request permission from the manager
to take your clap, for a visit. AOC the best time of day. . Invite parents to

go along withifbu. _. Is qieFe ;someone for whom, the class could actually shop?

Could you Shop for a cl'ass Onty, or a class.projett on food tasting? Ask the
manager in advance to ,show the students some behind-the-scenes. parts of the
store.

M
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UNITED STATES POSTAL `'INII"ECTOR 1 S OFF1 CE
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UNITED STATES'.100$TAL.INSPECTOR'S OFFICE'

.200 South Hanley
St. Louts, Missouri 63105

The U.S.'Postal Service has been protecting the rights of mail users since

,1872, when',Congress enacted the Mail Fraud Statute which 'provides-criminal

penalties for using the mails to intentionally defraud. others. Postal Inspectors

investigate potential cases of mail fraud and if they conclude that the law has

been vioTatedsubmit their evidence to the U.S. Attorney for prosecution in the

federal courts. Although the statue makes no provisions for restitution;

,
millions of dollars have been returned to victims.

. Common Mail fraud schemes include: chain-referral plans, fake contests,

investment schemes, home improvements, debt consolidation, job opportunities,
retirement homes, missing heirs, charity rackets, business franchises,
distflbutorships, work: t-home, business directoties, membership offers,and

correspondenceAchools.

Aside., from security, investigative, law enforcement and'audit functions, )ttie

,Postal Inspector's Office also handles mail-order problems. The postal service

work?..to resolve mail-order complaints about unsatisfactory transactions when

postal customers fail to receive merchandise ordered, refunds promised,/o'r find

that the service or product purchased is not as advertised. This program

provides-a means of notifying majl-order firms of complaints against'them. When

,a domplaint is received by the Postal Service, *decision is made,,whether to

investigate for commercial deception or to resolve it informallyvdnder the

fi consumer protection program.

dr
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CONSUMER OBJECTIVES

1. Students will learn that the U.S. Postal Inspector's Office investigates
fraudufent advertisement through the mail,

2. Students will see, read and understa54 that advertising through the mai)
can sometimes be misleading.

3. Students will apply reading, writing and mathematic skills to decide
whether shopping by mail would be to their advantage.

BASIC AND COMPETENCY
SKILLS OBJECTIVES
CAT - Reading Vocabulary and Comprehension.
BEST 7 Reading/Language Objectives 3, 7, 10, 15, 16, 20.
CAT - .Spelling

.-CAT - Language Mechanics and Expression -

CAT - Mathematics Computation, Concepts and Applications
BEST - Mathematics Objecttyet 1,. 2, 5

BEST - Government/Economics Objectives 2, 3, 6, 9, 11, 12, 13

TEXT
0

'Young consumers, 1st Edition, Lessons 4, 5; 6, 7, 8; p'ps'. 13-25

Young Consumers, 2nd Edition, Lessons-9, 10., 11"., pO'S. 28-38

a

1
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PRESENTATION NEEDS

By the Teacher:
ip' cbalk and chalkboard

name tags

advertisement'frOm newspapers, maga-iines
comic books ,

r

By the Resource Person:

sample mail order advertisements whiCh include math problems
sample items ordered through the mail

.10

WORDS TO KNOW
1.-advertisement - a public/notice to attract consumer
2. chain letter - a letter instructing you to send out a

additjonal letters to friends With a request that they
their riends.' In this Way, the. information in the let
series (or chain) of recipienti

3. .COD parcels - packages delivered to.yOur Homevthat must ,b
4. inspector - a person, especially an official,.who examines
5. mail - letters, packages, and otter materials handled in a-
6. scheme - an underhanded plan or plot
7. fraud - to cheat or deceive
8. void - invalid or illegal; not available for use
9. refund - money returned

10. prohibited - forbidden; not allowed

ttention or patronage

certain number of
send~ out lecters to

er passes through a

paid for
hings critically

postal system

11. prOOf of purchase - label, receipt,-or other item to inaGte a produ was
bought

12. coupon - certificate which makes available to thecustomer sp cificprivi ges
- 4' or gifts

13. leomlain - to find fault and voice dissatisfactton.

14. unordered merchandise - any item you receive in the mail which
order.

J
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PRE -VISIT
.%

Have a vocabulary lesson with, the "WORDS TO KNOW." See front of this book
for ideas'.

2, :ve students conduct a survey at home or at school about mail-order
ad -rtising. See supplement for a survey to use or modify. Help students.

tally*their-surveys and draw the following conclusions.

(ar how many have ordered by mail
(b) How many sent Money with' order
(c) how many needed "proof ofpurchas.e"
(d) how many never received order
(e) how many were pleased With item? displeased?
(f) how many followed up on missing orders
g) how many followed up on displeasure with order

In a class discussion, give students an opportunity to share personal
experiences with mail-order advertising.

3. Have students bring in advertisements from cen403,1 boxes, magSWnes or comic
books and look for items that have to be sent for by mail. Take class as a

4roup (or student may go with parents) to a department store and compare
prices on a few items to see if the,:pric'es are higherlower or the same.
Students may find that in some cases it -is better to order bYhmail; in other
cases, it is better,to 'shop in a local store.

e-
e
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THE VISIT
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fcsbo4rd

2...Gmet urre c.rS00
VI introduce to Pr ocipd

1. The resource person will write his/her name, address, telephone number on
the board and give a brief description of his/her responbilities, in the
()Costal Inspector's Office and functions of the,offfce.

2. Talk with students' about advertising iflogeneral and why we need t Or do
we need it? k

,,
3 Hand out sakiple mail ordei- advertisements and review with students whether ,

the,,ads are effective and whether they save money by orderfng by mail or
.,-.

l;a

buying in the store. The math problems, are listed with each 4 and should
be done with the resource person. The resource'person should 11 students
to the board, to do each individual proem. Other students wi 1 work at

their des.h. . -.

4. The resource person will have with him/her samples of items that lie /she has
,actually sent away for from the advertisements in newspapers, magazine ads,
'and comic bboks. 'The resource plfson also will have the advertisement that
the item was ordered from so that class may examine the ad and compare it
with the item ordered. Students will see that some of the items are worth
'the money and effort involved' in mail ordering whereas some are not. Also,

they will see that opinions as to the worth of snail ordering may vary.

5. After the sample items have been shown And disjussed with the class, the
resource person will then tell the class what to do if they think they have
been ripped off by ordering through the mail. The complete protesi will be
gone over with the class.

6.. When the process of complaints about ordering through the mail is completed,
the resource person will give the teacher some pamphlets about his/fier office

to be, distributed to the class after the visit.

- -182-
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FOLLOW UP
-IN.THE CLASSROOM

4

1. The teaatier can conduct a writing lesson which involves students
individually or as a class sending for something in the mail. The
teacher should select an ad to use on an overhead projector. Have \

the class examine the ad and identify specific informatioarequest6d
such

(a) name of gender'
(b) address

(c) amount of money enclosed

N.Students should identify the information supplied in the ad, such as:

(a) name'of supplier .

(b) address where request is to be sent
(c) expected delivery date .

-
. .

2. The teacher should ask the class'to generate a list of procedures to
.be followed when ordering by mail. 'These include:

I
,

(a) supplying information requested in ad -- name, address,
. amount endosed, color, size, etc.

(b) preparing the envelope -- name, address' of sender, return

. address, sufficient postage, enclosures .

(c) malting a written record,ofthe transaction -- writing down
. -4 the name and address of the co pany, item requested, amount

enclosed, date letter was mail d, expected date of delivery.

Stuaents should know it is important to foil w the correct procedures
when ordering by mail. Sometimes the item do not arrive. In thatcase,
students should write a letter of complaint. Theteacher may wish o

, conduct a second writinwjesson on complaint letters. A sample com faint
letter appears on the following-page.

AZ

t 1

-IN THE COMMUNITY ,to

4
1. A brochurecould .be designed and written by the students about the

Postal Inspector's Office to distribute to students inother classes,
take tome to papents, or distribute at adult meetings.. .

.2. Send copies of student-made materials to the postal inspector,wha
tvisoited the classroom. (Alio send copies.to the Urban Consumer.
Education Project Office. We may be able to duplicate the materials.)

-1B3-
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Sample Letter

Always keep a copypf what you write. Send copies of receipts or contracts
only if you believe that they are necessary in explaining your problem. Never
send the originals!! A good fOrinat for a complaint letter is:

J

Name of Company
Customer Relations
Address
Anywhere, 00000

Dear Bir or Madam,

I am writing about (name the product or proVIn that you are complain-
ing about). I purchased this product on (date) from (name merchant).

Your Narrie
Address
Bt. Louis, MO. 63100

Your Pbone Number

Date

My complaint is (tell your story).

I believe that (state your solution to your complaint).

I look forward to you'r reply.
I

Sincerely,
(Your Nostme)

The sample letter is taken from-The Consumer Complaint Guide a publication
of MoPIRG, P.O. Bos 8276, St. Loui, Missouri 63156. The letter is used
with permission.

ay
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3701 Grandel Square

.4.

,URBAN LEAGUE

St. Louis, Missouri 63108..

This inter-racial, not- for - profit community service organization uses its

tools and methods of social work, economics, law, business management and
other disciplines to secure eqbal opportunities tn all sectors of our society
for Black Americans and other minorities. Its mission is one based on elimi-
nating racial discrimination and segregation in.the United,States, increasing
thd economic and politicaleempowerment orblacks and other minorities, and in
short,,helping to share equally in the responiibilities and rewards-of full

e

. The Urban Leagues thrpugh its affiliates annually provides direct services
to more than one million individuals in such vital areas as job placement, job
traihinT, housing assistance, educational help, health care, etc. In addition,

the League provides such.00mmunity units a, the Family Planning Program,
Educational and School .rogram, Clerical Training School and Pre-Employment
Counseling and Training Program.
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CONSU OBJECTIVES

Students will learn how to distinguifikebetWeen assertive, non - assertive and
itggrIgssive behavior when dealing with -a consumer complaint.

2. Students will be introduced to the skills 'needed in positive communication.
in consumer situations.

BASIC7AND CQMPETENCY
SKILLS OBJECTIVES

CAT Vocabulary a
dAT22:=Language Mechanics a
BE Reding/Language Obj
BEST'- Government/Economics

ff,

-,Comprehension
Expression
-ives 1-4, 15, 16, 11, 19
jctives '3,. 5, 11, 12

$

- ,
Young Consumers, 1st edition, lesson 20

. .

Young Consumers,2nd edition, lesto,n 25'

0. nCI`
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PRESENTATION NEEDS

' By the Teacher:

cha1kiand chalkboard
name tags
tut

.By-the Resourc e Person:

role-play situations
pamphlets,

tie

04%

WORDS TO KNOW

er

1. assertive. - to Wit positive; to At forward positively
2. aggressive t offensive, mean
3. non-assertive - to be passive
. positive communication - yes, open-to discussion
5. negative communication.-- no, closed to 'discussion

. .

BULLETI N

°BOARD

IDEAS

.

See Supplemeht for suggested picture and directions.

133
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PRE-VISIT
4

1. Have students-act out the role-plays in the text and answer the questions ,..\

that follow each skit. This will be excellent practice for the skits that , 1,
'

the*- resoUrc4e preson will .bring for' the lesson. ...,....cz47

4 . . I,.
Have a. vocabulary lesson with "WORDS TO KNOW". See front of this book for
ideas.

.4 3. Conduct a discussion with students about verbal communication and body
language. Ask student. Co give examples of ways they express themselves
verbally and physically. These can include anger, surpr,ise, friendship,
'etc.

o
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THE VISIT

irRk1Ke narl;e f.c193
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.Gre etle53
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. z4
lotroduce to rriocipai

y

1- ,
4

.1: The rmikoe perso'n'iiii1) write iris /her name, address, °telephone number , on.
the lAara*.and give-a brief `description of hii/her rgsjponsibility at Vie..,

,, lirb_anteagu6 and the functiong of-the offide. .

2.' W/2-4te the fiye, vocabulary words dn:the 'board and review them to be sure
students understand ti;e concepts: Ask.students to give examples of words
that describe each condept., _ '*". '' -, .

- . .

, e

A

3, Condtict a' seriiksOf four roleplay situations that will deMonstrate
communication techniques. Thesewill .involve:,
1. resource persbn and teacher
2. -teacher and.student
3'. resource person and student
4. student and student

Directions for roleplay: The situations involving rolepla are meant to
enc-our agc studentstotaIk_about-the. topic at hand. The re urce person
should ask the teacher to choose spidents for the parts %/a i-1 .Then
take the student aside. to explain the role he/she' is to' play. Conduct a
class discussion regarding the "feelings" of those invglved in tie roleplay
'situations. .

+
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UTTER-BUSINESS BUREAU

BBB of Eastern Missouri an Southern Illinois , .

915 Olive Street
St. Louis, Missouri' 63101

The [Setter Buiiness Bureau is a not'- for - profit organization supported by

.membersKip dues ,Of local businesses: The BBB exist a oss the country for the
purpose of correcting abuses in advertising,helping cconsumers resolve complaints
and providing information tb consumers on local businet reputations.

ApprOximately 2500 companies intbe St. Louis area are dues-paying members.
These

.
businesses are pledged to respond quickly to'somplaints filed against theM.

The local BBB can provide consumers with background information.on local
firms and organizations. Information available to consumers include: how long .

the company has been in business, its record for reliability, and how it handles
complaints. This information helps the consumer check on a firm or offer before
purchasing goods or contracting services..

_

The BBB does'not handle complaints about the Oice of goods or services. '

This is viewed as a matter/strictly between the.seller.and the buyer. Only in

instances of fraud or deception Will the BBB consider, entering the picture.
Additionally, the BBB.does not'judge individual products or brands. On the

other hand, the- BB does offer information of a general nature (for instance;
the comparative adhntages and disadvantages of central versus room air
conditioners) without specifying brand names. This information about general

. types of products is offered as part of the BBB's consumeceducation_activities.
The BBB doer not handle complaints against profeSlionals such as doctors or
lawyers,, nor are they able to help you witki welfare or employment problems.

Finally, the BBB cannot provide the consumer with legal.advice:

.. One of the significant'new programs. introduced by the Council of the BBB
is .the use of arbitration'as a way of settling consumer disputes. Arbitration-

is a way by which two partiesauthorize an, impartial person to resolve their
dispute after all other methods hdve failed.. ,

. .,

,_

The BBB also checks the advertising media for false or'-ii4lisleading

.

advertising. Where such advertising. is, the BBB exerts pressure to

have the practice curbed. . ',

. -.0 ,. - .
.

The Better Business 6,greau publishes se'Veral.informational pamphlet's on a
- ,... . ...

variety, of topics of tnierdist to consumers. -Below is a sample listing of
pamphlets available from the St. Louis BBB Office. To receive 4 free pathphlet,

,call or write the St'.6 louii,Better Business Bureau915 Olive Street, St. Louis,
Missouri 63101; Telephone:, -231-04,70, Please specify pamphlet title and number ,

when ordering. , ce ; : ''---:"

ti

I
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BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU SAMPLE LISTING
2

T ps:otir Salgs.,,Cantrafts .
, #311-02208

This pamphletemphasiies that a contract is a lega.documeni that must 'be
'.

read and understood before signjng.
0 .7

Tips On Pest Control #2,4-161

, .

A description of. eath of the worst pest offenders indoors, hovi ta select

and use pesticides wisely and, how to get professional assistance to
control them is included in this brochure. '

Auto Repairs
.

GOO-a- repair work require well trained, reputable meaanics and informed

consumers . . This pamphlet contains guidelines both for. the consumer and

the automobile repairMan.

(no number)

Tips. on Tires.
C 7

#02-236

Tips on how to check yoUritires for.wear and how to choose replacement

tires arincllided in this pamphlet.

Tips On Carpet dnd'Rugs #311-02230

.
Shopping for carpeting requires preparation. Tips on the how-to are given

in this pamphlet.

Tips on Buying Furniture #24-153

The purpose of this booklet is to provide the consumer with basic

information and guidelines `to obtain the most value inbuying furniture.

Tips on Saving Energy #311-0221

This booklet helps the.consuiler save money and energy through conservation 1

in the home.

-194-
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MISSOURI PUBLIC INTEREST RESEARCH GROUP

Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 8276
St. Louis, Missouri 63156

Office AddreSs:
8 North'Euclid
St. Louis, Missouri 63108

The Missouri Public Interest Research Group (MoPIRG) 'is funded primarily,

.through.student fees collected at Washington University and St. Louis University.

Since iis inception,in 1971, the organization has been involved in lobbying" and

public information activities"to benefit. the consumer. The bulk of MoPIRG's

activities are focused in the following areas:

.

. consumer task force

democracy task force - developing of legislature

.
economic justice task force - studies and research of inflation of goods .

in the marketplace.

. housing task force

. media task force - development of newsletters and pamphlets to inform

people of upcoming considerations before issues are voted on

.
public interest organizing - expanding ranks

MoPIRG has available the following publications which focus specifically

on consumer issues in Missouri.

-195-.
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Walk -in

Office
Price

-Price by Mail

(4th class
postage.isnow
59t)

A HANDBOOK ON WOMEN AND THE LAW IN MISSOURI $1,.25 $1.90

CompreheosiVe study of state a'nd federA1 laws that
affect women. Includes list:of referral agencies
in St. Louis, Kansas City, Columbia and Jefferson
City. 64 pages 3/77 (r.evisek.

THE TENANTS RIGHTS HANDBOOK $1.00 $1.65

Comprehensive gdide to MISSOURI land-lord tenant law.
64 pages. 4/76

TENANTS COMPLAINT GUIDE TO MISSOURI REAL ESTATr COMMISSION
-Tells how-tenants can effectively purSue complaints
against realtors under Missouri Realtor Licensing Law.
1/80

THE CONSUMER COMPLAINT GUIDE $1.00 $1.65

Comprehensive handbook for resolving consumer complaints.
Offers practical advice, summarizes law, and lists
organizations offering assistance to consumers.
40 pages 7/76

GIVING CREDIT WHERE CREDIT IS DUE .40 .75

A citizen's guide to the Equal Credit Opportunity Act.
8 pages 11/77

OPENING YOUR FILE .40 75
A citizens.guide.to the FAIR CREDIT REPORTING ACT ,and
the FEDERAL PRIVACY ACT. 8 pages 3/76,

HOW TO SUE IN SMALL CLAIMS COURT 10 .30

A citizens guide to using the small claims court
2 pages 3/77

o

ST. LOUIS EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES AND UNLAWFUL EMPLOYMENT $1.50 $2'.15

PRACTICES
An original survey of area employment agencies.
Dissuallon of equal employment opportunity law as'it
applies to employment agencies. 35 pages 8/77

PRESCRIPTION DRUG PRICING: THE POLITICS OF PILLS AND
PROFIT

A study of prescription drug .0-icing practices from
drug companies,to pharmacies-includes survey results
from St. Louis, Kansas-% City,and Columbia. 69 pages

5/75 t ,

PUBLIC INTEREST REPORT CARD
Rates 1978 Missouri General Assembly on over 30
selected issues. 30 pages 74(78

4

A

$1.50 $2.15

$1.50 $2.15

MoPIRGtalso has research reports on misl eading advertisin6 and Worker's Compensation

in Missouri. Please inquire.

SEND CASH OR CHECK TO: MoPIRG, Box 8276; St. Louis, Missouri 63156. MoPIRG

located at 8 Northfuclid. Please call for pick-up orders: (314) 361 -5200.

o
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1517 South Thgresa
St. Louis, Missouri 631.04

ST. LOUIS PUBLIC SCHOOLS%
(AUDIOrVISUAL SERVICES)

. St. Louis Public Schools' Audio2Visual Services include in their catalog
the following silent film - strips' which supplement-the Young Consumers Text:

TITLE,

Big Salds

Buy Now'r Pay Later

Come On

False Package

Street Vendor

What Did You Pay?

CATALOG. NO.

FS 672-101

FS 672-102

FS 672-103,

ti

e

FS 672-104

FS 672-105

FS 672t106

Tct order, use the udio-Visual orderilig forms or call Audib-Visual Services
at 865 -4550. ,

4
s'

e

r .
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SOS CONUMER EIIIKATJON ON WHEELS

St. Louts Community College at Florissant Valley-
Community Services/Home Economics
3400 Pershall Road .

St. Louis, Missouri 63135-

r.

4

..
The $04HMobile Unit serves as a traveling classroom and consumer resource

. information 'center. It is coMplgtely.S'elf-contained and is equipped with. audio-

visual matvials, consumer publicationsand-handouts, and kitchenette facilitieS jr I

for foOd buying demonstrations. GroUps of 10-15 persons'cah be accommodated lt

. on the'mobile'unit. When larger groups are served, the,mobile unit is utilized
, 1

to conjunction with a community meeting place. . : . .

. .

Free workshop -type programs have been dev'eloped for SOS educational

presentations. New programs are coptinually being developed and special
requests for specific cOnsumer topics are welcomed. The wide and varied range' . .

.Of subjeCtsJs geared toward developing effctive consumer decision-making .for.

purchasing goods and seevices and for managing family income. ,a,

The program was developed for thepurpose of assisting groups and indiViduals

toward attainment of consumer competencies for, uggrading personal and family

living, career Lendeavors, home and community environments, and quality Of life:

The program's main focus is adult education= and is available to serve parent

and/or teacher groups. The *gram staff can help teachers by'prbviding or
locating sources of information to use in the classroom.

°For a list of current programs or,'requests for specific assistance, r __

call 595-4391. .-

S

*0

f

-
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SOUTHWESTERN BELII.'

%

.,

-100.North Tucker Boulevard - b''

, J
--.../

.

St. Louis, Missociri 63101 46
,.

.
The 8e11 System's Tel ezonia Program is available through the educational '

representative from Missouri Southwestern Bell . Telgzonia_ is an elementary- .

grade program on telephone.communicitions consisting of audio- visual

.
presentations, wall charts; and spieit duplication masters from which student

activity sheets are made. The materials are made, to be used with the ,

Teletrainer--two actlyated telephones with a loudspeaker control unit--which

is supplied on loan with'the materials.

While Te }ezonia concentrates on. the, telephone, it reinforce concepts

taught, in many traditibnal curricular areas.. To find out more abut the

.Telezoniatrogea,44 contact: Bea Stevens, SdperOsor-,Educational Relations

Southwestern Bell, 160 N. tucker Boulevard, 'Room 1141, St. Louis; Missouri

63101, (814) 247-2864. -

C

°

a

4

I

6

°
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The purpoe of thii supplement "is to provide classroom materials

which reinforce theobjectiyes.of the lessofis included in the guide',

Classroems &.Community:. Using Community Resources in the Consumer Education

Curriculum, The supplement contains materials for each lesson which can

be reproduced to use in the classroom as worksheets, discussion

bulletin boards, and overhead transparencies.. Material can also be used

for homework.

To make duplication easier, we havenot bound theselnaterials with the

lessens. It is suggested that you keep tnem din a notebook, .

These materials were developed by teachers as a way.to maximize the

.impact of resource persons' visits to the classroom. If. you develop

additional materials that you would like to share, senthem to the Urban.

Consumer Education Project Office, 4130 Lexington, St.jouis, MO 63115,and

we will girculatethem to all who have received the supplement. Also, from

time to time, we will 'send you items of interest about consumer education

which you may wish to Jeep in your notebook.

A special note of thanks to Leon Smith,' teacher, Walnut Park Branch,

who supplied much of the artwork in thig Supplement.

Calla SMorodin, Coordinator, Urban Consumer Education Project

Verona, Bowers, Pdsistaqt Coordinator, Urban Consumer Education Project

and Attorney General's Liaison to the St. Louis Public Schools

Patricia Burnett, Teacher, Sherman School

Linda Riekes, Divisional Assistant, Law and Education Project

January, 1981
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_ _ -PUBLIC- QPINION POLL

CHECK IN THECORRECT BO)(

1. ADVERTISING CAN HELP.,-.PEOPLt MAKE
WISE .CHOICES. -

YES NO USUACLY

.

__

2. WHEN STUDENTS SEE A TOY ADVERTISED ON
TV, THEY USUALLY WANT IT.

.1

3. ADVERTISING-MAKES PEOPLE BUY THINGS
THEY DON'T WANT OR NEED.

i

.

4. FOOD COMMERCIALS ON TV ENCOURAGE
STUDENTS TO ASK FOR FOODS WHICH ARE

. NOT GOOD FOR THEM. .

.

5. ADVERTISING.HELPS LOWER PRICES. *

4...........
-

.

-...

-

6. A VERTISING IS BASED ON FACTS
AB UT A PRODUCT.

.

,

' 7. ADS USING CHILDREN IN THEM MAKES
THE PRODUCT ADVERTISED MORE IN-
TERESTING TO STUDENTS.

..........,

,

.....

--,-,....

,-.r . 1... auN....... -

.,,

t

8. IF'A WELL-KNOWN PERSON IS ADVERTISING
%-+A PRODUCT, IT IS PROBABLY A GOOD

PRODUCT.

9.c THERE IS TOO MUCH ADVERTISING ON
,TV WHICH IS AIMED AT CHILDREN.

10. EVEN IF A TOY IS ADVERTISED A ''..

LOT, THE BUYER SHOULD MAKE
SURE IT'S A SAFE T6Y. ...-_.

.

311/..../...110 ....

+kb

20 '3
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TVe'OMMERCIAL EVALUATION roRri:

WHET IS TH PRODUCT BEING 'ADVERTISED?

DATE: TIME SEEN ON TV

TO WHAT AUDIENCE IS THE COMMERCIAL AIMED?

r.

DO YOU THINK THE COMMERCIAL WOULD PERSUADE YOU OR YOUR PARENTS TO BUY THE PRODUCT?

WHY NOT?

CHECK THE tYPE OF APPEAL THE COMMERCIAL USED:

.$

BANDWAGON CCHY SLOGAN

TESTIMONIAL EGO-

SEX INTELLIGENCE

4
BARGAIN SUPERLATIVE

HEALTH . OTHER

IF OTHER WAS CHECKED, EXPLAIN WHAT APPEAL YOU THOUGHT WAS USED
.

*sr

7

41,

3

OPTIONAL : COULD'YOU IMPROVE THE AUDIENCE APPEAL OF THE AD? IF YOLPTHINK YOU COULD,

TELL HOW:
-2.

1

1" 0
ADVERTISING

ti
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.PRIVATE AND GOVERNMENTAL:AGENCIES THAT REGULATCADVERTISING

1. Advertising Division-of the Council of Better Business Bureaus

845 Third Avenue
NeW York, New York 10022

2. Consumer Assistance Office
Federal Communications Commission-
Washington, D.C. 20554

3. Direct$Mail /Marketing Association

Consumer Relations Departmerit
6 East 43rd Street
New York, New York 10017

4. Consumer Advocate
U.S. Postal Service
Washington, D.C. 20260

4
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READING A TIMETABLE

Below is,a very simpld timetable that lists the times buses leave
St. .Loui

.
s'and arrive inPaducah, Ky. Look at'the timetable to fihd the

answers to the questions below. Frequency df4geparture means how
oftetiduring,thd week the buses run. The a after stands for
a.m., the p stands for.p.m.", and the n stands for noon. Daily

. ,means,every day of the week.

Read-Across ST, LOUIS TO PADUCAH

Lv St. Louis Arr. Paducah, Frequency of Departure

5:1 a 9:30 a Daily
6:30 a 10:35 a Mo thru, Fri
8:00 a 12:00 n 6 Dai
8:30 a 11:35 a Mo thru Fri
9:00 a 1:00 p -Daily
9:30 a 12:45 p Daily
10:30 a 1:30 p Daily
11:00 a 3:00 T Daily'
11:30 a 2:30 p Daily -

12:30 p 3:30 p Mo thru Sa
1:00 p 5:10 p Daily
1:30 p 4:45 p Daily
2:00 p 6:Q0 p Daily
2':30 p 5:44 p Daily
3:30 p 6:30,p Su thru Fri
4:00 p 7:59 p Daily

-1. How many buses leave from St. Louis for Paducah?
before noon every Tuesday?

2. The second bus 'listed leaves St. Louis at what
time?

3. What .time does it get to Paducah?
4.* How many days of the, week does it run?
5. One 1?us leaves St. Louis at 8:0Q a.m. How long,

does it take to reach Paducah?
6. Another bus leaves at 8:30 a.m.* How long does

it take to reach Paducah?
'5'

.7. Do both of these buses take the same gength of
time to reach Paducah?

8. How do you think this could happen?
9. One bus leaves St. Louis at 3:30p.m.1, Can you

get that bus on Satudday?
10. If you must get to Paducah in a.hurry,4 which

bus or buses would take the least amount of
time to make the trip?

BI-STATE DEVELOPMENT AGENCY



Answer Key - Bi-State Development Agency.

Reading A Timetable
, .

.

1.

2:

3;

4.

5.

,.
-.1,,,

9 ..., .

6:30 a

1605 a

5 Mo thru Fri,

4 hours

6.

7.

8.

9.

go

3 houts and 5 minutes

no
. .

The 8:00 a bus makes-efops.
on the war.

no

10. 8:30'a

1013o a

11:30 a

300 D
I

4

AlliCusesaboVe take 3 hours
to make the trip..

2.

-e
't

#

A
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BUYING STOLEN GOODS SKILLBUILDER

1. Many-words have more than one meaning. Look at the words.below. Write a sentence

using the word in a different way than.it was used in the information article.. 1) outlet

tl

2) traffic

3)- practice

Afence
t

5) receiver

2. Filiin-each blank with the word that fits the definition below. Some of the letters have
already been fillecrin.

1) t

2) t

3) t

'4)

5)

6) t

Igeft

1. one who steals

.416r

2. u.sing high standards of condu

3.i a markq °-

WS.

0

411

10**'"N

.

a Orson who daes something thout being an. expert

5. rea`I,.or lawful
4

6. a rival
9

4,

4

Q

t

. -
CRUSADE AGAINST CRIME
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BUYING STOLEN GOODS SKILLBUILDER -- Page 3
4

3. Read the following sentences. Mark T if it is true and F if it is false. Rewrite all the r

sentences so they are true. You may use the information article.

MOM

Most thieve's steal things they can sell for cash.

-A receiver a person who steals things.

Receiving stolen property does OM cause business to lose very much.

A fence is a person who is involved in the buying and, selling of stolen property.

Marking items with some identification helps police return stolen property.

4. Find the words be1dW in a dictionary. Write down the two guide words from the page.

IP

Guide Words

1) Merchandise,

2) practice

3) traffid

4) amateur

5) consumer

[1.

5. Read the last paragraph of the information article. Put an x in front of the sentence

below which describes the paralrph best.

Buying and selling stolen goods a big business. t7 /

,c '9
Many legitimate buisnessInen are involved in receiving stolen_goodi.`'

,

Stolen items are more easily recoveree owners if they have kdentifica,

. tion marks. _ . t

9.

le-

a

O

4*

a
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BUYING STOLEN GOOD& - ANSWER KEY

1. teacher judgment
2. thief

ethical

outlet t

amateur ;

legitimate
competitor

3. T4',..\

F = a receiver buys and sells stolen property
F - receiving stolen,proPerty is estimated to cost

business $3.5 million
T

4. **teacher_ judgittent

varies accordingtto dictionary used
5r.--Wien'items are more easily recovered by the owners if

they have_identification marks

ev,

4

sf;

22(1
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, SKIT 2 BUYING STOLEN GOODS (6 characters) .

FOR EIGHT BUCKS - HOW CAN YOU GO WRONG?

PrOps:Characters: Narrator (boy or girl)
Betty.Milgrom (mother)
Art Milgrom (father)
Charlie (son, 12 years old)
Dory (daughter, 5 years old)'
Office( Carey (boy or girl)

Suggestions

for Costumes: Mr. Milgrom: glasses, casual
clothes

_Mrs. Milgrom: skirt or dress
Officer: hat and badge
Dory and Charlie: casual clothes

Optional
Props: Plant and glass of water

Paper and crayons or
marking pens .

Two brown paper bags
filled to appear to con-
tain groceries

Newspaper

Small transistor.radio
3 or*4 chairs
4 or 5 books

NARRATOR: Scene I takes place before dinner in the Milgrom's family room, which ad-
joins their kitchen, separated only by a table and chairs. Mr. Milgrom is sit-.
ting in an easy chair reading the evening paper. Mrs. Milgrom is watering a
plant at the table. Dory is sitting on the floor near her father, drawing.
Charlie enters.

MR. MI LGi2OM: (looks up over his paper) Hi, Charlie.

CHARLIE: (Walks in carrying two bags of groceries) Hi, pad.

MR. MI LGROM: Just been to the store for your mother?

t-
CHARLIE: Yeah, these groceries weigh a ton.

Mrs. Milgrom gets up and takes a bag from him and together they walk over to
the table.

MR. MI LGROM'g*od exercise! (slighpau,se) Ttstat reminds me - you know that radio,
it've been talking about wanting - a small one you can use to go running

'WO

CHARLIE. Yeah--what about, it?

MR. MI LGROM: Well, I got one for you. (starts to reach into his pocket)

1

221
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BNING STOJGOODS SKIT Page 2 -

CHARLIE: (excited) Really Dad! Let's see it!

Mr. Milgrom pulls out a small transistor radio and hands it to Charlie.

MRS. MI LGROM: There goes this month's budget! Art. . those radios cost at least $20..

Do you really think you should have?

MR. MILGROM: Relax, Betty. I bought it from this guy I know. It only cost me $8..

MRS. MI LGROM: $8 - - that is igood price-. Lately, you've been getting a lot of stuff really
cheap. (suspiciously) Who is this guy anyway? Are you sure that --

0
MR. MI LGROM: (cutting her off) ure, sure honey. Don't worry. Besides... for eight bucks--

how can you go wrong? Right, Charlie?

GURU E: R'ight,'Dad - if's great. Thanks a lot. (exits pfaying'radio) \
N

NARRATOR: Scene II ta eg place around 3:30 in the afternoonin the Milgrom's family
room. The scene opens as:Charlie enters playing his radio. Suddenly he
notices the room is topsy turvy, chairs are knocked over, books ar thrown

.about. He quickly turns off his radio and, as he does so, he overh rs his

mother in the, next room speakingEito his father on the telephone.

MRS. MILGROM: (very upset),. . . they must have gotten in the back way because the glass
panel on the dookis";-Mashed. They probably just reached in and opened
the door. The 15olice? Yes I called them.' What? (.don't know what's
missing yet! ,Everything's turned upside down. Just come home. (pause)
Okay, but hurry. (hangs *Up)

CHARLIE: (call; out) Mom, what happened?

M RS?,MILGROICA: (enters) Oh, Charlie . . someone broke in while we'were shopping.

DORY: (runs in from offstage) They took our bikes from the garage -- Charlie's and mine!

CHARLIE: Oh, no!

0

DbRY: (pointing) And look, the stereo and TV are gone, too.

4
IRS. MI LGROM: My God! I'd better check the silver. (doorbell rings) Charlie, see who it is.

. CHARLIE: (goes offstage and calls) Mom, it's an officer.

CRUSADE AGAINST CRIME



BUYING STOLEN GOODS SKIT -- Page 3

.--MRS.,MILGROM: Let him in, Charlie.

Charlie, and Offic er Carey walk. in together. Offir Carey is cdrryinga
Small notebook he or she takes notes in during tire rest of the scene.

OFFICER CAREY: Good afternoon, ma'am. I'm Officer Carey. How much did they take?

- MRS. MI LGROM: Uh... the TV and stereo andsome bikes. We haven't really hpd a chance
to look yet. 4.,

OFFICER CAREY: When do you think this happened?

MRS. MILGROM: When we were out ... uh... between 12 and 3. Yes, because that's when I
left to pick Dory up from kindergarten.

,OFFICERCAREY: I see.'Do you go out every Wednesday at the same time, ma'am?

MRS,MILGROM: (thinking for a moment) Yes, I gues I do. I pick up Dory and then we go
over to the Mall with a friend of mine and her daughter. We shop and then
we sometimes stop for ice cream or coffee.

OFFICER CAREY: Yeah ... they probably knew your schedule.

MRS. MILGROM: They? Who do you mean? Do you know who did this?

OFFICER CAREY: Not exactly. But it's probably the same ring of kids who've been break-
ing into other homes in this neighborhood lately. It looks like their work.

MRS, MI LGROM: Kids...what do kids do with all this stuff?

OFFICER CAREY: They sell it to a fence..It's usually an older guy who gets them to do it
and then sells the stuff really cheap. A little here, a little there. Do yol

4. have any serial numbers

CHARLIE: (suddenly interrupting the officer without thinking) I wonder if that's
who's been selling Dad all that -- (stops short because he sees his mother
make-a motion for him to be quiet)

OFFICER CAREY: (turning to Charlie) What's that ...what did you say?

CHARLIE: Oh nothing - Iwas just - it wasn't-anything.

r,)

1
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A2ITYLPRICING
price $ .35 per liter
price $1.32 per gallon

3.785 liters = 1 gallon

1. How much will four litersof gasoline cost?

How much will four gallon/Of gasoline'cost?

gallon?
3. ROW many quarts

are in a

4. Divide the rice of onegallon rice
by the

cif quarts in a gallHow much.would one quart ogasoline
cost ?.

5. Is thith amount almost the-same as the price df one literof ,gasoline?

6. A liter is about tas what he ame,at common measure?
-s 4

n

-2/7-
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a) kilo means

b) deka means

2. Write t e Lent of these metric prefixes.

0

WASatING RVIZ ' 5 points for.each correct .nswer
.

4

1. Which is greater?

a) a liter or a quart?

b) a gram oian ounce'?
s

c) a mete or a yard?

d) a centim ter or an inch?

a kilomet .lor a mile?

c) deci. means

d) .cents means

e) milli means

O

4 .

3. Write the English and metric units used to measure these:

English Metric

a), the weight of a candy bar

bl the weight of an elephant

c) the length of of.d room

d). the height of a person

e) the volume, of a can of soda pop

c04

.1.

DIVISN OF WEIMTS AND MEASURES
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.ANSiiJER KEYS - DIVISION OF WEI(RIS AND MEASURES

GASOLINE PUMP O

1. 4 t*"*".

1,

2. 5. yes

3. four 6. a quart

MEASURING QUIZ

1. a) quart 2. a) one thousand,

b) gram b) ten

c) mete c) one tenth

d) inch d) one hundredth

e) mile e) one thousandth

s3.%' English Metric

a) ounces-
4

grams
/, .

b) ton metric ton

c). yards meters

,

d) .feet , centimeters

'e) fluid ounces. milliliters

f. /

k

.. DIVISION OF WEIGHTS AND MEAST)R.ES
AIR -
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4.

Suggestions for Use of ENERGY`RESOURCE SYMBOLS

Can be used with Laclede Gas Co. and/or Union Electric

1. Make a transparency, project and trace onto bulletin board or
onto colored paper to cut out and mount on bulletin board. .

2. For a class\program,, each student could make his/her own
individual symbol to display while explaining its impor-
tance.

3. Make ditto copies to distribute for class discussion.

. Concepts to emphasize.

Energy means able to do work. How do these things work for us?

RIND - pumping Water on a faim d propelling a ship. Some ocean
freighters are experiment ng with sails in addltion to
motors. Why?

o

WATER - dams are built where water can collect. Why? Long
ago farmers took grain to a mill. Water was used there.
How?

4

PEOPLE - what kinds of things did people do before machines'
were invented to do these jobs?r-1

SUN - provides heat arid Ligh : Plants need it to grow and produce. Does

anyone know what solar heating is?

TREES - provides heat and light by burning. Cools through shading.

What' things were made of wood in the past that did
work for us? Is it better now that plastics or 'other

. substances do these same jobs? .Why?
.

OIL - name the'many uses we have for oil. What oil product is
consumed in the U.S. mo e than any other oil- prodpct?

%k
Tell about the problems we are haying now about this
product and what you thi we should:do about them.

some of our natural gas comes from of
is in pockets between the rocks where
What is natural gas used for? Why ar
our thermostats lower in the winter?

L

GAS - wells, and Ehe rest
there 'is no oil.
we asked to keep

COAL - where do We get it? What do we use it for? Its been
used for thousands of years.

ATOMS.- e new source we!ve not quite learned all ti4va5is in
which we can use as energy. DOps anyone know some
mays.we are using it? (If no replies are received a
zcssod example is n&lear-powered submarines.)

OIL, NATURAL GAS-, TREES, COAL AND WATO ARE CALLED WON-RiniaBLE
'RESOURCES AcAusE WHEN THEY HAVE'BEEN USED UP WE AIL HAVE NO MORE

I.

4Th

LAC= MS/UNION ElICIRIC
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SOURCES OF ENERGY

410

Find and circle nine sources of energy; Then circle .the non-renewable
sources i n red. .1

,NRBLUCIXFMOTC ATOMS

'gDA RV.O.BWOLEFR COAL

TMTLM;RSIJC(LAL NATURAL GAS

A,,XS`UNVINAQ.PRZ OIL
o

FDNRWCDA.FILEK PEOPLE
,44

'XOBHFAJZT.REES SUN

,OILYOTLBXCATZ TREES
d

'BZENREY6LDMSP s WATER

F A 1(() 41 RB.AATO FICS WIND

RCNSVRMSUFG

r

LACLEDE GAS

231
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BRANCH CODE STREET ADDRESS, CMY ANO STATE

ACCOUNT NUMBER DUE P : .

6, ...--14,70.46.,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
SIMPLE ENGLISH CONTRACT

OAN DATE 1ST PAYMENT OAT(

BORROWER INA1AE MID ADDRESS)

CU MAKER

t_

LAST PAYMENT DATE ,

CREDIT LIFE INS PREM

ANNUAL PERCENTAGE
RATE

FINANCE CHARGE
111

AMOUNT FINANCED 121

PAYMENTS ONE AT

TOTAL OF PAYMENTS 11) + (2)

SCHEDULE OF PAYMENTS

FOLLOWED BY AT

The words, I, my and me, used in this Agreement mean each person who signed as a Borrower. The words, you and
your, mean the Lender.

REPAYMENT
OF LOAN

LATE CHARGES

DEFAULT

PREPAYMENT
IN FULL
REBATE

SECURITY
FOR THIS
LOAN

I promise to pay you the total of payments stated above.

I will repay my loan by making the monthly payments set forth in the Schedule of Payments. Payments
will be made every month beginning on the first payment date stated above until the loan is fully paid. If
there is no such date in any month that follows, payment will be made on the last day of that month. I
will pay interest of 12% per year on any balance remaining qn my loan after the last scheduled payment
date.

If any payment is more than 10 days past due, I agree to pay a late charge of 5% of the past due
payment or-$5.00, whichever is less.

I will in default. (1) if I fail to pay any payment or part of a payment on time, or (2) if I do not keepany
promit6i I rnadein this Agreement.

If I defaul , you have the right to declare the unpaid amount of my loan immediately due and payable
without g ving me notice of the default or asking me to pay. If this occurs, I shall be allowed a refund
credit of unearned finance charge figured as set forth in the "Prepayment In Full Rebate" section.

I can prepay any part of my loan balance anytime. If1 prepay in full, you shall allow a rebate of the
unearned finance charge, figured by the "Rule of 78's" method. However, if my loanjwas originally
repayable in more than 48 months and 15 days, the rebate shall be figured by the actuarial method. No
refund less than $1 00 will be made.

I give you a security interest in the property described below to assure payment or my loan. This
security interest is subject to the provisions in.the sections which follow..

Vehicle Yea Make (dent. No.
together with all parts, equipment and accessories.

Other (Specify)

INSURANCE I will provide insurance'against loss of or damage to the property as you may
reasonably require.

REPOSSESSION 'If I fail to pay my Ic&i- as promised or do,not perform any of the terms of this
Agreement, you shall have all the rights of a secured patty under the Uniform Commercial *Code.
These rights include, but are not limited to.the right to repossess the property, sell the property
and require me to pay a deficiency. ,

Used with permission by
Form' Systems, Inc. 23 4
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STANDARD CONTRACT

NOTE & CREDIT DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
NOTE: FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the undersigned, jointly and severally, promise to pay to the order of the herein named Lender at its offle the Total of
Payments in consecutive monthly installments as below Indkated. The Total of Payments includes the Amount Financed and the Finance Ch rge. For loans
originally scheduled to be repaid ovel a period of forty-eight (48) months and fifteen (151 days or less, the portion of the:Finance Charge applicable to any par-

ticular monthly installment period, as originally scheduled or following a deferment, shall bear the same ratio to the total Finance Charge, excluding any adjust-
YOUR ACCOUNT IS PAYABLE 4N THE OFFICE OF THE LENDER. PARTY INDICAtED BELOW ment of Finance Charge for a first installment per-

r-- 4.0.
.

t
iod of more than one month, as the balance ached
uled to be outstanding during that monthly period
bears to the sum of all the monthly balances sched-
uled originally by the contract of loan. For loans
originally scheduled to be repaid over a period in

40' excess of fortyeight (48) months and fifteen (15)
days, the portion of the charges applicable to any
particular monthly installment period, as originally

DATE FINAKE CHARGE BEGINS TO ACCRUE (LOANS SEcURF,D BY REAL ESTATE ONLY scheduled or following a deferment, should be the
charges which will be incurred for that monthly in-

I

..
10

staliment period of the Annual Percentage Rate dis-
'closed to the Borrower pursuant to the Connecticut
Tjuthin-LendingAct were charged, by the actuarial
method, on the disclosed Amount Financed and all ,

payments were made according to the schedule.

ACCOUNT NO TYPE

BORROWERS NAME AND ADDRESS)

DATE OF LOAN FIRST INSTALALET FINAL INSTALMENT FAST
DUE DATE OTHERS DUE DATE IINSTAIMENT

SAME DAY
OF EACH
MONTH

RESIDENCE ADDRESS
(IF NOT SAME)

OTHER
INSTALMENTS

411

Polesa%

REBATE FOR PREPAYMENT IN FULL: For

TOTAL OF PAYMENTS
prepayment in full of the unpaid balance hereof

PAYABLE IN prior to maturity, the portion of the Finance
Charge applicable to the full installment periods

MONTHLY scheduled to follow the due date nearest the date

CASH ADVANCE

2 NET BALANCE ON PRIOR ACCOUNT .4

3 LIFE INSURANCE PREMIUM

4 AMOUNT. FINANCED

5° FINANCE CHARGE

'TOTAL OF PAYMENTS

ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE

PRIOR ACCOUNT

SALES CONTRACT CHARGE

OTHER

DISABILITY INSURANCE

LIFE INSURANCE

HOUSEHOLD GOODS INS

NET 5AL ON PRIOR ACCT

INSTALMENTS of prepayment, as scheduled originally in the loan
contract or as rescheduled by reason of any de-
ferment, shall be refunded or credited to the Bor-
rower (Rule of 78). Where prepayment occurs on
a date midpoint between the preceding and suc-
ceeding monthly installment due dates, it shall be
deemed to have occurred on the preceding monthly
due date. In all cases where prepayment occurs

REFUNDS before the first monthly Installment due date, it
,shall be deemed to have occurred on the first
monthly installmept due date. No refund of less
than.$1.00 nor fdr partial payments need be made.
Notwithstanding the above, if the original term of

t'this loan was more than forty-eight (48) months
and fifteen (15) days, the Lender shall rebate to
the Borrower the difference between the original

Finance Charge and finance chergel. re
computed by applying the Annual
Percentage Rate to the actual unpaid
balances of the Amount Financed for

the actual time the loans were outstanding.

. gl

, ;`i),
*The amount, if any by which the first scheduled installment paymerit exceeds the other scheduled
installment payments reflects the char* for.extending the first installment period beyond one month,

'.,DISBURSEMENT OF CASH ADVANCE

d. s

/NET CHECK TO BORROWER
(Line I less the sum of lines a through f).

TERF ACE
NO

vrc
DEFERMENT CHARGES With the consent of the
Borrower, the payment date of all wholly unpaid
installments may be deferred one (1) or more full
months but not more than three (3) full months and
the maturity of the contract extended for a corres-
ponding period, and the bender may charge a
deferment charge therefor which shall be equal to
the portion of the Finance Charge applicable to
the first of the installments deferred, multiplied
by the number of months in the deferment-period.

DEFAUIT CHARGE: If any scheduled install,'
ment is in default for ten (111) days'or more, the
Lender may charge a default charge of S .05 per,
51.00, or fraction thereof, of such scheduled
installments. Any portion of this Note remaining
unpaid at maturity shall bear interest at the rate
of 12% per annum.

, .

DEFAULT: Any default in the observance of the terms of this promissory note shall, at the option of the holder, make the entire unpaid balance hereof at
once due and payable, subject to the rebate provisions of this contract and applicable law. The undersigned severally waive demand for payment, notice of

, non-payment, protest and notice of protest of this Note and consent to extensions of time of payment withoin notice The construction, validity and, effect
F hereof shall be governed by the laws of Connecticut.

CREDIT INSURANCE. Credit life insurance ik not required in connectton with this loan and was not a factor in the approval of this extension of credit If
Borrower chose to obtain credit insurance through Lender for the term of the, loan, as indicated on the separately signed and dated Insurance °pull, the cost(s)

thereof are shown in the appropriate space above and are included in the Amount Financed.

REAL PROPERTY INSURANCE. If this transaction is real estate secured, Borrower is required to provide fire and hazard insurance coverage, to be approved.
by the Le7idel, loss, if any, payable to the Lender. This coverage is required in connection withothis loan but is not available from Lender.

y.
- aa.4 LEGAL SERVICES, INC.



STANDAAD CONTRACT (CONTNUED)

DESCRIPTION OF SECURITY
SECURITY AGREEMENT: This loan is secured by a Security Agreement bearing the above date of loan covering the collatyal described below, whiih
secures future and other indebtedness.
ALL 0 NONE 0 Certain motor
yehide(s)complete with all attach-
ments,squipment, SCOISSi011S, and
proceeds, (if "ALL" is checked,
fill in description.

MAKE SERIAL NUMBER BODY TYPE MODEL YEAR OTHER IDENTIFICATION .

I

OTHER SECURITY: If the Amount Financed exceeds $1,800.00, this loan may be secured by a mortgage on Real Property (if address filled in), which

(ISHIS NOT) the principal residence of the Borro Wei, located at Comaker(s), if any are indicated below.
This loan will be secured by credit.Iife insurance if a chow for such insurance is indicated above.

J
Signature .

Used with permission by
Form Systems, Inc.
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SEEK AND FIND

DIRECTIONS:

Find the following words that are used) in the area of consumer

protection:

attorAy
complaint
consumer
fraud

C D E Q

Q A C D

S/ DP A

M L`10e

Y E A R

.1 R I A

T D

UirDP

H A E

SSRR
I E 0 0

iecchandise
merchant
protection
statute

M N C S TURBAN
B N A E B J /ISDN

`XCO'NSUMERR I I S T

HIMO,TCSUAOTPHE
AN,,OYUCJACH
T P H R E- D 0 R 0 T

U A C T H E L M E L

6,v
T TORNEYNe0E.

NMER CH AN'T Y Z W

P E F G I H K L M 0

V ES AJACHIt
NN°L0Q.S6'WNML OS T U

CDJUDDDAL.JK.WC°H
,0 A A N I 0 A E 0 E

V M D S A T S R N

0 I 0 R. A" N H .L E R

11.

After'you: find ttie words,' look' them up in the dictionary and write

their meanings on the back of this page.

0!,

'MISSOURI ATTORNEY GENERAL'S' OFFICE
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UNIT PRICING .

4

Products we buy are usually sotd,and labeled accordillg to a certain unit of measure.
For example, we do not buy milk by the inch or'foot, but by the unit of pint, quart
or gallon. 'However, we must buy a window shade according to the units of inches or
feet reqUired. Below dre names of some items all-.of us buy. Next to the name of
the item write thename of the unit of measurement by which it is sold.

1. coffee 6. apples.

2: :soda pop 7. doughnuts

3. oranges 8. ice cream

4. bread 9. can of corn

5. 'radishes 10. potato chips

When we want to compare prices on aproduct, We should find out the cost of each
unit. Unit prices help shopper decide whtch is the best product for-the money
spent. Here is how to do unit pricing.

The price of an 8 ounce scan of Mrs..Sweetie's corn is 64 cents. Divide the price by
the. number of ounces to find out how much a one ounce costs.

$.08 F price for one ounce unit
number of ounces )$.64 price for 8 ounces

64 -

Here aret.some problems for you to try. Remembers, sometimes you will Wave a remainder,
so that will become .a fraction. All of these products are priced in units of ounces.
Find out hoW much each product's unit price is and compare unit prices to see which
product is the better buy. (Use scratch paper to do your division.)

1. 12 oz. Little Piggy Baton for $1.20 price per.oz.
1 lb. Little Piggy Bacon for $1.60 price per oz.

2. 14 oz. Soft Hands Detergent for $.56 price per eitt,
16 oz. Miracle Detergent for $.85 price per oz.

3. 12 oz. can Bozo Dog Food for $.48 . price.per oz.
12 oz. can Mutt Dog Food for $.60 price per oz.

4. 10 oz. Tillie's Tomato Juice for $ .90
14 oz. Tillie's Tomato Juice for $1.12

so,
Which is the better buy for the money actording to unit'prices?

1) 3)

2) 4)

Is the larger size of the same brand always the better buy?

240

price per of.
'price per oz.

PARENT VOLUNTEER



Unit Pricing

Answer Key -

1. poUnd or ounces 6. pciund.

AOP
2. ounces, quarts,or liters 7. dozen

3. dozen
8. scoop, pint or-qUart

4. ,pound or ounces 9. ounces

5. , bunch 10. ounces

71%
( or any other answer that is logical).

1) .10
.10

2) .04 .

$ 05

3) 4, .0'4 ,

'4'05
4 °,

4) 0::09
:043

Which is better b 0 t

' 1 n `).*
1) either one or sal:ad

i

'. k- IC L'

jpkr, , .

-, e,
o

a
-.

3) BozoBozo Dog Food ., .

4 L I, , A'i

4) 14 oz: size ot Tillie'S TomatoJWEt
..,

Is the larger ,size

2) *Soft Viands Detergent:

4
of, the same brand always othe better buy? Nb.

10. ,

-

4*-

PARENT VOLUNTEER
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Words To Know Exercise
--/

Match t e words in Column A with the words in Column 'B that are.
-hest a sociated with each other.

Column A

1. accomplice

Column B

A. the act of reaking into a
,building wit the intent to
steal

of

7N2, stealing e B. something a person owns'

4

3. consequences C. stealing articles on display
at a store

4. shoplifting

5. property

D. a partner in a crime

E. the results of one's actions

6. burglary F. a.system of rules made by a
.government to protect society

7,. law G. taking something dishonestly'
that does not belong to you

ti

ANSWERS

2

30

4

6 A
ti

T

ST. LOUIS PQLICE DEPARTMENT

.44 -43t,' off
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1. EmpleVejstealinvcoat. 2. Kdd carving initials into tree (vandalism). 3. Kids buying 
and selling stolen watches. 4. Man stealing TV. 5, Cab driver littering. 6. Burglar break. 
nig into apartment., 7, Womanshoplifting, 8, Man snatching purse. 
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ENERGY CONSERVATION CHECKLIST

Find the answers to these questions YES . NO I.

,

USUALLY

1. .Do the classrooms have fluor- .

eseent light fixtures/
.

.

2. Are the lights in the,plass-
room turned off when'it is not
in use?

.

3. Do the rest rooms have fau- .

cets which shizt off auto:-
matically?

a

.

...

.
_

. 4. Are there any dripping fauce,ts

. in the building?

1
5. Is the hot water too hot?

,

6. Are the thermostats set at 68.
to 72 degrees?

.

.

7. Is there a night setback therm-
. ostat.in the building?

_

.

.

8. Are windows kept closed when
the het is- on? --

_

,9. Do the windows have shades or
blinds?

.

.

.

_

10. When coming indoors, do the stu-
Aents make sure they close doors?

How can you find the answer to #6 and #10?

, HOW ELSE CAN YOU CHECK?

0 4 /-s4 a'
UNION ELECTRIC

V

.



WORDS TO KNOW

Directions: Match each word in Column A with its meaning in Column B.

Column B,Column A

1. embezzlement a. a person legally appointed to act for another

2. attorney .b. dishonest dealing or Cheating

3. consumer c. taking money for own use

4. fraud d. a person who buys or uses anything

Answer Key

1

2 A

3

4

- 0/al- U. S. ATTORNEY'S OFFICE
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READING LESSON -

THE CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION SAYS:

"For Kid's Sake, Think TdY Safety By Knowing The Seven Toy Dangers"

0

LA

Sharp edges - Toys Of brittle plastic or glass can easily
be broken, and leave dangerous sharp cutting edges.
Wooden, metal, and plastic toys sometimes hate sharp
edges because they are not made correctly.

2. Small Parts - Tiny toys and toys with small removable
parts can 4e swallowed or stuck in a child's windpipe,
ears or nose. The squeekers in come squeeze toys can
be 'removed and possibly swallowed. The seams of poorly
made stuffed toys can break open, and the stuffing can
be swallowed or inhaled.

3. Loud Noises - Toy caps and some noise-making 6Uns and
other toys can make sounds that can damage hearing. The
lawrequires this label on boxes of caps producinghoise
above a certain level: "WARNING-Do not fire .closer than
one foot to the ear. .D0 not use indoors."

4. Sharp Points - Breen toys can expose dangerous pi'ongs
and knife-sharp points.. Pins and staples on doll's
clothes, hair and accessories, can easily pierce the
skin of an .unsuspecting child. *Even a-teddy bear or
stuffed toy can have bar d eyes or wires whith can cut
or stab.

5. Propelled Objects - Guided missies and other flying toys
can become weapons and injure theeys' in particular.
Children should never be permitted to play with adult
hobby or sporting equipment that has sharp points.
Children's arrows or "darts should have protective tips.

Wrong Toy For Wrong Age - Toys that may be safe for
older children can be extremely dangerous in the hands
oflitfle ones.

Electric Toys - Electric toys poorly made, wired or
misused can shock qr burn. Electric toys must be made
According to laws for controlling temperatures, and
must display warning labels. They are recommended for
children over eight years old,. and the children should
be taught to use them carefully and with adult
supervision.,

d

250
UNITED STATES CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY

COMMISSION
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE.

THE LABEL OUTSIDE TELL'S YOU WHAT'S INSIDE

The Food and Drug Administration-has
developed a labeling program so con-
sumers can identify the nutrient con-
tent of foods before they are pur-
chased. All labels with nutrition
claims must follow the same format
for presenting'information. Any food
to which a nutrient is added must also
have a utrition label'.' 'Nutrition
labeli for other foods is optival.

Read the label on'food packages. Keep,,
a. record and add the percentages for
each nutrient consumed throughout the
day. When

/ the daily total for each
approache 100%, an'ample supply of
that nutrient is indicated.

The upper portion of the nutrition
panel must show the suggested size for
ane serving of food, the number of
servings in the container, and the
number of calories in one serving. ----
Grams areilisted for the amounts of the
.three- major nutrients: protein, carbo-
hydrates, and fat.o. Cholesterol and
sodium may also be listed in the upper
portion of the panel.

The lower portion of the nutrition infor-
mation panel requires that the percent-
age of United States Recommended Daily
Allowance (U.S.RDA) for protein, five
vitamins, and two mineYals in the one
suggested serving be listed.

Nutrients listed.

Size of one serving

Number of servings
per container.

Labels may show amounts
of cholesterol & sodium

in 100 grams of food
and in a serving.

a.

r
a

NUTRITION INFORMATION
(Der serving)

dervIng Sizes I cup
Servings per Container .2

Calories, 110
Protein

25 GGfrarnamsCarbohydrate
Fat 1 Gram
Sodsumi970mg/100gm), 275 tainigr ms

Percentage of U S Recommended Daly
Allowances(U S ROA)

Protein
Vitamin A
Vitamin C
Thiamine
Riboflavin
Niacin
Calcium
Iron

25
25
25
25

25i

Nuirierkts are given in
etric weight as grams.
(1 ounce 28 grams).

Percentage of U.S.
Recommended Daily
Allowances for one
serving.

HOW CONSUMERS USE NUTRITION LABELING

.1; Count calories per servjng:.
2. Compare value of-nutrients per serving.
3. Identify best food ources for each major nutrient.
4. Learn for special diets amounts of cholesterol, sodium, etc.
5. Avoid food containing nutrients restridted by dactor.
6. Purchase new foods after reading nutrients listed.

. 7. Recognize foods which have been enriched or fortified.
8.' Evaluate percentage'of U.S. recommended allowances consumed each day.

FOITED
STATES

OD & DRUG ADMIN.
051
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NUTRITION SEEK-A-WORD

The hidden.Derms'listed appear Torward, backward, up, down, or diagonally.
Find each term and identify the coordinates for the first and last letter.

24

23

. 22

As,

21

20

19

18

17

16

15

14

13

12'

11

10

1 2 3,4 5 6 7' 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

7,

5

4

3

2

V I..T A M I NACP LSZN
K L U '0 W M N r Q 0 R E T U

ZWVSB.0 D H G.L I P T"

BDCLRKMNSY CliRR
DLK.RBDCLDUHO 0 I

R I B O F L A V I N E L T E

PrQSRSRTCVSNAEN
X COY_EZB ANA RCI'T
DNDNPUTR -T ION' S

F I UGH B AUCJSK,
L-M U 141 N!Q 0 CRHRST
r A MI RON-11 I A E W X L

BT C D H L N

P I Q S T I C D R E P V H W

B V DCMCGR (DHJOK
L N F A,T SP AMP RSL'i

A W T X . Y S A T R A T E

B I K HLMCEPRDCSL
E B D K IL M'S, V L41/4 M T N

L G H L MAPRS'LM4-P ES

K, 8 CGHJMGC'K.LMRR
Z V P FOR1'
MDSP-DBULN,RS VLM
NP G R AMS V S E Y B K L

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10.11 12 13 14

NUTRITION TERMS

General

enri ched

fortified

cholesterol
polyunsaturated
saturated

1 abel

nutrition

minerals
U.S. RDA
vitamins

Wei hts and sures.

calorie
IU

gram
mcg
mg

Major Nutrients

carbohydrates
fat

protein

Vitamins

Vitamin A
Vitamin .0

Niacin
,Thi amine

Riboflavin

Other-Essenti al Elements

cal

iron .

sodium

UNITED STATES
FOOD & DRUG ADMIN.



Illustrated-192 Pages ,

, ORDER YOURS NOM Print your name, address, city, state and zip code
Only on the back of this panel. Enclose OA In cash, check or money order

(no stamps, please) and mad to:

KRAFT CHEESE COOKBOOK OFFER. 0 Boo 9300 Wept API, Chime. X 40611.
Mrs offer good M U S.A. only. Void where prohibited, licensed or otherwise restricted.

"PHILLY" CHEESE BELL
le ot prig Cracker Barrel Brand 2 teaspoons chopped pimiento

cheddar'oW pack cheese food 2 teaspoons chopped green pepper
1 Loy pkg Philadelphia Brand 2 teaspoons chopped onion

cream cheese I teaspoon Worcestershire sauce
Parkay margarine M teaspoon lemon to

Combine cheese food. softened cream cheese and 2 tablespoons mar-
garine, mu until well blended Add remaining ingredients, mu well Mold '
into bell shapes, using the Cracker Barrel container coated with-margarine
Chill until Wm Remove Yield. 2 pelts

SERVING SIZE

SERVINGS PER PKG

CALORIES

PROTEIN

CARBOHYDRATE

FAT

61 123

NUTRITION INFORMATION
oz PERCENTAGE OF U S RECOMMENDED DAILY ALLOWANCE (U S ROA):

PROTEIN 4. VITAMIN A X RIBOFLAVIN 2, CALCIUM 2; LESS THAN 2%
R SERVING OF VITAMIN C, THIAMINE, NIACIN ANO IRON

100

2g

1g

10g

IES1 MIEN PUIOUSCO BY OAT( AT MGM

INOREDIENTS PASTEURIZED MILK ANO CREAM, CHEE§E tULTURE,

SALT, CAROB BEAN GUM,

Kraft INC.CHICAG0.11.60690

o

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
or your money back

From Kral t

NOV-15-78,

PHI DELPHIA
CRAM dHEESE

REFRIGERATE'
KRAFT

PHILADELPHIA
-4

yonly b
made

BRAND

JB9437 , Printed In

t,
4,

LIFT HERE TO OPEN
TUCK FLAP IN TO CLOSE

NET WE 8 ON. (227g)

CID
ter

0

Olt

SECTION IV
(Refer to
corresponding
Teacher Guide
for discussion of
label information)

HOW TO
READ I

i!..ABEtaProduct Name

0 Brand Name

CDI Origin of Product

OQ u aria

0 ingredients

re Nutrition ',
V..j° Information

OOpen Dating

Universal Product
Code (UPC)

Additional
4j Information

,,,

Kraft, Inc. 4 Educational Department

-3 4
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MAIL ORDER ADVERTISING SURVEY

Directions: Please read the questions below and put a check mark in_the proper

box. There is no right or'wrong answer. DO NOT WRITE YOUR NAME.

.

.

YES NO I DON'T KNOW

1. Have you'ever ordered anything by mail?
_ ,

.

. ...

2. Have you alwayS received what you

ordered?

D

.

.

, .c.

..

3. Did you always receive_what.you

expected?

4. Have you ordered with order blanks or

coupons?

.

5., Have.you ever sent money with orders?

.

.

6... Did you have to include a label, receipt

or 'proof of *chase'? .

7. If you did not receive your order, di

you do something about it?

, 8. Do you think you can do something about

an order yOu don'4 receive?
. .

9. Do you think there are.a lot of good

things students can order.by mail? .

10. Do you think companies you order from
try to cheat you?

... .

If you have ever sent away for something, was it because the item was free, a,

bargain, something neat, something different, or for another reason? Name the

item and give the reason for ordering it.

255

fit -'

U.S. POSTAL INSPECTOR'S OFFICE
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Directions: Make a transparency.
Project onto bulletin board 4nd
trace..
SUGGESTED TITLE: ASSERTIVE OR

AGGRESSIVE?

;2ii3
Urban.League


